Lutheran General Hospital.
How Andersen Perma-Shield helps pay the bills.

No, we’re not an insurance company. Actually, our windows are a part of a remarkable new concept in hospital patient care and plant operation.

Every patient entering Lutheran General gets a private room with TV, shower and toilet and highly personalized, individual care.

Sound expensive? It isn’t.

Patients pay about the same rates other hospitals charge for double rooms.

It’s possible because the hospital is planned to operate around built-in efficiencies that drastically cut costs.

This is where we get into the picture.

Andersen Perma-Shield Casements help save the hospital thousands of dollars every year.

Perma-Shield’s exterior vinyl sheath combined with the building’s copper and brick facing completely eliminates exterior maintenance.

All the windows can be cleaned from the inside. And the vinyl won’t react with the copper as metal would.

Welded insulating glass and the extra-weathertight quality of Andersen cut heat loss and gain considerably.

There’s an inside story here too.

The natural beauty of wood helps put warmth and charm into what must necessarily be a somewhat sterile atmosphere.

And surroundings can mean quite a lot to a patient’s well-being.

So you see, even though we’re an old-line window company, we retain leadership with innovative ideas and concepts.

Take a good look at Perma-Shield Windows and Gliding Doors for your next job. Choose from 5 styles, hundreds of sizes and combinations.

Wherever you are, there’s an Andersen dealer or distributor with all the windows you need.

And all the information you need too. Or check your Sweet’s File.

Andersen Windowalls
ANDERSEN CORPORATION
BAYPORT, MINNESOTA 55003
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Shown above: Flush Mounted CP-130 Control Panel and Ceiling Mounted DI-6 Ionization Detector
Pyr-A-Larm, unchallenged leader in early warning fire and smoke detection, now offers a system with smartly styled detectors and control equipment to blend with any commercial decor . . .

But more important, the Pyr-A-Larm system offers the four major methods of fire detection making it adaptable to any application. These are: Ionization Detection which is capable of detecting a fire BEFORE there is any visible smoke, flame or appreciable heat; Visible Smoke Detection; Flame Detection and Thermal (heat) Detection. In the event of fire, the detector signals the control panel which sounds the alarm, and if desired, activates the fire extinguishing system, closes smoke doors and dampers and sends a signal to the fire department.

The low-voltage detection methods are the same as those in Pyr-A-Larm high-voltage systems installed in major industrial plants, in government buildings, museums, universities and other institutions throughout the world.

Get all the facts on Pyr-A-Larm today. See for yourself how its handsome styling can be incorporated into your designs.

Write or Call:
Mr. William A. Columbus,
Pyrotronics, A Division of Baker Industries, Inc., Cedar Knolls, N.J. 07927 (201) 267-1300

Pyr-A-Larm®
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Pyr-A-Larm puts low voltage fire detection in style.
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87 A physical sciences complex and a precast office tower by Paul Rudolph
The $5 million Sied W. Richardson Physical Sciences Building in Fort Worth, Texas, is a mammoth structure subtly designed to appear less imposing than it is. Brookhollow Plaza in Dallas, Texas is almost totally constructed of precast concrete elements—columns, spandrels, floorplanks and core walls.
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Three houses show that renovation work can be as highly creative as totally original design.
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"The environmental responsibility of the architect," by Max O. Urbahn, FAIA. In this article by the new president of The American Institute of Architects, his colleagues are called upon to recognize a new professional obligation as architectural counsellors to the public.
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113 Suburban office buildings
Four suburban headquarters offices, whose companies chose greater space and park-like surroundings over a downtown location, are shown here.


124 Environmental Systems Building at World Headquarters of Emerson Electric Company, St. Louis, Missouri. Hellmuth, Obata & Kassabaum, architects.
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129 Science Center is precast for fast assembly
The $17.7 million Harvard Science Center is practically all precast concrete, including the 400- by 60-foot, five-story laboratory wing, which was erected in only seven months. The structure for the laboratory features three-story high "ladder" columns and precast, post-tensioned mechanical shafts—supporting 60-foot-long perforated girders that span 50 feet clear.
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ANNOUNCES
ELWIN G. SMITH & CO., INC.
MERGER

A natural fit—Cyclops and Elwin G. Smith. And that's why we've combined capabilities for the benefit of our customers, shareholders and employees.

A bright new member of the Cyclops' family, the Elwin G. Smith Division is ready to better serve the nation's important construction markets. Smith Metal Wall Systems offer wide functional and design possibilities in both new and renovated office, commercial and industrial buildings. And Smith's "Single Responsibility" installation service means added convenience and value for architects, engineers, contractors and owners.

Yes, Cyclops now offers more products for more applications in more markets. May we serve you? Contact any of our seven divisions direct or write Cyclops Corporation, 650 Washington Road, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15228. Ask for your copy of A WORD ABOUT CYCLOPS.

DETROIT STRIP DIVISION
DETROIT STEEL CORPORATION
DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48209

PLANTS: DETROIT, MICHIGAN and NEW HAVEN, CONNECTICUT
PRODUCTS: HIGH and LOW CARBON COLD ROLLED STRIP STEEL

EMPIRE-DETROIT STEEL DIVISION
DETROIT STEEL CORPORATION
MANSFIELD, OHIO 44901

PLANTS: MANSFIELD and PORTSMOUTH, OHIO
PRODUCTS: HOT and COLD ROLLED CARBON SHEET • COLD ROLLED SILICON SHEET • GALVANIZED STEEL SHEET • DIE STAMPINGS

REEVES-BOWMAN DIVISION
DOVER, OHIO 44622

PLANTS: DOVER, OHIO and PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA
PRODUCTS: GALVANIZED and PRE-PAINTED ROOFING, SIDING, DRAINAGE PRODUCTS • STEEL ROOF and FLOOR DECK and CONCRETE FORMS FOR BUILDINGS and BRIDGES • GALVANIZED WARE and OTHER FABRICATED PRODUCTS

SAWHILL TUBULAR DIVISION
SHARON, PENNSYLVANIA 16146

PLANTS: SHARON and WHEATLAND, PENNSYLVANIA, MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
PRODUCTS: CARBON and STAINLESS STEEL PIPE • COLD DRAWN STAINLESS and CARBON STEEL TUBING • ELECTRIC-WELD PRESSURE TUBING • ELECTRICAL CONDUIT • FABRICATED TUBULAR PRODUCTS
SMITH WALLS
in place...by design

This Smith Wall is used in a distinctive cantilever design. It is equally suitable for an industrial building, office, school, or store. Its versatility, as with any Smith Wall, is limited only by the imagination of the architect.

Design freedom in Smith Walls starts with the metal configurations. Many different basic profiles are available, including flat panels. And that's only the beginning. You can add Smith decorative mullions to your design to provide unusual and interesting architectural effects. And you can choose from a wide range of colors and finishes to blend or contrast with the surroundings.

When you specify Smith Walls in place you get more than just design freedom. You get a single responsibility installation. Smith personnel design, fabricate, deliver and erect Smith Walls...to your specifications...to your customer's satisfaction.

For complete information, consult your Sweets File or write today to:

ELWIN G. SMITH & COMPANY, INC. Pittsburgh, Pa. 15202
Atlanta - Baltimore - Washington - Boston - Charlotte - Chicago - Cleveland
Dallas - Kansas City - New York - Philadelphia - Rochester - Toledo - Detroit

ELWIN G. SMITH DIVISION
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15202

PLANTS: PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA and CAMBRIDGE, OHIO
PRODUCTS: FABRICATOR and ERECTOR of METAL WALL and ROOF SYSTEMS • METAL COIL COATING

TEX-TUBE DIVISION
DETROIT STEEL CORPORATION
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77080

PLANT: HOUSTON, TEXAS
PRODUCTS: LINE PIPE • OIL WELL CASING • ROUND, SQUARE, RECTANGULAR, MECHANICAL and STRUCTURAL TUBING

UNIVERSAL-CYCLOPS SPECIALTY STEEL DIVISION
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15228

PLANTS: BRIDGEVILLE, PITTSBURGH and TITUSVILLE, PENNSYLVANIA and COSHOCTON, OHIO
PRODUCTS: STAINLESS, HIGH SPEED and TOOL STEELS • HIGH TEMPERATURE ALLOYS • ELECTRICAL, MAGNETIC and ELECTRONIC METALS • ALL PRODUCT FORMS, INCLUDING PRECISION ROLLED SHAPES
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This pioneering lighting/ceiling installation in Tacoma is an 11-month wonder.

Barely 11 months from the day Keene's Sechrist Lighting division received preliminary drawings from Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, this remarkable concept in fluorescent downlighting was a reality.

Sechrist had manufactured and delivered the last of 1,889 custom lighting fixtures. Each is a 22-inch cube with an acrylic lens deeply recessed in the housing, and every other one is equipped with a tulamp ballast. All were installed in perfect alignment, their white "U" lamps diffusing a warm glow within a geometric pattern of dark reveals.

How did Sechrist meet a tight deadline with a large order of fixtures no one had ever seen before? By smoothly meshing engineering and production know-how. Sechrist lighting experts worked long and hard with the architectural engineers and electrical contractors to design and fabricate the special fixtures.

In the words of the architect's project manager, "The project required fast action, and Keene was responsive to our needs."

If you create unusual lighting designs, let us show you a brief slide presentation documenting this project. You'll see why you can count on Sechrist's special projects team to execute your ideas successfully—on time and on budget. Call us at (303) 534-0141, or write Keene Corporation, Sechrist Lighting, 4990 Acoma St., Denver, Colo. 80216.

KEENE CORPORATION
SECHRIST LIGHTING

We've just begun to grow.
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PHOTOGRAPH: TOM UPPPER

National policy: the AIA’s boldest and best proposal yet

This month, we’ve done something that more often happens on newspapers than on monthly magazines: we (to coin a phrase) stopped the presses. Reason: well after our usual press deadlines there was a press conference on the AIA’s Report of the National Policy Task Force, and I for one thought the Report of sufficient importance to turn a few publishing cartwheels to talk about it this month instead of waiting for March.

In short, I believe that:

The Report of the National Policy Task Force is not just good, it’s brilliant; the best kind of intervention by architects in public policy; and worthy of active support by all.

In the news section this month (pages 36-37) you’ll find a two-page report on the key points of the Report, but additionally, I find myself compelled to take some more space here to comment on it, and to urge all architects to get involved with the ideas and policies it proposes. At this stage, the National Policy Report embodies the ideas of a relatively small group: 1) The Task Force itself, chaired by Archibald Rogers and including Bill Slayton, Ieoh Ming Pei, Jacqueline Robertson, Paul Ylvisaker and (ex-officio) Bob Hastings and Max Urbahn; and 2) The board of directors of the AIA which has unanimously approved it. The board representatives from the AIA’s 18 regions will, of course, in the month’s ahead, be leading discussions around the country about the Report—its goals and its implications—in preparation for the convention in Houston in May; where the Report will be discussed, perhaps revised or improved or added to, and—I very much hope—be approved as a background for action by the architects of America.

The broad goal stated in the introduction is the kind of thing that we shall hear much of from the army of presidential candidates in the months ahead: “This report is about America at its growing edge. It outlines a set of policies that can enable this nation—as a responsible member of a threatened world of nations—to shape its growth and improve the quality of its community life.” What’s different about this report from most such pronouncements is that it includes (and again I’d urge you to read pages 36 and 37) some very specific and realistic ways those policies might be set up and implemented and financed.

One example of its realism:

“It may well be that a diverse nation which values above all free choice may have to live with a national growth policy that is less than coherent, which contains more inconsistencies than it resolves, which turns the power of conflicting forces into creative energy—and which succeeds because it strives towards unity but does not mutilate its freedoms in an all-out effort to achieve it.”

One of the things the convention in May is going to have to debate (it always debates it) is the architect’s competence to suggest national policy. I’ve always argued on this page that there’s no one else better qualified to suggest national policy in the area of national growth and quality of life, and the Report argues this way: “[In this report] we have spoken assertively, but only to enrich the national debate, not dominate it. We have tried to convert what we think are legitimate discontent issues into constructive ideas of how to make America better. And [and this is where the AIA’s policy suggestions differ from most] we have taken the risk of translating general-ities (these are easy) into specifics (which are tough).”

In an early section, the Report makes a key point that few people except architects talk much about—that the problem is not just quantity, but quality: “It is not the numbers we should be concerned about, but the quality of living and the choice of life style that are opened to Americans whoever they are and however many there may be.”

And the recommendations of the Report, as you will see in this issue and hear at local meetings, are then built around the neighborhood as the “growth unit,” which the report defines as (ideally, though not necessarily), a neighborhood of 500 to 3,000 housing units—“enough in any case to require an elementary school, day care and community center, convenience shopping, open space, and recreation.” This general scale of planning and development, the Report argues, is “consistent with likely trends during the 1970s which will encourage the filling in of open land and the renewal of older neighborhoods within existing metropolitan areas, as well as the expansion of outlying communities . . . It also coincides with the trend toward ‘miniatization’ which seems to characterize emerging patterns of consumer behavior and demand, and which is producing a new range of facilities such as community health centers [instead of central hospitals], neighborhood city halls, and convenience shopping centers.” Just a few more key points that seem to me particularly important and insightful:

**“Much of what is now done in the name of housing ‘quality’ is based on fallacy. When housing ‘quality’ is translated into grandiose quantitative requirements for floor space, lot sizes and building materials, the results are pernicious, wasteful and ultimately self-defeating, and the result is exclusion—of the poor, the black, the young and the old families.”**
"We are convinced," the Report reads (and this idea will ruffle as many feathers as a similar resolution did at the Detroit convention) "that an effective national growth policy requires that land increasingly be treated as a public rather than a private commodity..." If this concept does indeed ruffle feathers, we must think it through and argue it through because, it seems to me, it is a critical concept if we are going to develop a national policy (or neighborhood policy) that is not at every turn blocked or diverted by the simple greed of land speculators.

The Report wisely tackles—strongly and right from the start (which is the only way)—the matter of "where's the money coming from?" Not to skirt the issue, the report says that "growth units of the sort we propose will not be built... unless:"

1) there is an assured flow of credit at stabilized rates of interest over a sustained period of time...

2) low- and moderate-income families are directly subsidized (through income supplements, housing allowances, 235- and 236-type interest reductions, etc.)... at a level equivalent to the housing subsidies now provided for higher-income homeowners in the form of tax reductions of mortgage interest and local property tax payments..."

Further, the Report states (and this is one of my favorite ideas), that "The tradition of categorical funding that has long been followed in American government needs to be modified. Above all, the Highway Trust Fund, we think, must be converted into a general fund for community development and greatly expanded."

Well, enough for here. Again, I think that the AIA should be commended by all for having the vision to create a Task Force on National Policy, and its members should be commended by all for having the wisdom and guts (quite apart from taking what must have been an inordinate amount of time away from their practices) to write this Report.

Now, surely you will not agree with all the recommendations and methods of implementing them suggested. So...

Now is the time for all architects to study the report and make up their mind... as to whether they're for it, or agin' it, and are willing to work to implement it. Let no one after the Convention, as so many did last year, say that "fuzzy headed" decisions were made and resolutions passed. This Report of the Task Force on National Policy deserves the most careful attention by every architect, the most careful discussion and debate within every chapter, the most serious and reasoned voting by every delegate to the Convention; and—if passed overwhelmingly as I think it should and think it will—it serves the unique, the supreme direct support of every architect, as a professional and as a citizen.

Finally, a few more words about the AIA and the Justice Department

Last month, we reported in the news section what we knew about the pressure from the Justice Department for the AIA to revise its practice standards regarding compensation arrangements. The AIA, in its Memo, has pointed out to members that legal matters really cannot be debated in the press; and we have no new information. But, after a discussion in RECORD's office about possible implications, senior editor Bill Foxhall came up, in a memo, with this train of thought, herewith offered to all involved:

"In thinking about competitive bidding—in general and as it relates to architectural practice, the mind turns to abstractions, and then to the practical consequence of decision: uncontrolled monopolies are bad (does anyone think the AIA is a monopoly?) pricing collusion among competitors is bad free competition is good except sometimes—like when price alone tells the buyer nothing about quality (bread? washing machines? medical services? architectural services?) professional services are not goods and cannot be priced as goods because no two sets of services by different professionals can be identical for any given job professionalism has an inherent ethic of responsibility toward clients, which makes professionals essentially and critically different from entrepreneurs laws are not ethics and cannot enforce ethics—or morals either antitrust laws are not for competitive bidding, they are against restraint of trade pricing is not bidding all architectural presentations to clients are competitive in terms of skill, staff, and experience offered most clients want to know about fees before a job is commissioned most architects tell them, which leaves the client all the option in the world to take or leave that architect's proposal, either on the basis of the professional service offered or the price proposed well, is a pre-commission statement of fee basis—or even a lump-sum quotation—unethical?
certainly not, if the services are defined no, not unless identical services (and experience, talent, staff and end product) are the basis for every architect's quotation which is clearly impossible contractors bid on identical documents for an identical end product that's competitive bidding"
What's happened to the necessary evil?
There's a whole new technology
to the necessary evil...the fence.
Take 1 1/2 minutes and catch up with it.

The usual chain link fence uses pipe posts. Not USS CYCLONE Type II. Look at this terminal post. It's one-piece, box beam construction. No hidden places where moisture can collect and cause corrosion. And notice the fabric isn't just fastened on...it's woven right into lock loops, each with 1200 lbs. holding power.

Result: the new look in chain link fence. A clean, neat, architectural appearance. Posts and top rails have a functional, square configuration. No protruding fittings, nuts, or bolts. Very compatible with modern design. It also means a more vandal-proof fence and lower maintenance costs.
Gates are a key to fence quality. Most industrial gates are welded. This not only invites rust at the weld... it makes for expensive repairs. CYCLONE gates are riveted. Remove a few rivets, replace any damaged part, and you have a new gate. And our adjustable truss rods make it easy to correct sag.

Corrosion protection in a fence is directly proportional to the amount of zinc coating. CYCLONE doesn't take shortcuts. CYCLONE terminal posts, line posts, and top rails, for instance, have a 2-oz. coating... not the 1.2-oz. coating often used. Gates and fittings are heavily galvanized. Complete specs on the next page.
How to specify the new technology in fence:

Basic Specifications* (Circle one of each):
- Height: 6', 7', 8', 9'
- Fabric: 2' mesh: 6 ga., 9 ga., or 11 ga.
- Barbed Wire: 3 strands, 6 strands, none
- Top rail or Top Tension wire, Bottom rail or Bottom Tension Wire
- Line Posts: 2.7#H or 4.1#H

Fabric shall be zinc coated class II chain link per ASTM specification A-302-68 or shall be aluminum coated per ASTM specification A-491-68. Fabric shall be connected: to line posts with 6 ga. wire clips every 14'; to top rail with 9 ga. wire every 24'; to terminal, corner, and gate posts by integrally weaving into the post or by using 1/4" x 1/4" tension bars tied to the post every 14" with 11 ga. 1" wide steel bands and 3/8" diameter bolts and nuts; to tension wire with 11 ga. hog rings every 24".

Barbed Wire shall have a class 2 aluminum coating per ASTM A-585-69 or a class 3 galvanized coating per ASTM A-121-66 and consists of two 12 1/2" gage stranded line wires with 44 gage barbs and a 4 point pattern on 5" centers.

Top rail shall be 1 1/4" (1.66" O.D.) standard weight pipe or 1 1/4" x 1 1/4" roll formed sections. Top rail shall pass through intermediate post tops and form a continuous brace within each stretch of fence and be securely fastened to terminal posts.

End, corner, and pull posts shall be 2 3/4" O.D. pipe, 5.79 pounds per foot, or 3 1/2" x 3 1/2" roll formed sections with integral fabric loops, 5.14 pounds per foot. Posts for swing gates shall be according to the following gate leaf widths:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lbs. Per lineal Foot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Up to 6'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 1/2 x 3 1/2&quot; roll formed section or 2 3/4&quot; O.D. pipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 6' to 13'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4&quot; O.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 13' to 18'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 3/4&quot; O.D.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 18'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 3/4&quot; O.D.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gate frames shall be 1.90" O.D. pipe connected with fittings riveted at each corner. Each frame shall have 3/8" diameter adjustable truss rods. Gates shall have positive type latching devices with provisions for padlocking; and drive gates shall have a center plunger rod, catch, and semi-automatic outer catches.

All posts, rails, and appurtenances shall be hot-dipped zinc coated steel per ASTM specifications A-120-65, A-125-66 or A-153-65, whichever is applicable. Pipe posts shall have tops which exclude moisture. End, corner, pull, and gate posts shall be braced with the same material as top rail and trussed to line posts with 3/8" rods and tighteners. Each post shall be set in a concrete foundation of 1:2:4 mix having a minimum diameter of 9" or three times the diameter of the post and at least 36" deep. Line posts shall be evenly spaced 10' or less apart.

Standard tolerances apply. Installation shall be by experienced fence erectors, on lines and grades furnished by owner.

*Non-restrictive specifications

USS Cyclone Fence
USS & Cyclone are registered trademarks
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Caradco...
puts buyer excitement in
wood casement windows

EXCITEMENT
Unique modular system
permits arrangements
that complement
any exterior.

EXCITEMENT
Double weather-stripping
seals out cold, heat, dirt.

EXCITEMENT
Permanent, leak-proof vinyl glazing
assures all-weather comfort.

EXCITEMENT
A full 90° opening for easy
inside-outside cleaning.
Exciting charm, exciting versatility.
You get both in the Caradco C-200'
casement. Plus all these bonus
features that make the Caradco
package an even better buy:
concealed hinges, gold-tone
operators, factory-priming outside,
screens, grilles (storm panel
version). Excitement! To make it
happen, see your Caradco dealer.

Caradco
Window and Door Division
Scovill

Main Plant, Dubuque, Iowa 52001/Hainesport Assembly Plant, Hainesport, New Jersey 08036/Ohio Assembly Plant, Columbus, Ohio 43204
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The subdued approach to Reflective Glass

With the increasing use of reflective glass for outstanding solar control and lower operating costs, more and more buildings are sticking out in harsh, metallic glare.

Now, Shatterproof Glass Corporation has developed a refined, subdued Reflective Glass that still offers the benefits of the harsh reflective glasses.

...Manufactured in three configurations—Insulating, Laminated and Monolithic—for complete versatility.

Depending on the type specified, it can also provide thermal control, sound control, security and safety benefits. Available in subdued tones of bronze, gold, gray and chrome...

...in the largest quality sizes in the industry.

To learn more, write for our Reflective Brochure, Shatterproof Glass Corporation, Dept. 101A, 4815 Cabot Avenue, Detroit, Michigan 48210. Phone: 313/582-6200.
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Shatterproof
GLASS CORPORATION Architectural Division
OUR CARPET STANDARDIZATION PROGRAM SAVES YOU MONEY.

We're CCC, the largest manufacturer of commercial and institutional carpet systems with millions of square yards of references on the floors of major corporations, hospitals, schools and stores.

When you standardize on CCC for corporate carpet, we become your single source of responsibility for product performance, delivery, installation and maintenance.

Our program will reduce your administrative costs, assure you of consistent quality and price and give you centralized control of carpet purchases.

One call to a CCC corporate specialist will take care of your carpet needs from coast to coast. He's one of 70 experts we have around the country and he's backed by a nationwide network of certified installers and regional standards operations managers.

To make sure you get maximum wear-life from your carpet at minimum life cycle cost, our man can help you set up a comprehensive maintenance program that's based on a building survey by a CCC maintenance consultant. The survey enables us to recommend a detailed plan for floor care procedures, frequency and equipment...including a CCC-formulated and endorsed line of maintenance chemicals.

Your CCC corporate specialist knows all about trench headerducts and other subfloor access systems and the best way to integrate carpet with them. He's well versed in leasing and can document how our Showplace program will give you a completely carpeted building without using capital funds.

The CCC system features heavy duty Densylon carpet, constructed of Anso nylon and bonded to fire-retardant Stendick® sponge rubber cushioning. It has outstanding appearance retention, is easy to clean and keep clean, and contains a static control system. Densylon and our other heavy duty brands are available in a wide range of styles and colors so your standardization program can have all the design flexibility you want.

A carpet standardization program will effect a significant reduction in your operating costs if your supplier has the experience and expertise to make it work. CCC has both. Fill in the coupon and we'll share them with you.

Commercial Carpet Corp.
10 West 33rd Street
New York, N. Y. 10001
Dept. AR-2

Attention: Mr. Walter Brooks
☐ Please have a corporate specialist call on me.
☐ Please send more information about your program.
Name:
Title:
Organization:
Phone:
Address:
City:
State:
Zip:
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Pretty smart idea outside

full of smart new ideas inside

The new Mark 13 roof-mounted multizone now comes with an architecturally compatible facade system, in a choice of mansard or vertical designs. Sturdy aluminum fascia is available from AAF in 10 colors. In addition, many other fascia materials may be used to achieve building-matching designs.

But that's not all. Inside, you'll find a new multizone that is unsurpassed in engineering advances and dependability. We've added, for example, solid state controls for precise, automatic year around programming and overload protection.

A new refrigerant reheat capability provides "free" heat and humidity control without activating the heating section in marginal and summer weather. When the heating section is called on, however, a new highly-efficient gas furnace assures economical, long-term operation. A new, fool-proof gas furnace-forced draft system also eliminates problem causing vent fans. Three other choices of heat are also available.

From top to bottom, front to back, the new Mark 13 offers a lot of smart new ideas, both fancy and functional. Write for Bulletin MZRM 103, Manager, Air Handling Products and Systems, AAF, Box 1100, Louisville, Kentucky 40201. In Canada: 400 Stinson Blvd., Montreal 9.

Better Air is our Business.
Quatramatic — an exclusive new process developed by Formica that results in a fidelity and definition in laminated plastic never before possible. It gives tone and color a new richness, grain a new depth.

You can see this in the light, bold, natural look of Allura Walnut. The vivid tones and realistic distressing of Pecky Pecan. The rich, exotic character of Mozambique.

Quatramatics are clearly a cut above other laminates.

And the beauty of it all is — when you specify one of these bold new woodgrains you’re specifying the tough, durable surface that FORMICA® brand laminate is known for. A suede surface that resists scuffs, dents, scratches and chips — stays bright and new looking for years — never needs refinishing. From a selection of over 100 different colors, patterns and woodgrains.

We’ve created a new generation of woodgrains. Now it’s your turn. Call your Formica representative today, write Dept. AR-2, or consult the Sweets Architectural File 6.14Fo.

Leadership by design

© 1972 Formica Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 • subsidiary of
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Stonco introduces a new concept in architectural illumination: geometric area lighting.

**Why a geometric approach?**
Until now, most outdoor and area lighting fixtures bore little or no relation to the geometry of the building they were lighting. Awkward, bulky shapes clashed with the architecture, and were difficult to adapt to modern building planes and angles.

**Stonco's innovation**
Stonco has changed all that. We've designed the first complete series of architectural area lighting fixtures that are geometric, flexible, modular ... and harmonize perfectly with today's building styles.

**Back to fundamentals**
We did it by going back to the basic shapes of modern architecture—the cube, the sphere, the cylinder. Then we designed fixtures with clean, uncluttered lines to match these geometric forms. Now, by selecting from a wide choice of new Stonco lighting fixtures you can design area lighting as an integral part of your building plan.

**A brilliant example: Cool Cube**
Consider the quartz area flood. Most conventional types are distracting in shape, unfinished in appearance. But Stonco designed Cool Cube—up to 1500W of tungsten halogen lighting—as a compact cube that has all the inherent quality a fine building exterior demands. It's made with extruded aluminum satin-polished and anodized to a deep bronze.
finish. And a new socket design, integral with the housing, provides a more efficient heat sink.

**Plus a square luminaire**
Another example: the usual outdoor bracket is rounded, bulky and a problem to adapt to walkways and tunnels. Not Stonco's new Wall Cube®. We fashioned it as a crisp, square unit that mounts in almost any position on any surface to direct all the light you need, wherever you need it.

**And, for variety...**
To relieve the rectangular look, Stonco also offers you architectural-quality fixtures in other basic shapes: cylindrical area floods, new Arealume® pole-top designs, Cylinoid Downlights, prismatics and opals. All are styles to blend into your plan, alone or in combination with other Stonco geometric fixtures.

**How can you learn more?**
Our new brochure, "The Shape of Architectural Lighting," illustrates all the styles, features and options that the latest Stonco geometric area fixtures offer you. For your copy, simply circle the reader service card. Or write for details to Keene Corporation, Stonco Lighting, 2345 Vaux Hall Rd., Union, N.J. 07083.

**KEENE CORPORATION**
**STONCO LIGHTING**

*We've just begun to grow.*
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You can now match the wood on the top, the bottom and the side edges of this door with the wood on the face.

There used to be two choices for the edges, Birch or Maple. (Have you ever tried to make Birch look like Oak?) Now you have seven choices for edges and face veneer: Cherry, Teak, Birch, Oak, Walnut, Lauan and Elm.

Another small but important change. This door doesn’t have (or need) fire retardant treatment, which eliminates the possibility of unsightly stains bleeding through the finish. (The mineral core, not the fire retardant treatment, is what makes this door an effective fire barrier.)

Of course, you can still depend on these unchanging features: a UL rating for Class C openings, sizes to 4 x 10 feet, lifetime interior guarantee and incombustible mineral core.

For more details, write Weyerhaeuser, Box B-8826, Tacoma, Washington 98401.
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Great performer at Woodfield Twin Theatres: **MILSTAR** carpet by Milliken

Nothing was stinted on new theatres at the world's largest enclosed shopping center, Woodfield Mall, Chicago. The owners, ABC Great States, Inc., insisted on the finest theatre equipment and furnishings. The carpet is the dramatic "New Directions" pattern in MILSTAR, Milliken's totally new concept in commercial carpeting with exclusive features vital to high-traffic areas:

- **Longer Wear.** Fuse-bonded into liquid vinyl plastisol, providing resilience and wear equal to or better than the finest tufted and woven constructions.
- **Less Maintenance.** Impermeable soil-barrier back traps dirt on surface, contains liquid spills in pile, makes cleaning easier.
- **Permanent Tuft Lock.** Superior to any other cut pile construction.
- **Artisan-Dyed Colors.** Unique Milliken process produces colorfastness and lightfastness well above industry standards.

Ease of installation is another feature. When the carpet is cut from the back, seams are virtually invisible...a particularly important factor to the appearance of patterned carpet.

MILSTAR "New Directions" carpet pile is 70% Acrilan® acrylic fiber/30% super lightfast nylon. Other patterns and grades are available, including coordinated solids, stripes and tweeds. For complete details, call or write Deering Milliken, Inc., Contract Carpet Manager, LaGrange, Georgia 30240. (404) 883-5611.
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10 Valuable Cost Savers
in American-Standard Thru-The-Wall Units

OPERATING COST SAVERS
1. Twin motors save you power costs
   other units waste. Some Thru-
   The-Wall units have only one
   motor that operates on
   high wattage all year
   round for both heating
   and cooling. But
   American-Standard
   uses two motors . . .
   and they can save
   you plenty in power
   costs. Here's why:
   Motor #1 powers the
   condenser fan. That
   means it only operates
   during the cooling season.
   And it runs on medium
   wattage not high.
   Motor #2 is a low wattage motor
   that powers the room side fan for
   heating and cooling year 'round. Low wattage means
   low power costs during the heating season.
   Also, motor is located in the room air stream so
   heat dissipated by the motor is added to the room.
   During the cooling season you save again
   because both motors use less power than one
   high wattage motor in other units. Also, the
   condenser fan motor only operates when
   compressor is running, about 30% to 40% of
   total cooling hours. The result is much less
   power use and quieter operation both inside
   and outside a building.

2. More cooling per dollar. A unique system
   of balanced components in our Thru-The-Wall
   units results in a high BTU/watt efficiency.
   And that means better performance and lower
   cooling costs.

3. Special control systems cut operating
   costs. Our Front Desk Set-Back System lets
   you shut down unoccupied rooms from a
   central source. It's a big factor in reducing
   costs for hotels and motels. And the Sentinel
   Control System provides office buildings with
   automatic shut-down after working hours
   and automatic random start-up the following
   morning.

INSTALLATION COST SAVERS
4. Takes little floor space. These space-saver
   units go anywhere. Fit any
   wall thickness.
   Can be installed at floor level or
   any height above
   it. They're only
   17" high. And only
   8" of cabinet
   need project
   into room.

5. Only two sections. No ducts. Wallsleeve and
   interior cabinet are combined into a single
   component that's quick and easy to install.
   Also, the compact chassis contains both the
   heating and cooling systems. So you have fewer
   installation problems and lower installed cost.

6. Fits existing heating systems. Modernization
   is easy with American-Standard Thru-The-Wall
   units. There's a wide choice of models that
   tie-in with existing steam or hot water heating
   systems. And there's also a complete range
   of sizes with electric heat.

7. Installs room by room. You don't have to
   air condition the entire building all at
   once. Units can be installed room by room
   as funds become available.

MAINTENANCE COST SAVERS
8. Special multi-stage, anti-corrosion finish.
   Heavy gauge steel, used
   for all components,
   is first zinc coated.
   Then it's treated
   with a 3-stage
   phosphatizing
   process. Next, it
   gets a special
   chromate coat. And
   finally, a tough
   baked acrylic
   finish for maximum
   erosion resistance.

9. Replace chassis in 5
   minutes. Periodic mainte-
   nance can easily be done by
   the building superintendent.
   No licensed engineer
   required. But if a unit ever
   needs repairs, entire chassis
   can be replaced with a spare
   in five minutes or less.

10. Built to last . . . easy
    to maintain. Components
    are made of heavy-duty
    steel . . . 14, 18 and 18 gauge.
    Maintenance-free exterior
    louver is made of heavy
    anodized aluminum. Front panel
    removes without tools for cleaning
    filter or replacing chassis. Beautiful
    walnut grain textured vinyl steel front
    panels are available.

At American-Standard, we take the trouble
To anticipate problems and solve them in
advance. That's why we believe you'll find
our "Problem Solver" Thru-The-Wall units
are far less expensive in the long run than
any other kind you can buy.

And we have a complete range of products
for all kinds of jobs. Large or small. New con-
struction or modernization. High rise or low
rise. For more details, fill out and mail the
coupon below.

American-Standard
Commercial Air Conditioning
1300 Federal Blvd.
Carteret, New Jersey 07008
☐ Please send me more
information on your
Thru-The-Wall units.
☐ For future job.
☐ For job now in progress.
☐ Also send free copy of
full-line catalog.

Name
Company
Address
City & State
Zip
Phone Number

ASK YOUR AMERICAN-STD REPRESENTATIVE
ABOUT OUR "FAVORITE SON" INCENTIVE PROGRAM.
KINNEAR ROLLING DOORS
click with modern building design...
a perfect picture of economy, efficiency and dependable protection.

At Polaroid Corporation's new Waltham, Massachusetts plant, the clean, uncluttered look of Kinnear Rolling Doors blends beautifully with the long, low modern lines of the building's design. But behind that trim facade stands a door engineered to survive time, trucks, weather, fire, wear, and crow bars. Kinnear developed the interlocking metal slat rolling door over 75 years ago. Today we have perfected it to give years of carefree service,* coll compactly above the opening, withstand wind, snow and rain, block the spread of fire, and provide a tough barricade against riot and crime. And for extra efficiency especially suited for electric motor operation! A few of the good reasons many companies from coast to coast turn to Kinnear for dependable rolling doors.

For a better focus on how Kinnear Rolling Doors will look on your next project, request our complete catalog showing: Rolling Doors, Fire Doors, Grilles, Counter Shutters, Overhead Doors, and Electric Openers. They will fit any opening, building type, or architectural design harmoniously.

*Check your Yellow Pages or Sweet's, then call your Kinnear representative. Ask him about our "Registered" Life-Extension Plan for "sudden-service" on damaged doors. It'll click with any building maintenance department.
The National Electrical Code now requires that fixtures mounted in damp locations carry a specific approval of Underwriters Laboratories. Increasingly in the future, inspectors are going to insist that fixtures comply.

Prescolite has many models in both Recessed and Surface series that meet the N.E.C. requirements and carry this U.L. Damp Location label.

Whether your plans call for Recessed or Surface fixtures, Ceiling or Wall—the man to solve your lighting problems is your Prescolite representative!

PRESCOLITE
1251 Doolittle Drive, San Leandro, California 94577
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Now you can specify KALCOLOR® aluminum in gray. Or gray. Or gray.

New #50 KALCOLOR aluminum sheet and extrusions are now available in light gray, medium gray and dark gray.

A perfect addition to our other KALCOLOR aluminum colors of gold, light amber, amber, statuary bronze and black.

Soft, subtle shades of gray that are unmistakably KALCOLOR aluminum. Finishes that are gem-hard, corrosion-resistant and unsurpassed in sun-fastness and color uniformity.

Pick one. Or any of the other colors. But specify KALCOLOR aluminum. It’s made only by a unique, integral-color hardcoat anodizing process developed by Kaiser Aluminum. No dyes are used. And no other integral-color system can match its quality.

Your projects will look better for it. And so will you.

(KALCOLOR aluminum in gray is already being used on a number of impressive buildings around the country: Los Angeles’ CNA building, New York’s 919 Columbus Circle building, the Academic Sciences building at West Point, the Seattle-Tacoma Airport (remodeling) and the Jefferson Plaza building, Columbia, S.C.—to name a few.)

For color samples of new gray Kalc–color—and list of approved Kalccolor aluminum anodizers—write to Architectural Marketing Manager, Room 2142 KB, Kaiser Center, Oakland, CA. 94664.

See our Aluminum in Architecture catalog in Sweet’s Architectural File. Index No. 5.7/Ka.

KAISER ALUMINUM
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A school needs
Until now, you had a choice of pretty carpets that weren’t very tough. Or tough carpets that weren’t very pretty.

But in a store, or school, or an airport you need both. So we conceived carpets that are pretty and tough.

Some look like May flowers. Some like stained glass. Some like abstract art. They’re part of our Masterworks Styling Program. And if these original designs don’t meet your requirements, Allied Chemical will create exclusive designs that do.

To make these pretty carpets tough, they’re made with 100% ANSO nylon.

According to standard tests with the Taber Abrader, ANSO wears three times longer than acrylic and seven times longer than wool. And Allied Chemical guarantees ANSO carpets against excessive wear for 5 years. (We’ve got more guaranteed carpet fiber installed than anybody — 40 million square yards.)

ANSO’s opaque fibers also hide dirt. So pretty, tough ANSO carpets always look cleaner than they actually are. In fact, ANSO shows less soil than wool, acrylic, polyester or polypropylene in the standard AATCC visual soiling test.

If you need a pretty, tough carpet, ask for ANSO. Or contact Allied Chemical Corporation, Fibers Division, One Times Square, New York, New York 10036. Phone: (212) 736-7000.
In 1958 they sealed the old Atlantic Richfield headquarters with LP® polysulfide polymer.

In 1971 they demanded that the new Atlantic Richfield headquarters be sealed with LP® polysulfide polymer.

It always makes sense to ride a winner.

Case in point: the spanking new Atlantic Richfield Plaza whose designers and builders specified that it be waterproofed with a sealant based on Thiokol’s LP® polysulfide polymer.

The reason for their decision? A polysulfide-based sealant has proven to be a winner. In fact, it has been doing just that for the past 14 years at Atlantic Richfield’s former headquarters building nearby in downtown Los Angeles.

The choice, then, was both obvious and logical. Why not go with a sealant that had successfully withstood years of punishment in an environment that often contains more than its share of corrosive pollutants?

But, at Thiokol we don’t rest on past accomplishments alone. Granted, sealants based on our polymer have performed flawlessly for more than 20 years. Yet that doesn’t stop us from continuing a Seal of Security Program which aims to see that they’ll last even longer in the future.

So ride with a winner. Specify a sealant based on Thiokol’s polysulfide polymer. It won’t let you down over the long haul.

For more information, including detailed comparisons between sealants based on Thiokol’s LP® polysulfide and eight other kinds of sealants, write: Dan Petrino, Thiokol Chemical Corporation, P.O. Box 1296, Trenton, N.J. 08607.
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Compelling EXTERIORS OF COLOR AND TEXTURE

The wonders of wood to emphasize beautiful architectural effects are exemplified in Shakertown shake and shingle textures and colors. Western Red Cedar Shakes and Shingles have always been preferred for residential construction and now they are available in the convenient 8-foot panels that save both time and labor in application. The multi-ply panels are self-aligning for applying on sidewalls, Mansard or special accent areas. Shakertown 8-foot panels are available with 7” or 14” exposure to the weather in a choice of interesting textures and semi-transparent colors for years of beauty and service.

Upper Right: Ronald Molen, A.I.A., Salt Lake City, Utah
Lower Right: Harvey Bennett, Lake Tahoe, Calif.

Shakertown Shake and Shingle Panels

BARN SHAKE PANELS

ROUGH SAWN PANELS

SHINGLE TEXTURE PANELS

Write for detailed brochure...
SHAKERTOWN CORPORATION
DEPT. AR-2
4416 LEE ROAD
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44128

In Canada
BESTWOOD INDUSTRIES, LTD.
P.O. BOX 2042
VANCOUVER 3, B.C.
One Speedramp system leads to another for the May Company

This 11 year old Speedramp installation in the May Company's Mission Valley Shopping Center de-escalated insurance and maintenance costs.

Back in 1960, the May Company installed a SPEEDRAMP® system in its Mission Valley Shopping Center in San Diego. In eleven years of continuous operation there has been only one passenger mishap (resulting in $25 in damages). And no major breakdowns. That kind of record has helped the May Company qualify for the lowest applicable insurance rates. And substantially reduced maintenance costs.

That's why the May Company selected Speedramp systems for use at the new Meriden Square Shopping Center in Meriden, Connecticut.

Now May Company customers at Meriden Square can discover the many advantages SPEEDRAMP has over conventional escalators. Like the gentle incline of the continuous moving ramp. And the safe, resilient rubber surface. SPEEDRAMP is easy to get on and off, with no disappearing steps to worry about. Strollers, carts and wheelchairs just roll on and off. If you've got people to move from one level to another, it pays to design with a SPEEDRAMP system in mind. Ask the May Company. For data on SPEEDRAMP® incline belt passenger conveyor systems (or SPEEDWALK® horizontal belt passenger conveyor systems), write Goodyear, Box 52, Akron, Ohio 44309.

GOODYEAR TRANSPORT SYSTEMS
News in brief

Pietro Belluschi, FAIA, has been awarded the 1972 Gold Medal of the American Institute of Architects. He will be presented with the award—the highest bestowed by the 24,000 member national society—at the national convention in Houston, May 7-10.

Other winners for 1972; Fine Arts Medal, sculptor George Rickey; Industrial Arts Medal, architect Charles Eames; Allied Professions Medal, landscape architect Ian McHarg.

Nationwide construction costs registered an average 7.8 per cent gain for the twelve month period ending September 30 1971 according to figures released recently by the F. W. Dodge division of McGraw-Hill. Highest gains (8.3 per cent) were registered in New England and the Mississippi River/West Central Regions. Increases of 8.0 per cent were noted in metropolitan New York/New Jersey and the Northeast regions. The Southeastern and South Central states experienced a 7.6 per cent gain while the Pacific Coast and Rocky Mountain states showed the smallest rise, 6.9 per cent.

The impact of Phase II, not reflected in current data, is expected to show up in the next semi-annual survey to be taken in the early spring.

The AIA has announced the formation of two new commissions to oversee government relations programs and to direct activities in the area of professional responsibility to society. The Government Affairs Commission, William Marshall, Jr., chairman, will concern itself with legislation affecting the architectural profession. The Community Services Commission, Van B. Bruner, Jr., chairman, will assume the functions of the 1971 Task Force on Professional Responsibility to Society.

HUD has announced its Fifth Biennial Award Competition for Design Excellence. Awards will be made for winning entries in two categories: Project Design and Urban Design Concepts. Eligibility is restricted to work finished since January 1 1967, and to projects undertaken with a HUD financial assistance program. All entries must be postmarked not later than March 31, 1972. For entry forms and further information, write Fifth Biennial HUD Design Awards Program, Department of Housing and Urban Development, Washington, D.C. 20410.

The Cosanti Foundation announces that applications are now being received for Arcosanti 4—a series of six-week workshops beginning February 7 and extending through early November 1972. Participants will be involved in the phased construction of a huge structure designed by Paolo Soleri under whose direction the work will proceed. Applications are available from the Cosanti Foundation, 6433 Doubletree Road, Scottsdale, Arizona, 85253.

The Center for Advanced Visual Studies of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is offering a limited number of grants to professionals in the visual arts. According to Institute Director Gyorgy Kepes, "The Center's main purpose is to explore new artistic objectives of civic scale and environmental dimensions." Applications should be made directly to Center for Advanced Visual Studies, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

Six important legislative issues—transportation, labor relations, land use policy, housing and community development, Federal contracting, and redirection of research and technology policies—will form the core of the 1972 Public Affairs Conference. In a new format, conference attendees this year will have the chance to attend several of the six seminars, which will be led by Congressmen and their aides who are forming the government's policies in these key areas. Sponsored annually by AIA and the Consulting Engineers Council, the conference will be held March 13-14 at the Statler-Hilton Hotel, Washington, D. C.

The Associated General Contractors and the American Institute of Architects now find themselves at odds over a recent AIA board of directors action which approved revision of AIA Document A401, the subcontract standard form of agreement between contractor and subcontractor. AGC takes the position that AIA should assume a "hands off" policy regarding subcontract forms involving contractors and subs but AIA says it was merely updating its own form and that in this age of changing conditions in the building industry its members might well have to deal with subs more directly than they have heretofore.
Report of the National Policy Task Force

A thoughtful proposal by the profession that sets out in nine sections a creative response to many of the problems that have plagued this nation's growth and threaten its future.

“This report is about America at its growing edge. It outlines a set of policies that can enable this nation—as a responsible member of a threatened world of nations—to shape its growth and improve the quality of its community life.

The strategic objective of these policies is a national mosaic of community architecture designed to be in equilibrium with its natural setting and in sympathetic relationship with its using society.”

So begins the AIA's National Policy Task Force Report which has now been accepted in principle by the Institute's board of directors and will be presented to the membership at its upcoming convention in Houston, May 7-10. This important document focuses on some of the cankers of growth and urges significant reforms in many areas of American life.

“Machines have pushed men off the land and into deteriorating cities where they have been imprisoned by rising prejudice and dwindling opportunity. Others have been left behind, trapped in the forgotten hamlets and hollows of rural America.”

“The nation has been polarizing into richer and poorer, black and white, growing suburbs and declining cities, neighborhoods of higher and lower status and some with no status at all. . . .

“Jobs have been separated from housing, forcing families to spend more money on highway transportation than on homes and more time on the road than with each other.

“Land, money, and building costs have priced more and more Americans out of the conventional housing market . . . Construction has lagged. . . . Abandonment of existing stock in the older cities has picked up at a threatening rate. . . . Land has become a negotiable commodity and tossed carelessly into the game of speculation for profit. Once in the market, not only its use but its very existence is subordinated to the highest bidder and shortest term gain.

ARCHITECTURE THAT COULD BE LETHAL

“Spatial distortions in the development of our communities are reflected in our built environment. For much of what we have built, largely since World War II, is inhuman and potentially lethal. We cannot long endure an environment which pollutes air, water, food and our senses and sensibilities.

“At the same time that our growth has created an environmental crisis, the governmental process for dealing with growth has been scissored into bits and pieces. Whatever energies and resolves Americans must to shape their growth and salvage their environment are dissipated in an almost infinite chain of separate and conflicting consents which have to be negotiated in order to do the public’s business. Just when the nation most needs its enterprise, creativity and an overriding sense of community, stymie and cynicism become the order of the day.”

Some of these growing pains are doubtless unavoidable. And in a pluralistic society that values free choice, a unified attack on any problem is hard to mount. The Task Force acknowledges these difficulties but makes an eloquent plea for corrective measures that begin with a consistent policy for national growth—a policy that accurately reflects our values:

“. . . What has been missing is the public competence that makes both our values and our policies credible: laws with teeth; programs with money behind them; public officials with the power to act . . . .

Earlier population projections now appear to be inflated while housing starts have risen dramatically.

“It is not the numbers we should be concerned about, but the quality of living and the choice of life style that are opened to Americans wherever they are and however many there may be. This is what we believe Americans mean when public opinion polls regularly report that a majority of them say they'd prefer to live in smaller communities. . . . Neighborhoods that are safe, neighborhoods that are within easier reach of jobs and a richer mix of community life and services, neighborhoods small enough to have some identity of their own, where no one need be anonymous while attaining the privacy Americans have always yearned for.

“It follows, we think, that the measuring rod of national growth should be the quality of our neighborhoods, and the assurance that neighborhoods—even when they change—will not deteriorate. The neighborhood should be America's “Green Unit.”

“Our own guess is that most of America's expected growth from now until the end of the century will occur within existing metropolitan areas—whether all of us would like that to happen or not. The economics and the politics of radically changing that pattern are too difficult; they may well be impossible. . . .

“We therefore conclude that American growth policy should concentrate on improving the present and future condition of our existing metropolitan areas. Within these areas we believe the first priority should go toward improving the condition of the older core cities, more especially the condition of those trapped in poverty and the squarer of declining neighborhoods. . . .

GROWTH AND REGROWTH

“We think it folly to try urban renewal in the older, denser neighborhoods before moving and re-location room is made ready elsewhere. . . . We believe that no national growth policy will work unless there is a broader base for financing the facilities and services that are necessary for more livable communities. The local property tax is no longer enough. We have exhausted it, and now it is crippling us.

“Similarly, we are convinced that an effective national growth policy will require broader perspectives, and in many cases larger governmental jurisdictions. . . . And while these broader capacities are developing, we also see the need for more citizen control and participation at the neighborhood level. Neighborhoods have been swallowed up in the growth and change of urbanizing America. The exact forms and functions of neighborhood government can vary; but national growth policy cannot do without the stubbornness and savvy of grass-roots support. We see no contradiction in simultaneous transfer of power upward towards broader levels of government and downward to the neighborhoods. It is not power which is being subtracted—it is capability which is being added.

“Finally, we are convinced that an effective national growth policy requires that land increasingly be treated as a public rather than a private commodity; this is true particularly of land that lies in the path of growth or that otherwise is crucial to the community's well-being: open space, flood plains, coasts and shores, etc.

“We favor public acquisition and preparation of land in advance of development. We believe that the appraising value of urbanizing land should be recycled into the costs of developing, serving and maintaining it. We believe in many cases leasing rather than outright sale would be desirable for land acquired and assembled by public action.”

BUILDING AT COMMUNITY SCALE

“. . . The Growth Unit does not have fixed dimensions. Its size in residential terms would normally range from 500 to 3000 units—enough in any case to require an elementary school, day care, community center, convenience shopping, open space and recreation . . . .

“Larger communities—up to and including free-standing new towns—should be built as multiples of these Growth Units—allowing, of course, for an emerging hierarchy of additional services and facilities, such as high schools, community colleges, hospitals, regional shopping centers, mass transit, and utility systems.

“The neighborhood Growth Unit relates just as much to the rebuilding of America’s older cities as it does to new growth on open land. . . . The Growth Unit is based firmly on the principle of open occupancy and equal access to facilities and services. Moreover, by linking growth and regrowth both outside the central cities and within them, the nation can find an orderly way out of its segregated living patterns and the haunting tragedy of its older cities.”

BARRIERS TO ORDERLY GROWTH

Building new communities at a larger scale has proved hazardous in the past. Many constraints that now exist must be removed to make the Growth Unit a practical increment. No real progress in this direction is possible unless:

(a) there is an assured flow of credit at stabilized rates of interest
At the same time that our growth has created an environmental crisis, the governmental process for dealing with growth has been scissored into bits and pieces over a sustained period of time; b) low- and moderate-income families are directly subsidized (through income supplements, housing allowances, "235" and "236" type interest reductions, etc.) at a level equivalent to the housing subsidies now provided higher-income home-owners in the form of tax deductions of mortgage interest and local property tax payments (plus what economists call "imputed rents"); c) state governments retrieve sufficient control over local building, zoning, and health regulations to insure an adequate supply of land for large-site development—and also land permanently reserved for open space, ecological balance, and communal use.

FRONT LOADING

"Building at neighborhood scale requires front moneys equal at least to 40 per cent of the total investment, with no appreciable return on that early investment coming until the fifth to the 15th year. Few are in a position to advance that kind of money and to wait so long for a return... Public supports will have to be expanded greatly, both at Federal and at state levels..."

THE PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE

"Another barrier is the shortage of public funds for the necessary infrastructure and community services. We propose that the Federal and the state governments plan and construct networks of utility corridors, including transit, water, sewage, electricity. These would constitute the skeleton of utilities on which Growth Units could be fastened..."

PROPERTY TAX

"America's dependence on the local property tax is especially harmful. By tieing practically all costs of community development to local ratables, it causes undue hardships on the builder and the citizen alike. The apparent answer is to move toward broad-based taxation at state and Federal levels..."

REVENUE SHARING

"Any sharing of revenue by the Federal government with the states should be conditioned on certain reforms, including a restructuring of the property tax system, zoning and building codes, and reallocation of infrastructure costs..."

CATHERGICAL GRANT PROGRAMS

"The tradition of categorical funding that has long been followed in American government needs to be modified. Above all, the Highway Trust Fund, we think, must be converted into a general fund for community development and greatly expanded..."

USING THE GROWTH UNIT IN COMMUNITY DESIGN

"The commitment to community design must be long-range and tenacious but flexible enough to embrace the following principles: 1. Equilibrium: the design should be economical in its consumption of natural resources. It should minimize the emission of harmful effluents and encourage emissions that tend to replenish natural resources. 2. Symbiosis: the design should provide a beneficent and nourishing relationship between the physical environment and its using society. The surest means of attaining this relationship is to encourage community participation in the design process. 3. Satisfaction of Spiritual Needs: the design must satisfy the individual user's need for reassuring symbols that speak to him from the natural setting and from architecture within this setting... 4. Expansion of Locational Options: just as the national strategy emphasizes freedom of choice of location, design of Growth Units should reduce barriers based on economics or race or age. This means that transportation, industry and commerce must be placed with attention to their social consequences. 5. Expansion of Qualitative Options: the design mosaic must provide a rich variety of living environment, matching the variety of life styles within our society. 6. Open Space Preservation: community design must preserve open space at all geographic scales from the national to the local. Certain areas should be precluded from development either because of natural features that are hazardous to residents or where development would threaten ecological balance or recreational values. 7. Historical Preservation: our historic heritage must be preserved from destruction or erosion, if a sense of individual and community identity is to survive. Preservation of historic buildings and communities will require the discovery of new uses as original uses become obsolete... 8. Public Investment as a Key to Development: public utilities and facilities can be used to determine settlement patterns. Both nationally and at the level of a single Growth Unit. The network of transportation and communications corridors should be the essential basis for comprehensive planning within the proposed communities and for their external connection with the existing community fabric... 9. Amendable Architecture: the design should provide a physical fabric that is amendable by its occupants to accommodate changes in life styles, technology and economic circumstance. 10. Reduced Cost of Shelter: design should seek to reduce the cost of housing... The design should take maximum advantage of the reduction in governmental constraints which must be a part of a national growth strategy. The unearned increment in the value of land should be recaptured by the public, instead of becoming part of the inflated cost of shelter as it does now. 11. Experiment with Change: each Growth Unit can be a laboratory for new applications of technology and design... The behavioral sciences can be involved in the development of a more sophisticated basis for establishing user needs...

THE GROWTH UNIT AND THE URBAN CRISIS

"If present growth patterns continue, existing metropolitan areas, which now account for half the nation's population, will absorb an increasingly high percentage of population growth. The Report urges a policy for alleviating urban ills by redirecting some of this growth. 1. The governments involved immediately should assemble one million acres of land for community development within the core cities and mostly in the metropolitan periphery... The appreciating value of this land—realized by lease and sale over the next 30 years—would be enough to cover its original cost plus a large proportion of the costs of preparing the land for development. 2. A third of the nation's growth during the next 30 years (20 million) could be accommodated on these one million acres at average densities of 20 persons per acre—far under the present densities of troubled core cities, and within the range of current consumer choice and economic feasibility. 3. The building block of this development would be the neighborhood growth unit—averaging 3,000 dwellings, 8-10,000 persons—built either singly or in multiples which over time were fitted together into larger satellite communities. 4. The development of these growth units should be staged to provide relocation and elbow room for the restoration of older neighborhoods in the core area... 5. The social mix of these neighborhoods would be ensured by housing subsidies and allowances covering housing rental costs exceeding 25 per cent of family income... 6. Federal, state and local governments would join in planning and paying for the necessary infrastructure—particularly transportation and utility corridors which would weave these Growth Units into the existing fabric of metropolitan life. 7. Zoning and building codes for these Growth Units should be developed jointly by the three levels of government, with the states taking a strong initiative..."

Community building will be a challenge to all of us and will require the best efforts of each of us... But if we are to achieve some coherence and not let freedom vanish into chaos, we have no alternative but to deal with all the tumbling forces and facts of the here-and-now, and then find levers that have the power not only to move but to win majority consent. What we urge is that the nation see and grasp the Growth Unit as part of a national strategy—to make of this country what it can and must be, a society confident and united enough to enjoy the richness of its diversity. Livability of that kind does not come by accident; even free choice requires design..."
Vista/Sphere.
Now the sphere has a new shape. Inside.
For added beauty. And control of light.

The sphere will always be a favorite architectural element. Especially now that we've given it so many exciting new variations.

First, we designed VISTA/Sphere with distinctive internal refractors to help direct light where it's needed... and to hide the lamp for remarkable visual comfort. You can choose from three different shapes: Cylindrical, spherical, or angular.

Second, we styled the spheres in tints to complement any environment. You can select from crystal clear, bronze, dusk, and translucent white. And all keep their beauty because they're made of durable acrylic.

Third, we engineered the mounting elements so you can use VISTA/Sphere in a multitude of ways. Singly. In clusters. On poles or brackets.

And fourth, we designed the luminaire so you can select the lamp to suit your lighting needs. 100 or 175W mercury. Or up to 200W incandescent.

A vast number of dramatic combinations can be developed from these many elements. In effect, you create your own custom luminaire from standard Holophane components.

Use VISTA/Sphere for walkways, parks, malls, shopping plazas, campuses, town houses, and other areas where appearance is important. It's a beautiful luminaire... day or night.

By putting a refractor within a sphere, we're opening some interesting new vistas. Which is appropriate, considering we call it VISTA/Sphere.

Your Holophane sales engineer will be glad to give you more details. Or write Department AR-2, Holophane Company, Inc., 1120 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036.
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It takes know-how to speed construction while cutting costs and it's yours in all AA reinforcing.

"Know-how" is exactly what 25 years of creating and developing successful masonry reinforcing has given AA Wire Products Company. This knowledge is put into the design of every product AA makes and that includes almost every type available. As a matter of fact, AA has developed most of them! Take Adjustable Econo-Lok for one example. Far sighted contractors are using this system to erect block walls on apartments without putting the facing on. The purpose . . . to get the roof on fast . . . weeks, sometimes months, ahead of schedule. The mason can then come back at a later date to tie in the face perfectly with the block even if the joints don't line up.

This is all possible using Adjustable Econo-Lok. It's flush welded too, strongest weld in the industry. All AA Wire reinforcing systems save labor - no headers to lay. See which AA reinforcing is best for you. Check the largest selection of systems and ties in the industry in the free New AA Guide. It includes 25 years worth of experience, specifications and information!

the secret

of a structural gasket system for high rise or low rise—that can be glazed from exterior or interior—is this stainless steel barbed spline corner construction!

Now you can design a high rise as well as a low rise with the distinctive accent that only a gasket system provides.

The Amarlite aluminum SGS-580 is a structural gasket system that overcomes the problems inherent in ordinary gasket systems. Its stainless steel barbed spline corner construction makes glass or panel installation and replacement easy, provides excellent weathering and maximum thermal protection.

Can be glazed from inside or outside. Accepts 1/4" or 1" glass or panel and operating windows. Factory fabricated for on-site installation.

SGS-580 can be specified in clear anodized or Amanodic colored hardcoat finishes. Write for specifications file Section 8, or Sweets file 8.1 An.

TO: SYLVA-GARD COMPANY LIMITED,
67 Crockford Blvd.,
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada.

Dear Sir:  
I am interested in knowing more about Flaymbar Fire Resistant Paints, coatings and emulsions. I am particularly interested in its value as applied to:

Check one:
PAINTS  ☐  ACOUSTICAL TREATMENTS  ☐  FIRE CLADDINGS  ☐  FIRE RETARDANT IMPREGNATIONS  ☐

NAME: ___________________________  POSITION: ___________________________
COMPANY: ________________________  ADDRESS: ___________________________
CITY: ____________________________  PROVINCE/STATE: _______________________
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4785 Fulton Industrial Boulevard, S.W.
Atlanta, Georgia 30305 - Telephone: (404) 691-5750
Dover Stage Lift helps create a theatre for all seasons.

A college theatre should be able to handle many styles of theatrical presentations. Which is why so many new college theatres include a Dover Stage Lift in their plans.

For example, take a look at what the Dover Stage Lift does at the Clark Arts Center Theatre at Rockford College. This double-decked, 56’ x 18’ lift changes the stage from a regular proscenium set-up to a musical theatre with orchestra pit, or to a classical or thrust stage.

Dover has been making hydraulic stage lifts for over 25 years. We manufacture more of them than anybody else in the business. Dover Lifts are in the Metropolitan Opera House, New York; the Julliard School New York; Harvard’s Loeb Drama Center; the Santa Fe Opera House; and the Stardust Hotel, Las Vegas.

We custom-design every Dover Stage Lift to meet specific requirements, of course. Dover engineers have solved stage lift problems for buildings ranging from high school auditoriums to mammoth convention halls. They’ll be glad to help you with design or engineering assistance.

For more information, see our catalog in Sweet’s Files. Or write Dover Corporation, Elevator Division, Dept. A-2, P. O. Box 2177, Memphis, Tenn. 38102. In Canada: Dover-Turnbull.

Dover
the elevator innovators
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The Prestressed Concrete Institute cites eleven structures for 1971 awards

The annual awards program of PCI, established to “recognize excellence in design using precast concrete and prestressed concrete to achieve aesthetic expression, function and economy,” has singled out eleven structures as winners of equivalent top awards for 1971. In addition to the buildings shown below, the winners included: Florida State Museum, University of Florida, Gainesville by architect William Morgan in association with Forrest M. Kelley, Jr. (RECORD, Sept. 1971, pages 121-126); Headquarters Building for Department of Housing & Urban Development, Washington, D.C., by Marcel Breuer & Herbert Beckhard and The Nolen & Swinburne Partnership (RECORD, Dec. 1968, pages 99-106); Indiana University Libraries, Bloomington, by The Eggers Partnership with James Associates; Lyndon Baines Johnson Library and Sid W. Richardson Hall, University of Texas, Austin, by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill with Brooks, Barr, Graeber & White (Record, Nov. 1971, pages 113-120); Memorial Medical Center, Sterling Heights, Michigan, by Savin Wycoff Phillips, Inc.; Office building for The North Carolina Farm Bureau Federation, Raleigh, by Owen F. Smith; Philadelphia Veterans Stadium by Hugh A. Stubbins, Jr., in association with Stonorov and Haws; Stafford Road Interchange, Pacific Highway, Washington county, Oregon, engineered by Oregon State Highway Division.

Jurors were: Robert F. Hastings, (chairman); Gordon R. Arnott; Oscar F. Bray; William W. Caudill and J. Caldwell Wilson.

American Can Co. Headquarters in Greenwich, Conn. by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill (Gordon Bunshaft, partner in charge) consists of main and executive office buildings, both rectangular doughnuts with central courts. Skillful siting preserves nature and residential scale. The main building on a hilly area, bridging a ravine, reveals only four of its nine stories above ground. The five-story 1,700-car underground garage acts as a dam forming a lake overlooked by the sixth or terrace floor containing cafeterias and lounges. The top three floors are offices. The executives’ building is one story above an underground garage.

Offices for Barrett Daffin and Figg, Architects, Engineers, Planners, Inc., Tallahassee, Fla., designed by themselves, were cited by the jury for their “use of standard precast, prestressed structural elements to achieve large inside areas of completely flexible open space.” 8,300 sq. ft of usable office space is spanned by 12-in.-deep pretensioned joists 20-ft. long which bear on 3-ft.-9 in.-deep pretensioned girders.

American Life Insurance Building, Wilmington, Del., by I. M. Pei & Partners is a 22-story office tower with a post-tensioned, double floor structure which acts both as a finished ceiling and plenum. The 73-ft. clear-span floor system is supported on exterior concrete core walls that contain vertical air distribution shafts. The jury commented on the good shadow lines on the exterior from the channelized effect of the window areas, and on the building’s elegance and simplicity.
Top New York State Association of Architects 1971 Awards went to five projects (four are shown below) which received Certificates of Merit. Not shown is the Buffalo College Library, State University College, Buffalo, New York—a crisp, well-articulated brick and concrete structure by The Perkins & Will Partnership, architects. The jury included Leo Kornbluth (chairman), Dr. Arnold A. Arbein, Theodore A. Biggie, Jr., Milton Glass and Arthur Rosenblatt. The five merit awards, plus eight Honorable Mentions, were selected “for their ability to express the solution to a problem and for achieving a higher architectural purpose.”

The Kalman Klein House, Westhampton Beach, New York, by architect Stephan Marc Klein, was cited by the jury as “an exciting house rising on stilts over the Atlantic Ocean dunes (which) offers a world of interest with dramatic angles, vistas, slopes and lighting. Surprising contrasts of opened and closed areas stimulate discovery and enjoyment . . . .”

The Adelphi University Student Center, Garden City, New York, by architects Warner, Burns, Toan & Lunde, was selected for its “high visibility (which) marks it as an informal and busy center of activity. It is a distinct departure from campus lecture hall type buildings in its successful endeavor to express the informal atmosphere of the commuter students and faculty who enjoy the building. The interior focuses on a three-story well with balconies.

The Parma, New York, Town Hall, by architects Corgan & Balestiere, was commended for “containing all the facilities for town meetings and offices required by a small, active town in a cluster-type building which reflects an interesting residential character.”

The Rochdale Park and Playground, Queens, New York, by architects Richard C. Stein Associates, is a 10-acre park serving a school and a housing development for a variety of summer and winter activities. The jury noted that “the flat site has been turned into a series of hills for physical separation and visual relief. The design is well disciplined by horizontal and vertical modules which relate slopes, lines and levels.”
The North Carolina Blue Cross and Blue Shield Headquarters Building, by architects Odell Associates Inc., displays a new shape for reflective glass buildings—a 500-foot-long, 100-foot-wide rhomboid. Now being constructed on a 39-acre tract between Durham and Chapel Hill, the building is planned for occupancy in early 1973. It will provide about 225,000 sq ft in four stories and a service basement; enclosed offices cluster around six central cores with open clerical areas.

Educational Facilities Center, planned for Chicago's North Michigan Avenue, by Perkins & Will Corporation, will be a 34-story, $300-million building devoted to educational products, systems and facilities. Six floors (sketch above) will be "learning arcades" to study products in real classes.

Richland College, the fourth campus for the Dallas County, Texas, Junior College District, is scheduled to have its first phase for 5,000 students completed by June. The design has alternating spans of 60 feet (flexible space) and 20 feet (circulation and service) precast columns and beams, and 5-inch poured-in-place slabs. Architects were The Oglesby Group Inc., Oglesby, Wiley, Halford; and The Perkins and Will Partnership, associate architects.

2 New York Plaza (at right in the adjoining photo) completes the third and final building in the New York Plaza complex at the southern tip of Manhattan. The entire complex was sponsored by the Sol G. Atlas and John P. McGrath investment partnership. Architects for this new 40-story tower are Kahn and Jacobs, with Nevio Maggiora as project designer. The building contains a total of 1,300,000 sq ft, including a shopping level (reached by a sunken plaza) beneath the building's five-foot podium. The aluminum-clad structure has a steel frame with 40-foot spans, crossed-braced steel center core.
Never in carpet history, has so little been guaranteed to do so much.
We guarantee that a carpet made with as little as 2% Zefstat® anti-static yarn will reduce static below the level of human sensitivity for the useful life of the carpet or five years.
Or else we replace the entire carpet, free of all charges, including the cost of installation.
No other anti-static carpet yarn is backed by a guarantee of any kind, let alone a five year guarantee. Which means either we know something no other fiber producer knows or else we're crazy.
We're not crazy.

We originated and developed the concept of turning metal into soft textile yarns more than 20 years ago.
We knew how to blend acrylic-modacrylic or nylon with Zefstat anti-static metallic yarn during yarn production so that you wouldn't see it or feel it.
In fact, the best way to see if Zefstat is there is to look at the back of the carpet and see our guarantee.
Dow Badische Company, 350 Fifth Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10001.
Zefstat is a registered trademark of Dow Badische Company.

Dow Badische Company guarantees to the original purchaser that a carpet made with Zefstat will not generate static in excess of 2,500 volts down to a relative humidity of 20% at 70°F. (The threshold of average human sensitivity is considered to be 3,000 volts.) This anti-shock feature is guaranteed for the useful life of the carpet or five years, whichever is sooner.
If the anti-shock performance fails to meet the above standard and if human comfort is adversely affected by static generation, the purchaser must notify the manufacturer and make the carpet available for testing by Dow Badische Company. If failure is verified by our tests, the carpet will be replaced, free of all charges, including the cost of installation.
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If 2% of the carpet doesn't work we'll replace 100%
Professional critics have been virtually unanimous in regarding Harry Weese's Arena Stage as a major landmark in American architecture. Wholly original in concept, superbly functional, and elegant in detailing, it has "an ambiance which suggests that magic is made, after all, in a working place," as one commentator remarked. Among other significant developments which were foreshadowed in this exciting structure was the utilization of roof perimeters as an important element in contemporary design, particularly when executed in metal.

Our initial gratification when Mr. Weese and his associates selected Follansbee Terne for these roof areas has thus merely been enhanced with the passage of time. And we were therefore doubly gratified, nearly a decade later, when Terne was again specified on the adjacent Kreeger Theater, a building of comparable distinction.

FOLLANSBEE
FOLLANSBEE STEEL CORPORATION
FOLLANSBEE, WEST VIRGINIA

KREEGER THEATER, WASHINGTON, D.C. WITH ARENA STAGE IN BACKGROUND.
ARCHITECT: HARRY WEESE AND ASSOCIATES, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, WASHINGTON, D.C.
ROOFER: MATHY COMPANY, FAIRFAX, VIRGINIA.
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Almost any bitumen, elastomer or membrane is waterproof.

Trouble is, it takes more than a waterproofing product to build a leakproof deck or plaza. Since most attempts to waterproof the traffic surface are doomed to failure, we think it's more important to get rid of water from each level of deck construction.

Here's a step-by-step method that does just that.

First, use a liquid waterproofing product that can be applied to the best-engineered concrete on the job site — the structural slab. Since the liquid adheres to the slab it will eliminate any lateral migration of water ... just in case it penetrates the seal.

Next, protect the waterproof layer with a \(\frac{1}{8}\)" thick asphalt-impregnated board. That will prevent any punctures that could otherwise be caused by job-site activity.

Now add a 1 1/2" to 3" layer of washed pea gravel to act as a percolation layer that will collect transient water and carry it to the drain.

Then, put the insulation on top of the percolation layer. This will protect both the structural slab and the waterproofing system against stress caused by thermal variation.

Finally, put the traffic surface
into position on the insulation. To get rid of water from the layers of construction we’ve just described, you’ll need a unique all-level drain. Like the one we’ve developed with the Josam Manufacturing Company. Where ordinary drains only handle surface run-off, our (patented) drain takes water and moisture vapor from each level in the system.

To meet all these requirements, you’ll need a pretty special liquid waterproofing layer. Such as Trem-proof Liquid Polymer. It’s self-adhering and cold-applied. It has enough body to form a substantial cant strip and carry up vertical surfaces to provide a flashing. It eliminates the use of adhesives and joining tapes plus the time-consuming job of making a positive seal around projections. So you wind up with a flexible, seamless blanket.

One more thing. While your deck is still in the design stage, ask our man for a copy of our “Architectural Guidelines”. We’ve been solving waterproofing problems for over 40 years and we’ll give you technical help from the drawing board to project completion. We also give you a choice of some 15 basic caulking and glazing sealants including such familiar names as MONO (our job-proven acrylic terpolymer), DY-meric (the Tremco-developed polymer) and Lasto-Meric (our polysulfide).

Remember. Talk to Tremco. And make sure your waterproof deck gets rid of the water — safely down the drain.

The Tremco Manufacturing Co.
Cleveland, O. 44104. Toronto17, Ont.

TREMCO
The water stoppers
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The world's tallest

The new Sears Tower soars 1450', 110 stories, over Chicago's loop. It has 4.4 million sq. ft. of gross floor area, and some 3.7 million sq. ft. of Inyco Hi-Bond Deck.

Owners: Sears, Roebuck and Co., Chicago
Architect/Engineer: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Chicago
General Contractor: Diesel Construction, Chicago
building needed a new kind of floor deck.

Plans for Chicago's new Sears Tower called for composite trusses 75' long and 4' deep, spaced on 15' centers, creating clearspan interior bays 75' square. This required a composite floor slab system that could span 15'. Our Inryco® Hi-Bond® Celluflores® Type 3" NFv met the criteria, but because it is 100% cellular, cost was an obstacle.

Inryco engineers worked out a solution: Inryco Type 3" V Hi-Bond Deck. Compatible with Type 3" NFv, but non-cellular and therefore less costly. With the same Hi-Bond lugs that unite deck and concrete securely. The same exclusive V lock joint that serves as an integral shear connector. And ample room for headed stud shear connectors for the composite trusses. Blending 32" wide Type 3" V and 28" wide cellular Type 3" NFv provides a 3-cell module every 5' that is used for electrification, telephone and signal.

This composite floor system carries well in excess of the 80 psf superimposed load required. And because the deck immediately serves as a work platform for all trades, erection is fast, and free from delays.

Your projects may not be as gigantic as the world's tallest building. But whatever your floor deck problems may be, chances are an Inland-Ryerson specialist can help you. He's backed by an engineering department known for ingenuity and readiness to help in testing and design. You can reach him at our office nearest you. Or write for our floor deck Catalog 21-1 to Inland-Ryerson Construction Products Co., 4033 West Burnham Street, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201. You'll find us in Sweet's Catalog, Section 5.

now you can make the same kind of savings on your next project.

Inland Ryerson
General Offices: Chicago, Illinois
A member of the steel family
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What Metaledge Corewall did for these buildings, it can do for yours.

Gold Bond Metaledge Corewall™ is the fast, strong, inexpensive gypsum panel system for enclosing elevator shafts, stairwells and other vertical chases.

The panels have built-in edges, are installed from the corridor side only and are mill-aminated to desired lengths up to 16’. These features provide rigidity, eliminate scaffolding and reduce on-site cutting.

Slim (2 1/2” thick) and lightweight (10.5 pounds per square foot), Metaledge Corewall reduces foundation and structural steel requirements. You can add an average of ½ square foot more usable space per lineal foot of shaft enclosure.

The system withstands high-speed elevator air pressure — offers up to 4-hr. fire rating and STC’s in the 40’s.

Metaledge Corewall goes up in one piece — one step. Constructed in "ship-lap" configuration, panels have water-repellent surfaces. Offset long edges come with 24-gauge hot-dip galvanized steel channels attached. Panels are progressively attached to 2 x 2-inch, 20-gauge tracks with 2-5/8-inch self-drilling screws. Corewall is faced with any combination of regular gypsum wallboard, Fire-Shield Wallboard, M.R. Board or Durasan® to meet specific fire rating, acoustical rating, aesthetic or job requirements.
Are you utilizing this man on your design team?

He is your trained All-weather Crete sales engineer. This specialist can assist you in planning the most economical roof drainage patterns utilizing All-weather Crete insulation. He can illustrate many successful types of plaza systems so that you may select the one design most appropriate for your building. He can provide your staff with scaled detail drawings illustrating the many roof deck and plaza system components adjacent to All-weather Crete such as drain types, membrane systems and wearing surfaces.

This man is also your trained All-weather Crete applicator who helps make your design come true. He is a highly specialized contractor licensed by Silbrico Corporation. This skill and selective licensing protects designers and owners alike with the assurance of expert All-weather Crete application and its exceptional performance for years to come.

Consider the importance of roof and plaza insulation . . . hidden from sight, covered by membranes and wearing surfaces, applied over every conceivable sub-strate, this insulation is asked to perform many functions. Contact your local AWC specialist to assist you. Use his special knowledge on your next building project. (There's no obligation, of course.) If you don't know his name, write us — we'll have him contact you.

SILBRICO CORPORATION
6300 RIVER ROAD, HOOSICK, ILLINOIS 60525
CHICAGO PHONE (312) 735-3322
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Photo-drafting: time-saving aid to quality

The expanding adaptation of photographic processes to architectural and engineering drafting has been accelerated by development of versatile films, paper and emulsion products in large sizes together with camera, offset and xerographic equipment that can reproduce with dimensional stability over wide areas. For example, polyester film in drafting room sizes comes in clear, matte or opaque finishes on which sharp black line (or tone) can be either erased or washed off when alterations in hand-drawn ink are desired. Sensitized papers and even tracing cloth can be similarly treated.

Savings in drafting time, especially for repetitive, partially repetitive or mirror-image detailing, can be enormous, once the drafting staff becomes accustomed to "thinking photography." The staff finds itself freed for the creative aspects of the drafting process, and both the quality of detailing and the freedom from human error are enhanced.

Improved communication among architects, engineers and contractors for the various trades takes advantage of techniques unique to the photo-drafting process. That is its ability to produce "shadow" or halftone prints of basic plans upon which mechanical, structural and/or electrical systems can be drawn in black line. This permits easier reading of the systems and gives more positive assurance against interference of one system with another.

A 16-step case-study example of how the process was used on one project by Gruzen & Partners is reported on the following pages by Rolland D. Thompson, partner in charge, and Allan Johnson, designer and job captain for the project. The architectural firm worked very closely with Louis DiPaolo, vice president of Reprostat Corporation, in adapting potentials of the photo-drafting process to the stringent time-urgencies of the project.

The architects point out that they made no investment in cameras, light tables or any special equipment or personnel for this project. Most sizeable cities have firms well equipped for the photographic and reproduction portions of the process who can work efficiently on a fairly large regional basis. Gains in drafting efficiency and quality pay for the service, and the design professionals do not have to go into the reproduction business.

The example deals with the working drawing phase of a college science building as the phase the most demanding of drafting time and detail. Following is the report by Rolland Thompson and Allan Johnson, based on a slide presentation they have used for both internal and external communication.

16 steps in the photo-drafting technique

Production of the working drawing phase of an architectural project is one of the most costly and time consuming of any of the project development phases. This plus the fact that today's architectural graduate has little interest in repetitive chore work at the drafting board spurred our own interest in photo-drafting.

Photo-drafting is more than the simple reproduction of drawings by photography. It is the actual production of complete drawings by the photographic assembly of repetitive parts and the improvement of communication by photo techniques of tone and contrast. This is not to say that the draftsman/designer is to be replaced by the camera, but rather that camera techniques must become an additional skill used by the draftsman in order to produce better drawings faster.

During the past four years, Gruzen & Partners, architects, planners and engineers, of New York City, have been developing photo-drafting techniques suited to the requirements of various projects. As a result of this research, management decided to run a case study on a particular project in order to uncover problems and establish criteria for future projects.

The project selected was the Social and Behavioral Sciences Building at Stony Brook, Long Island. The client, State University Construction Fund of New York, informed the architects that this project was to be a multi-story academic building that would house a minimum of eight different departments of the University. The project was begun on August 26, 1970 with a partial occupancy desirable in the fall of 1972.

The 16 steps that follow represent the organization and planning of this particular project using photo drafting. These steps serve as a guide in the production of an architectural project and strongly emphasize early planning and decision making in order to use these techniques to their fullest extent. Many of the drawings on the following pages have been cropped to preserve detail at the necessary reduction and demonstrate the method rather than content of the plans. The architect's logo, also part of each print, has been trimmed off for the same reason.
STEP 1. Standard sheet is developed using paste-up photography, tape and ink. It is reproduced as a washoff polyester (mylar) film, matte both sides, using a film negative. The negative can be used to print standard sheets by the offset printing process (when large quantities are needed). Note: When using photo drafting techniques (washoff polyester paste-up drawings), fewer standard printed sheets are necessary.

STEP 2. Structural framing grid should be determined by the architects and engineers showing column centerlines and numbers. This grid must be derived from the building plan even if the structural system (concrete, steel or precast) has not been determined pending analysis of comparative cost. The grid should be drawn in ink for better photographic reproduction of the future generations of drawings.

STEP 3. Architect must then analyze the building design to determine the number of different types of floor configurations. In the Social and Behavioral Sciences Building at Stony Brook, there are the basement, first, second through eighth floor and roof plans. The structural engineer must determine the number of floors that he can use the basic grid on which to draw typical framing plans (---) in this case the first, typical and roof plans. The architect then sends the basic grid drawing to the photographer for solid line washoff polyester films (seven were needed for the SBSB), four to be used by the architect in developing the above mentioned plans and three to be used by the structural engineer in his development of the typical framing plans.

STEP 4. Architect then develops basement plans showing stairs, elevators, mechanical services, exterior walls, interior partition layouts, drinking fountains, fire hose cabinets, columns, and mechanical openings in the exterior walls and slab above. If the mechanical rooms were to be located on an intermediate floor or the roof, the same principal of developing the drawing would apply. At this stage of development the drawing should not show interior dimensions, door numbers, room names or numbers, because this would interfere with the mechanical/electrical and structural developments on the future generations of drawings.

STEP 5. Architect develops first floor plan showing the perimeter architecture including material indication. Stairs, elevators, mechanical services, toilets, and other special items such as wind bracing should be shown at this stage of development. However, no exterior dimensions need be shown on the drawing at this stage. On the SBSB, the first floor plan was given to the HVAC engineer at this stage of development to be used for a typical riser diagram as fan coil units were being used as the perimeter mechanical system.

STEP 6. Simultaneously the architect would develop the typical floor plan, the same as in Step 5 above, and in addition, indicate the location of the corridor system.
**STEP 7.** Architect develops roof plan showing parapet, stair and mechanical penthouses and roof accessories. Note: The level of development for Steps 5, 6, and 7 are very important so as not to make the future drawings cluttered when the mechanical engineers develop them into working drawings.

**STEP 8.** Structural engineer develops the first floor, typical and roof plan into typical framing plans for each of these respective floors.

**STEP 9.** Architect sends the developed basement plan to the photographer for a solid line right-reading wash-off polyester for the structural engineer, so that he can prepare a final foundation and footing plan. The mechanical engineer receives four shadow print reverse-reading polyester copies (one for each trade: HVAC, plumbing, lighting and power) for him to prepare layouts of the various mechanical systems. Since all drawings thus far have been photographically reproduced from the same basic drawing, which was drawn by the architect, coordination level is at 100 per cent.

**STEP 10.** Architect sends first floor (which should now show partitions, door swings, drinking fountains, wet columns, fire hose cabinets, and electric panels) and roof plan to the photographer for two sets each of shadow print reverse reading polyester film copies for the mechanical trades to develop into working drawings.

**STEP 11.** Architect then develops the typical floor plan, showing the interior (partitions, door swings, and the above mentioned fixed items) of the most repetitive offices and various research spaces. This drawing should show no interior dimensions, door numbers, room names or numbers. Note: At this level of development, exterior dimensions can be put on the drawing as it will be photographically repeated the number of required times.
STEP 12. Architect sends the typical floor plan from Step 11 to the photographer who produces seven solid line washoff films and one shadow print reverse reading of this typical floor. Eight will be used by the architect in his further development and one will be used by the HVAC engineer as a typical floor riser diagram working drawing.

STEP 13. Architect develops each plan (second through eighth) into its final interior layout required by the function of a particular department. Note: A minimum of additional partitions and door swings have to be added to each floor in the future development since the basic drafting was repeated by photography.

Step 12

Step 13

INTERIOR LAYOUTS

STEP 14. Architect then sends each of the seven typical floor plans showing the department layout to the photographer. The photographer then produces 26 floor plans (shadow prints) for the mechanical engineer, one set of plans for each of the four trades (HVAC, plumbing, lighting and power). The first floor plan was received in Step 5. In addition, the photographer produces three sets each (solid line right-reading polyester copies) of the eight floor plans, one set for the interiors consultants, one set for the telephone company to prepare his departmental assignments. Approximately 60 drawings have been reproduced from the typical architectural plan. The number of drawings that can be photographically reproduced for any one project would be determined by the number of consultants on the team and the amount of repetitive floors in the project. The drawings can now be developed into the final working drawings showing room names, numbers and door symbols.

Step 14

STEP 15. Paste-up drafting, a term that all architects are familiar with in some form, was used as an additional skill in producing the working drawings. This method allows the architect to determine sheet lay-outs and gives him the flexibility of revising details until late in the project. Specialized area which must be shown at larger scale; i.e., interior and reflected ceiling plans, can be enlarged by the camera into solid line or shadow prints for paste up use by the architect or engineer. On the Social and Behavioral Sciences Building, the interiors consultant used a large scale blow-up of the lobby for interior design studies. Sepia prints were made of these plans for pasting onto a cardboard model. From this model, presentation slides were made.

Photography was again used in preparing the polyester cover sheet for the set of working drawings by combining a rendering of the project with paste-up titles. The title sheet was also a paste-up using office standard abbreviations and symbols that were on clear polyester film.

STEP 16. The architect, who is the project coordinator for all consulting engineers, should make it clear to other consultants that photo drafting can also work for them. An example of this is the landscape architect preparing the site plans and having them photographed for use by the site utilities engineer. This step is not illustrated.

Step 15

Step 16
Natural gas, right off the boat.

America needs the energy to grow.

We're importing Liquid Natural Gas. It's helping us meet the peak winter demand in the cold Northeast. And within five years, LNG will be in use all across the country.

Natural gas becomes a liquid when its temperature is lowered to 260 degrees below zero. This makes it a compact and readily transportable energy source. In fact, LNG actually powers the engines of the ships that carry it. Once here, LNG can be quickly transformed back to gas. And as a gas, give us 600 times its volume as a liquid. Or it can be left as is and stored conveniently until needed.

This LNG is the same energy that powered the Blue Flame car to a new world land-speed record. The same pure power that has already proven itself as a virtually pollution-free fuel for motor vehicles.

Liquid Natural Gas. It allows us to bring the vast gas supplies of the world right to our shores. And supplies another answer to the country's increasing energy needs.

AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION.
1971 in review: insight on the outlook

An annual gain of 15 per cent or more in the value of total construction contracts doesn't occur in the industry very often. You have to go all the way back to 1955, to find the last time that happened. More significantly, gains of 40 per cent or better in the housing segment of contract construction are even rarer. You have to go back five years further, to 1950, for the last increase of this magnitude. Both of these things happened to the industry in 1971. The gain in the total was the direct result of the housing surge.

Housing began gathering momentum just before the economy as a whole hit bottom during 1970’s second half. By the time 1971 began, it had established a strong base upon which to build. The reasons for the surge in housing last year are not hard to find. The demand had been there for some time. It began piling up in the mid-sixties when the booming economy began to exert pressure on credit markets, crimping housing’s source of financing and holding the rate of starts below the level of needs. Government efforts to curb inflation by restricting the money supply further aggravated conditions in the housing markets during this period. Between 1965 and 1970, total housing starts were held below 1.5 million in every year but one.

The 1970 recession changed all that. Weaknesses in the demand for business loans, and a decline in the buying confidence of consumers turned the trend around as far as credit conditions were concerned. Commercial and industrial loans were virtually flat in both 1970 and 1971. After a “wait and see” attitude on the part of consumers resulted in an eight per cent savings rate in both 1970 and 1971—up from six per cent in 1969. The volume of time and savings deposits, which had been declining since late 1968, turned around in early 1970, and grew by some $75 billion before the end of 1971, a gain of more than one-third. This build up in the vaults of Savings and Loan Associations and other thrift institutions was reflected in steadily declining mortgage interest rates from mid-1970 through most of 1971.

The government also played its part in the 1971 housing boom. Due mainly to effective implementation of the programs of the Housing Act of 1968, and subsequent legislation, Federally subsidized housing, which never made up more than 10 per cent of the total previously, pushed up to nearly 30 per cent of that total in both 1970 and 1971. Also, more effective operating procedures have given agencies like GNMA, FNMA and FHLBB stronger tools in insuring a more even flow of mortgage funds.

Set out carefully in the fertile field of backlogged housing demand, nurtured by a record flow of savings deposits, and protected from the aphids and cutworms of competing economic priorities by a heavy dusting from Federal programs, 1971’s housing crop yielded a bumper harvest of some two million conventional housing units. Both apartments and single family units shared in 1971’s strong advance, as housing needs were finally matched up with the means to satisfy those needs.

The recession that triggered the massive money inflows at the Savings and Loan tellers’ windows, setting the stage for the housing surge, did not treat some of the other construction categories quite as kindly in 1971.

Compared with 1970 levels, the hardest hit of all the construction markets last year was industrial building. Following the general trend in the economy as a whole, the seasonally-adjusted figures for this category declined sharply during 1970. They began to level off by early 1971, though, and showed some slight improvement during the second half. But, there was not enough improvement to avoid a decline of some 30 per cent between the two years. The reasons for this stiff 1971 decline in industrial building lay entirely with the recession, and the declining profit curve and excess plant capacity that accompanied it. A manufacturer still invests in periods such as this, but it’s usually to make the capacity that he has more efficient, rather than to add to it. And, that usually translates more into machinery than it does into expanded plant facilities.

The recession affected some other categories too, particularly offices and store building. But here, the impact was not as direct as it had been in the industrial area. It’s true that the demand for new office space was influenced by the weakness in business conditions, but this was really of less importance than the lingering effects of the 1968-1970 office building boom. A large overhang of unused office space in a number of the nation’s major cities last year provided little incentive for any major new ventures in this area. The 1971 value of office contracts managed to squeeze out a gain over 1970, but just barely.

Store building was buffeted by two opposing trends. On the one hand, retail and wholesale sales slowed down, thus diminishing the incentive to invest in new outfits. On the other hand, however, the massive gains in the housing area stimulated a relocation demand for new retail facilities. 1971 ended with the relocation demand factors stemming from the growth in housing firmly in control. Store building ended the year with a 10 per cent gain, but, more importantly, the seasonally-adjusted figures were pointing to further sharp expansion into 1972.

For those construction types that generally fall under the designation “institutional”—schools, hospitals and religious structures, primarily—1971 turned out to be a fairly good year. Like housing, these building types are sensitive to general credit conditions. And, as is also true of housing, the group, taken together, hasn’t seen much in the way of growth since the mid-sixties.

The institutional total pushed ahead 10 per cent during last year’s period of credit ease, though, with hospitals turning in the biggest gain. Of the institutional categories, hospitals tend to be the least affected by general credit availability. Due largely to the existence of strong public financing programs, like Hill-Burton, this building type has had a better track record than institutional buildings generally during the late sixties.

The 1971 gain in educational structures was slightly under ten per cent, but it was the best performance for this category since 1966. Restrictions in the credit markets have not been the only problems facing educational building in recent years. Declining enrollments in the elementary grades, combined with slower rates of growth at the secondary and college levels have put a severe limit on the near-term potential of educational construction. Like housing, 1971’s gain in educational building must be viewed more as making up for a few years of artificially suppressed activity. But, unlike housing, it is not a sign that the future will be strong also. This category has some lean times ahead.
Announcing:
A Unique Training Facility
For Architectural Specifiers

THE
BUILT-UP ROOFING
SYSTEMS
INSTITUTE

The Built-Up Roofing Systems Institute is a new concept in the construction industry. A facility to train architects and engineers in the technology of built-up roofing systems.

The Built-Up Roofing Systems Institute is sponsored by Johns-Manville to fill a long-standing need in the building construction field. An institution where members of architectural and engineering staffs can acquire the knowledge to design and specify built-up roofing systems without having to rely on outside factors who may or may not be objective and unbiased.

In the complex technical and legal structure of contemporary building, the designer is being held responsible for performance as well as design. The proper design of built-up roofing systems and their supporting substrates should be among his basic tools. It is to enable the designer to acquire these tools that J-M is sponsoring the Institute. Over 100 years of experience in built-up roofing and the most comprehensive product line and research facilities in the built-up roofing industry enable J-M to give meaningful evaluations of materials and processes and objective instruction in their specification and use.

The Built-Up Roofing Systems Institute is not a trade association or a seminar. It is a serious, objective, comprehensive training school. A course of intensive instruction in the design of built-up roofing systems; insulations, roof membranes, vapor barriers, flashing and the proper design and use of supporting structures and decks.

The Institute, a product of long-term planning at J-M, will be housed in the new J-M facilities in Denver, Colorado. Training sessions will commence in 1972. Further details on this unique training facility, which we believe to be the first and only of its kind, will be released in the near future.
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Mr. LaValley had other good things to say about *Hide-A-Spray*® High Build Interior Flat Latex Paint. Not only were his men able to do this job fast but *Hide-A-Spray* gave complete one coat coverage without priming, without ghosting. Taped, spackled and sanded drywall joints were invisible to the naked eye. On this particular job a Perlite aggregate was added to the *Hide-A-Spray* paint resulting in a finish that "looked like plaster."

Another big plus for *Hide-A-Spray* is its competitive price. This, combined with its other outstanding features, provides a top quality airless spray paint system that saves time, money... and returns a hand-

some profit. In fact, Mr. LaValley was so pleased with the results that his future plans include *Hide-A-Spray* Interior Flat Latex on similar projects.

For additional information on *Hide-A-Spray*, write PPG Industries, One Gateway Center, 3W, Pittsburgh, Penna. 15222.

**PPG: a Concern for the Future**

**PITTSBURGH PAINTS**

Taped and spackled joints and nail holes in this corner quickly disappear with one pass of airless sprayed *Hide-A-Spray* Interior Flat Latex Paint.

After a touch up of *Hide-A-Spray*, accidental scrapes and scuffing from furniture or equipment movement quickly disappear.

Mud and other construction grime wash off easily with a damp cloth.

For more data, circle 36 on inquiry card.
Most companies boast of what they put into carpeting.

We boast of what we take out.

We take out the problems caused by static electricity. All the shocks, volts, jolts; the discomfort and annoyance. We do it with Brunslon™, a static-control yarn. We don't make carpeting, but we supply Brunslon to the people who do—a total of 72 of the nation's leading carpet makers. Make sure the carpeting you specify contains Brunslon. Get in touch with us for a list of carpet manufacturers who feature Brunslon.
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Lighting panelboards second to none.

NH1B panelboards with 1-LINE® construction are your best bet for 277/480 volt lighting applications. The NH1B is perfect for 277 volt fluorescent lighting systems in office, industrial or institutional buildings. And in addition, power circuits can also be added so that air conditioning, office machines and lighting can all be controlled from the same panelboard.

NH1B panelboards offer the exclusive 1-LINE design that allows breaker additions or branch circuit rearrangement in an incredibly short time. Breakers just plug onto the bus stack.

Push-to-trip, an exclusive feature with Square D breakers, permits testing of the tripping mechanism at any time, without special test equipment and without removing the circuit breaker from the panelboard. NH1B lighting panelboards from Square D have full integrated Equipment Rating—branch breakers and panelboard are tested together as well as in component form—to assure you of reliable operation. Easy to install Mono-Flat® fronts are standard on these panelboards. They are good looking, mount flush to the wall and are people-proof to discourage tampering.

If you’re putting in a high voltage lighting installation, make it easy on yourself and keep your customers satisfied with NH1B lighting panelboards from Square D. For specific engineering data, contact your nearby Square D Field Office. Or write Square D Company, Dept. SA, Lexington, Kentucky 40505.
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Here is CUBO, designed and manufactured by Harvey Probber. The look is loungy—soft, squishy, casual, comfortable—ideal for composing imaginative seating clusters in lounges, lobbies and living rooms. CUBO is based on a square seat module with floating back and arm elements locked securely in place with concealed steel connections. Dust-trap pockets between seat and back are entirely eliminated. If ever necessary, CUBO's covers can be changed in a matter of minutes.

CUBO is made of steel reinforced 'self-skinned' urethane foam, clad in a puffy coat of dacron. The Probber formulated urethane is inherently fire retardant and self-extinguishing (ASTM-1692 test method). Design and construction patents are pending.

CUBO's legs are deeply recessed to avoid scuffing and for easy floor maintenance. For slippery floors, we have rubber couplers that prevent the units from separating. Or, CUBO clusters can be bolted to ebonized wood bases. CUBO tables come in seven sizes and two heights to align with either seats or back, and in a broad range of durable finishes. We will be pleased to send you literature. Why not drop us a note on your professional letterhead.

Harvey Probber Inc., Factory & Offices: Fall River, Mass. 02722, Showrooms: New York, 979 Third Avenue; Chicago, 639 Merchandise Mart; Sales Offices: Boston, Los Angeles, Miami, Washington, Atlanta, Detroit, Houston, Seattle, San Francisco

probber
CHURCH AND LANDSCAPE COSTS

Below are cost guide lines for church equipment and general exterior landscaping items.

Church equipment can vary widely due to design and selection of materials. These costs are based on a medium to good quality range.

Landscaping also is subject to considerable variation with local conditions and over-all level of quality.

Church equipment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material/Design Details</th>
<th>Cost ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pew, hardwood with kneeler</td>
<td>34.00 LF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pew, hardwood w/o kneeler</td>
<td>30.00 LF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altar rail, hardwood</td>
<td>12.00 LF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altar rail, wrought iron</td>
<td>10.00 LF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altar rail, aluminum</td>
<td>16.00 LF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altar, hardtop</td>
<td>10.00 SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altar, oak</td>
<td>32.00 SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altar, marble with pedestal</td>
<td>60.00 SF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lectern and pulpit, hardwood</td>
<td>1,600.00 EA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confessional, single</td>
<td>1,400.00 EA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confessional, double</td>
<td>2,500.00 EA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Landscaping costs per square foot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Landscape Type</th>
<th>Cost ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top soil, 6-in. deep</td>
<td>0.10-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seeding, mechanical spread</td>
<td>0.11-0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grass sod, 1-inch thick mat</td>
<td>0.25-0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flagstone, 2-in. on 2-in. mortar</td>
<td>3.80-4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flagstone, 2-in. on 2-in. sand, no conc base</td>
<td>3.15-3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brick laid on 2-in. sand-cement</td>
<td>3.15-3.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete pavement, 4-in. thick on 6-in. stone base</td>
<td>0.80-0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt driveway, 2-in. on 6-in. stone base</td>
<td>0.55-0.65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INDEXES AND INDICATORS

Perival Pereira
Dodge Building Cost Services
McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company

1941 average for each city = 100.00

FEBRUARY 1972

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metropolitan area</th>
<th>Cost differential</th>
<th>Current Indexes</th>
<th>% change last 12 months</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>non-res.</td>
<td>residential</td>
<td>masonry</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

U.S. Average: 8.4

Atlanta: 7.8

Baltimore: 8.0

Birmingham: 7.4

Boston: 8.9

Buffalo: 9.3

Chicago: 8.5

Cincinnati: 8.7

Cleveland: 9.6

Columbus, Ohio: 8.5

Dallas: 7.7

Denver: 8.3

Detroit: 9.6

Houston: 7.7

Indianapolis: 8.0

Kansas City: 8.3

Los Angeles: 8.3

Louisville: 7.6

Memphis: 7.6

Miami: 8.1

Milwaukee: 8.6

Minneapolis: 9.0

Newark: 9.0

New Orleans: 9.7

New York: 9.0

Philadelphia: 8.5

Phoenix: 7.8

Pittsburgh: 9.0

St. Louis: 8.7

San Antonio: 7.8

San Diego: 8.0

San Francisco: 9.2

Seattle: 8.8

Washington, D.C.: 7.9

Cost differentials compare current local costs, not indexes.

HISTORICAL BUILDING COST INDEXES—AVERAGE OF ALL NON-RESIDENTIAL BUILDING TYPES, 21 CITIES

1941 average for each city = 100.00

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>4th</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>4th</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>4th</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>3rd</td>
<td>4th</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>2nd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Costs in a given city for a certain period may be compared with costs in another period by dividing one index into the other; if the index for a city for one period (100.0) divided by the index for a second period (150.0) equals 133%, the costs in the one period are 33% higher than the costs in the other. Also, second costs are 75% of those in the first period (150.0 = 200.0 = 75%) or they are 25% lower in the second period.
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The eye takes the first step.

The floor is Brigantine Vinyl Corlon®. The color is charcoal brown. And as it stretches in front of the eye, interior lines and shapes are brought together. Unified.

That's the design value only a floor can offer.

Brigantine Vinyl Corlon is one of many Armstrong floors being used by architects and designers. Our floors are chosen because they help achieve a coordination of elements. A sense of "total architecture."

We offer enough different floorings, in an unprecedented collection of patterns and styles, to work with almost any concept or budget. And we can provide the technology you may need to bring an interior design idea to life.

Please write us for whatever information you may need. Armstrong, 301 Rock St., Lancaster, Pa. 17604.

Armstrong
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This unretouched photo of the Ethan Allen finishing plant was taken with no other lighting but Metalarc/C's.
Ethan Allen makes a famous line of American traditional furniture, and it's all "open stock."

That means Mrs. Housewife can buy a bed today and a matching dresser 5 or 10 years from now. So there's nothing more important for Ethan Allen than to make sure the colors of their furniture are always perfectly matched.

They make sure with Sylvania Metalarc/C's.

These metal halide lamps are an important part of their quality control program.

They put out a powerful light that's balanced to give the effect of broad daylight. Everything looks natural in this light, so it's easy to match and inspect colors.

(In fact, the light is even better than daylight, because it stays the same morning, noon and night.)

Metalarc/C's also put out a tremendous amount of light for the wattage they consume. This is great for the company, because it keeps the power requirements low.

Another nice thing: our newest Sylvania Metalarc/C's are now rated for 15,000 hours. So they'll last about 6 years, figuring a 10-hour workday and a normal work year.

This Ethan Allen plant has standardized by installing 218 four-hundred-watt Metalarc/C's all over.

And nothing could be better than standardizing on daylight.

For details, call your Sylvania representative or local distributor (in the Yellow Pages under Lighting)—or write to Sylvania Lighting Center, Danvers, Massachusetts 01923.
PPG Performance Glass creates a beautiful, comfortable corporate home for Burlington Industries.

This new headquarters building nestles in a parklike setting—"a glass cube suspended in a steel cradle."

The architect selected PPG's Solarban 576 (2) Twindow Insulating Glass to complement and reflect the massive structural steel shapes. And in doing so, he was also able to ensure optimum performance values for the owners. From indoors, the glass reduces brightness of sun, sky and clouds. So visual comfort is increased. In addition, the exceptional ability of Solarban Twindow Units to reduce solar heat gain and conducted heat loss results in substantial reductions in heating and air conditioning equipment costs.

See PPG about Solarban Twindow Glass—or the others in our family of Performance Glasses for your next building. Early in the design stages.
There’s a PPG Glass that you can use as an active design medium to meet esthetic considerations, increase occupant comfort and contribute to a return on investment.

Write PPG Industries, Inc.,
One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15222.

PPG: a Concern for the Future

Owner: Burlington Industries, Inc., Greensboro, N.C.
Architect: Odell Associates Inc., Charlotte, N.C.
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the Bradley bathing beauties
Column showers that serve up to 6 people with one set of plumbing connections. Multi-Stall units for privacy at low cost. Modesty-Module® showers with dressing rooms. Econo-Wall, Panelon® and single person wall and corner showers. Bradley offers you the widest choice of models for maximum flexibility. Bradley showers cut installation costs and time. Save space and money after installation because they serve more people in less space than ordinary showers. Vandal-proof and built for years of rough use. Bradley showers . . . they're beauties when it comes to serving crowds of people the fast and easy way. See your Bradley washroom systems specialist. And write for latest literature. Bradley Washfountain Co., 9109 Fountain Boulevard, Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051.

more bright ideas from Bradley

Leader in Washroom Fixtures and Accessories.
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LPI designs for specific applications

LPI 969 Luminaires. Superb light control at a reasonable cost.

Injection-molded lens. Surface mounting.

Rugged and attractive new LPI 969 luminaire series provides glare-free, uniform illumination with very low surface brightness. Wrap-around diffuser is injection-molded of clear acrylic, made exclusively for LPI by Holophane. Has three optically precise prism systems (sides, ends, and bottom) for superb light control. Hinges from either side, and stays perfectly aligned. Available with or without decorative black outline trim frame in 4-foot models for two or four lamps. An 8-foot unit without trim frame is also available, for two lamps in tandem (total 4 lamps). All for 40W Rapid Start lamps, individual or continuous-row surface mounting. Ask for 969 Series specifications.

LPI Percepta. Side lighting from an overhead system.

Injection-molded lens. Designed to eliminate veiling reflections and glare in classrooms.

Ordinary classroom lighting produces veiling reflections that substantially diminish "see-ability". LPI's Percepta has a unique injection molded diffuser design (Holophane Series 8200 Controlens®) that effectively eliminates reflected glare in a classroom lighting system without reducing the illumination level. With side lighting that comes from overhead luminaires. And, compared with even the most efficient of conventional wrap-around fixtures, Percepta's higher ESI (Equivalent Sphere Illumination) levels and uniformity result in lower operating and owning costs. Percepta is 6-1/2" wide, in 4-foot and 8-foot lengths for one or two 40W Rapid Start lamps. With all of LPI's traditional quality construction features, of course. Ask for LPI Percepta bulletin with full photometric data and specifications.

LPI troffer with self-framing Perm-Align Controlens®.


Multiple bends and exclusive LPI double-thickness hemmed side and end diffuser seating flanges give this troffer great rigidity. It holds the critical dimensional tolerances needed for perfect seating of the lens. The injection-molded Holophane Perm-Align Controlens® has an integral ledge on all four sides to nest perfectly in the troffer with no light leaks. The self-framing design provides a full module of light, with no lamp images or ballast channel shadow. A unique, spring-loaded lens-centering device at each end of the troffer supports and centers the lens—releases by finger pressure for troffer servicing—without tools. Troffer offered in 1'x4' 2-lamp or 2'x4' 4-lamp (for 40W RS lamps), lay-in or flange styles, dished or flat diffusers. Ask for complete data on LPI Perm-Align troffers.

LPI designs for extraordinary performance

LPI offers a wide choice of fluorescent luminaire types and models to meet a wide variety of specific application requirements—without compromising on lighting function and overall luminaire performance. Nor on quality: LPI luminaires are thoughtfully engineered and ruggedly built for trouble-free installation and long in-service performance. There is an important difference in luminaire quality—a difference you can see. Ask your LPI representative or write for data on luminaires that are function-matched to your application.

LPI FLUORESCENT LIGHTING

Lighting Products Inc., P.O. Box 370, Highland Park, Ill. 60035
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In restaurants and drive-ins
Bally Prefab Coolers and Freezers
are accepted as the standard
for walk-in refrigerated storage

Bally Prefabs can be assembled in any size for indoor
or outdoor use from standard panels insulated with
four inches of urethane foamed-in-place. Easy to
add sections to enlarge . . . easy to relocate. Factory
refrigeration systems for every temperature from
35° cooling to minus 40° freezing. Stainless steel,
patterned aluminum or galvanized finishes. Subject
to fast depreciation. (Ask your accountant.) Write
for 28-page booklet and urethane wall sample. Bally
Case and Cooler, Inc., Bally, Pennsylvania 19503.

There's an evolution in the kitchen
Advanced Climate Control is for the Low Rise, too

Heat recovery system harnesses the dual versatility of "DEEP" AEROFIN COILS. Using energy more efficiently starts with alternate heating/cooling service of "wide range or deep" Aerofin Heat Transfer Coils — in this Central Trust Company branch bank, Rochester, N. Y.

Internal heat gains, including a computer center, produced a "break even" temperature of ±13°F, dictating an all-air heat recovery system. Aerofin's "deep" coil/fan system permits higher chilled water cooling and lower hot water heating temperature differentials.

Aerofin "deep" coils are critical components for high-technology heat recovery systems. Some designs allow smaller pipes, pumps, valves, less insulation and operate on standard refrigeration equipment. If you have air conditioning budget problems — look to dependable Aerofin "deep" coils for promised savings. Offices in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, Dallas, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco, Toronto, Montreal.

AEROFIN CORPORATION • LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA 24505
Aerofin is sold only by manufacturers of fan system apparatus. List on request.

NEW  All you need to know about

pneumatic dispatch systems

Steady Conveyor Company
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Robbins SPORT-TRED®
is the any-color synthetic surface . . .indoors and out

It's also the one that's solid vinyl—superior to laminated viynls and filled urethanes. It won't fade, change color, shrink, absorb stains or show undue wear patterns under normal use. Over one million square feet have been sold coast to coast. Architects, coaches, players and school and club officials praise its appearance, playability, versatility, durability. Court markings are applied with special compounded paints that stay on without scuffing or smearing.

SEND COUPON FOR FULL INFORMATION AND FREE SAMPLE.
Robbins SPORT-TRED, Box 16902-AR, Memphis, Tenn. 38116
Please send me a free sample and full information on Robbins SPORT-TRED synthetic athletic surfaces.
Name __________________________________________________________
Position ____________________________ Company ____________________
Address ___________________________________________________________________
City ___________________ State __________ Zip __________

Robbins
Division of Cook Industries, Inc. World Leaders in Athletic Floors
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Consultant and general contractor John Tishman (Tishman Realty and Construction Company, Inc.) evaluates the World Trade Center wall system:

"Our recommendation of aluminum as the Trade Center curtain-wall metal was largely the result of our own experience with aluminum wall systems in the many buildings we've built for others and for ourselves. "To begin with, we knew that aluminum would give us a structurally sound wall system.

"We also knew that maintenance costs on an aluminum curtain wall would be negligible, which created a favorable combination of ultimate and first costs of the metal.

"And we had every reason to feel that anodized aluminum would give the Trade Center the smooth finish we wanted.

"It appears that our judgment was correct. Every indication is that the Trade Center's aluminum wall system will fulfill all the exceptional specifications it was designed to meet.

"The building is also exceptional in the design correlation between exterior and interior. The exterior metal wall comes through, to give us a crisp guideline for interior finishing. And the 40-inch module of windows and columns is much more flexible for interior layout than the typical four- or five-foot module.

"In effect, then, the refinements of the curtain wall provided by Cupples Products Division of H. H. Robertson Company contributed to the efficiency of the trades responsible for interior finishing, another example of the interrelated planning of the building team. On a project like the Trade Center, total involvement of the building team is vital."

The World Trade Center is a project of the Port of New York Authority. Engineering and development were carried out under the Authority's World Trade Center Planning and Construction Division.

Change for the better with Alcoa® Aluminum
Selections that give imagination full sway

MISSISSIPPI
PATTERNCED GLASS

Let light work for you through patterns that give every object exciting new angles of interest. Panels and partitions reveal the passing view. But textures blend with lights and colors to soften the image and give design emphasis. Mississippi patterns by CE GLASS give refreshingly new concepts to windows and walls. Obscure patterns are available to give privacy to any desired degree. CE GLASS has the wide range selections so there's never a limit. Imagination can have full sway whether for contemporary or traditional, or for strictly functional or highly decorative purpose.

Mississippi patterned glass by CE GLASS is available from leading distributors of quality glass in the principal cities of the United States and in Canada from Canadian Pittsburgh Industries, Ltd., Glass Division. For further information or samples, contact our office nearest you or write CE GLASS, 825 Hylton Road, Pennsauken, N. J. 08110 or call 609-662-0400.

See our catalog in Sweat's
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Let us help you meet the exciting challenge of designing better pools.

Paragon matched deck equipment at Sprain Ridge Pool, Greenburg, N.Y.
Architect: Vollmer Associates, N.Y.C.

Today more than ever, designing pools challenges the skill and imagination of the most creative Architect and Engineer. The widespread development of new products and new construction techniques permits unusual latitude and flexibility for the inventive Architect in the creation of residential, institutional, school and commercial pools.

For nearly two decades KDI Paragon has shared its engineering expertise with Architects helping them exercise their ingenuity and achieve design goals while staying within budget. Paragon understands your language and the problems you face in building pools. Contact us. We'll give you straight answers and sound advice and usually an immediate solution to your problem.

KDI Paragon is one of the world's leading manufacturers of quality deck equipment, filtration systems, underwater lighting and observation windows. We make over 500 professionally-engineered products used in, on and around pools.

See our Catalog in Sweets or Write:
KDI Paragon Inc.
MFRS. OF QUALITY DECK/UNDERWATER EQUIPMENT
12 Paulding St., Pleasantville, N.Y. 10570 • 914-769-6221
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Eliminates ammonia.
PD Activator is odorless and ammonia free. So it saves wear and tear on your nose. The same as it does for your equipment. The activator functions as a non-corrosive lubricant. Plus, it eliminates cleanup and you get dry prints.
PD Activator is featured only with our PD-80 convenience engineering copier.

BRUNING
For information, write Bruning Division, Addressograph Multigraph Corp., 1555 Times Dr., Des Plaines, Ill. 60018
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The hinge that hides

NOW YOU SEE IT
NOW YOU DON'T

The Soss Invisibles—for a custom look for any room! These amazing hinges hide when closed, eliminating unsightly gaps, hinges, and door jams. They're the perfect hidden touch for doors, doorwalls, storage cabinets, built-in bars, stereos, and TV's. Specify the Soss Invisibles wherever looks matter. See listing in Sweet's or write for catalog: Soss Manufacturing Co., Division of SOS Consolidated, Inc., P.O. Box 8200, Detroit, Mich. 48213.
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When she's old enough to be a prima ballerina, KYNAR 500*-based coatings will still be young.

Years from now, when she's the toast of ballet society, metal surfaces coated with KYNAR 500* fluoropolymer will still retain their colorful beauty. In spite of attack by sun, weather and pollutants...for more than 20 years.*

KYNAR 500 is the best of the architectural color coatings, proven in actual as well as accelerated life tests. It resists chemicals, chalking, corrosion, and mortar stain. And won't crack, craze or fade. So matching is easy.

Invest in a colorful future. At least 20 years of it. Use KYNAR 500 on your next building. Write Pennwalt Corporation, Pennwalt Building, Three Parkway, Philadelphia, Pa. 19102.

*Kynar 500 is Pennwalt's registered trademark for its vinylidene fluoride resin
*Based on accelerated life tests.

Make your base specification KYNAR 500*
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KAWNEER introduces

i line

narrow profile aluminum framing and entrances

Now, for the first time, the clean, crisp drawing board concepts you have envisioned in your framing and entrance designs have been translated into aluminum...and can be realized in actual construction. KAWNEER's new I-Line narrow profile framing, with a 1-inch sight line, reduces by nearly one-half the face dimension of the traditional 1-3/4" framing profile. The new system, with its many horizontal design options, and with complementary thin stile doors, opens new vistas in aesthetic and functional design—and does so without sacrificing other practical considerations. KAWNEER has achieved the remarkably trim profile with an ingenious new mullion design that permits easy "in-line" flush glazing—without the extra mullion width normally required for setting the glass. Yet, the I-Line system equals the structural strength and provides the same glass bite as traditional framing systems. I-Line framing is 1" x 4-1/2" deep and accommodates up to 3/8" glass thicknesses. It is available in clear anodized aluminum or Permanodic colors. KAWNEER's new brochure, I-Line Narrow Profile Aluminum Framing and Entrance Systems, fully describes and illustrates I-Line framing, door styles, design options and hardware with specifications and recommendations covering various applications. Write to the address below or call your representative...and give your imagination free rein.
If you've always felt that high-performance ceilings are an infringement on good design... take heart.
Now there is **COMPAC**

the ceiling of the 70's.

Compac is the complete ceiling that comes in a carton!

It signals the end of piece-by-piece ceilings. Compac is a wall-to-wall system of unified modules, each a pre-engineered “package” of homogeneous components that eliminates any need to combine a diversity of separate products and materials.

Compac embraces the ceiling plane in its entirety. Every Compac module provides the functions of air supply and return, heat transfer, sound absorption/attenuation, and audio communication...as well as high-quality lighting. The modules are factory-assembled and delivered to the job site ready to install.

Compac’s 3’-square center luminaire can be supplemented by incandescent spots, downlights, or left blank to form an infinite variety of ceiling patterns.

Compac accepts columns at module centers or intersections. A partition track on all sides assures complete freedom in placing movable walls, or supplying air to the space.

Simple, fast, functional and handsome...truly, Compac is your kind of ceiling. The earlier you write for the complete story, the sooner you and your clients can start realizing its benefits.

These 3 alternate "faces" further expand Compac’s design capabilities

- Flat-Regressed
- Architectural Downlighting
- Decorative

DAY-BRITE LIGHTING DIVISION
EMERSON ELECTRIC CO.
5411 BULWER
ST. LOUIS, MO. 63147
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Here today, gone tomorrow.

The Steelcase Movable Wall System is designed to integrate with Steelcase Mobiles work stations (above), or to work independently of them.


People and offices need to be moved frequently today because job and space requirements change so fast. That's why the Steelcase Movable Wall System is ideal. It lets your client take changes in stride with expertly engineered walls that feature completely concealed wiring; and interchangeable panels for color, use and sound control. Easy-on, easy-off components enable you to choose the exact work surface, filing, storage and display needed for every office. Yet walls and components are so movable that one man, entire departments, can be here today, someplace else tomorrow!

For more information, visit one of our showrooms located in major cities. Or, write for folder 5-190, Department G, Steelcase Inc., Grand Rapids, Michigan; Steelcase Canada Ltd., Toronto.

Steelcase

Furniture that works for people who work
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TWO PROJECTS
BY PAUL RUDOLPH—

a large physical sciences complex
for Texas Christian University in
Fort Worth which exhibits his
masterful handling of form and scale,
and an almost totally precast
office building in Dallas which is
both vigorous and inventive.
The photograph (below) is of the downhill facade. At the left and right are the gently curving walls of identical lecture halls. The ten piers extending to the fourth floor terminate in the projecting continuous plane which conceals the chemistry labs, acts as a cornice and serves as a transition between the strongly patterned walls of the first three floors and the free forms of the fifth floor penthouse. As the plans and section indicate, the building is U-shaped forming an open court at the second floor level. The court is also the roof of the first floor computer center and is reached by ramps at opposite ends.
The new physical sciences building for Texas Christian University is huge, voluminous and ample — yet surprisingly human in scale.

Reducing a mammoth building's apparent size while retaining its required capacity is an architectural exercise most designers don't even attempt. Too many recent facilities built to accommodate the extensive square foot requirements of today's science buildings are bloated giants in poor scale with their settings and users.

The five-story, $5 million Sid W. Richardson Physical Sciences Building has been designed to house the departments of chemistry, geology and physics; the TCU computer center; glassblowing, electronics and machine shops; six lecture halls; and administrative offices. An intricate mix of undergraduate classrooms, doctoral research laboratories, interdepartmental laboratories, faculty offices and informal lounges, it contains almost 150,000 square feet. It is almost twice as large as the earlier science building (80,000 square feet) to which it is attached, but it does not overpower its neighbor.

Architect Paul Rudolph, by skillfully organizing the elements of the new structure, has designed yet another building of great spatial complexity and richness creating an appropriate and diverse scale for its users and their activities as well as for the surrounding campus.

At first glance Rudolph's building appears to be windowless but, as the wall detail (below) indicates, where interior daylight is needed, the projecting wall planes have floor to ceiling glazing at their edges. The columns consist of single or paired poured-in-place concrete round columns furred by brick cavity walls which provide ample room for the concealment of ducts. The effect of Rudolph's broad overhangs is heightened by the sharp shadows cast by the strong Texas sun. The courtyard photo (opposite page, top right) was made from the top of an entrance ramp.
Stair details are shown at left. The stairs are elegantly curved with broad landings. They have been designed to give generous views of the life of the building as seen from above and below. The lecture hall (below) is one of the large pair symmetrically placed on opposite ends of the complex. The other lecture halls are similar in form though smaller. Generous meeting and lounge areas encourage informal communication between the faculty and students and provide contrast with and relaxation from laboratories, classrooms and other work areas. The principal lobby (below) opens upon the courtyard.
According to Paul Rudolph this 16-story precast concrete office tower—the first of a group of four to be constructed in Dallas—"is in essence a big log cabin."

Except for the floors within the core this 130,000 square foot high rise structure is totally precast—columns, spandrels, floorplanks and core walls. The structure and the exterior exposed aggregate finishes are integral. On the interior, however, the structure is completely revealed only in the lobbies. On all other floors there are hung ceilings. The windows are mirrored glass.

As can be seen in the typical floor plan (above right) the building has a two-part core with a double stair case, elevators, lavatories and service space. The plan has been drawn in the right hand portion to indicate the linear system of construction and in the left hand portion to show the ceiling lighting grid. The floors are column free. Sixteen corners occur at every typical floor instead of the usual four, providing four times as many "corner offices," a definite advantage for a speculative office building.

When complete, the complex will consist of four high rise buildings and a two-story element containing shops and stores. Unfortunately, as the site plan indicates, the budget did not permit the construction of underground parking and the buildings will be surrounded by a sea of cars. A second tower, almost identical to the first will soon be under construction.

Brookhollow Plaza's owning company is a subsidiary of Texas Industries, Inc. who produce among other products, cement, concrete block and ready mix. TXI was subcontractor for the casting and erection of all the precast components. The basic structural design was developed by consulting engineer Sepp Firkas based upon the modular wall and floor system he has developed for housing (top detail). On the Brookhollow project his bearing walls have become 8-ft-high column supported spandrels as shown in the detail drawing at left and in the photos.

There are 20 post-tensioned exterior columns 6 ft wide by 1 ft thick on the building's long dimensions and 7 ft by 1 ft at the ends. At one of the corners (top photo) the columns have been engineered to extend 43 ft without bracing. Rudolph's precast joint (detail below) is not only handsome, but it represents an advance over the usual butted or mitered precast connections which require extremely fine tolerances. "In this design I have celebrated the joints" explains Rudolph.
A new college within the New York State University system has been created at Old Westbury, Long Island, and the service structures on these pages, designed by James Stewart Polshek, are the first buildings to be completed there. The land for Old Westbury is a former Long Island estate: 800 acres of beautiful rolling wooded grounds. This service group, built to house the campus maintenance staff and its vehicles, is separated by half a mile from the main first-phase complex of classrooms and dormitories, still in construction.

These two nearly identical buildings (see site plan, left) have the right “feel” for utilitarian structures: light steel and glass, an obvious module of structural members that regulates the repetition of doors and windows necessary on the facades, and blunted, “open” ends that are clearly designed to allow for expansion. The painted metal of the many garage doors (below) adds broad, bright color to the exterior walls, and the interior vehicular yard created by the siting of the two buildings keeps most of the messy activities of this maintenance area contained—
separated from the gentler environment around it.

Polshek has tried to design a building system capable of satisfying the demands of an indeterminate program, which sometimes needs to house large objects, sometimes needs to store small ones, and sometimes needs to provide spaces for rough maintenance work or light office work. The key to creating these universalized spaces is the cross section, shown at the right. Both buildings are based upon it, and it allows facade variations (such as larger or more frequent garage doors) without altering the basic system of the section itself. The width-dimensions on both buildings are identical; and the fifty-four foot total width is divided into 24-4-24-foot parts. The 6-foot-wide central spine defines the zone of internal skylighting, gravity ventilation, mechanical system piping or ductwork, and the people-circulation route. People can walk on the catwalk seven feet above the floor for nearly the entire length of both buildings, and the intention was to allow free circulation that would not be compromised by large storage areas or crowded

work spaces below. In plan, there are alternating 36- by 24-foot and 12- by 24-foot bays; vehicular and personal access doors occur in the 12-foot widths, with basic work areas in the larger spaces. The resulting 6 feet by 12 feet center spine bays are used for all electric controls and support the unit heaters and air conditioning.

The junction areas from which the wings grow (color photo, below) are basically people-spaces, with major entry doors and group-use areas. The basic window unit that projects out from the wall on all the wings, is exactly reversed at the junction areas, projecting inside from the wall (see photos, page 100). Among other things, this reverse projection solves the problem of handling inside corners.

Using steel, time allowances could be accurately determined, erection sequences were established early, and consequently the buildings were finished within the budget. Further, the image of lightness, quick responses and flexibility has been successfully projected in the design; it is an industrialized image associated with storage buildings, quick-sales areas.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUPER STRUCTURE</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 WF</td>
<td>COLUMNS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 B</td>
<td>BEAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 WF</td>
<td>BRACING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROOF SYSTEM</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16 J</td>
<td>BAR JOISTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1/2 20 GA</td>
<td>STEEL DECK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4 BENT PLATE</td>
<td>ROOF CURB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ROOF MONITOR</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 I</td>
<td>STRUCTURAL BENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 C</td>
<td>BEAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 1/2 20 GA</td>
<td>STEEL DECK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WALL SYSTEM</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 1</td>
<td>STRUCTURAL BENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4 BENT PLATE</td>
<td>BRACING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 22GA FACE</td>
<td>INSULATED WALL PANELS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CATWALK</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 C</td>
<td>BEAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 SQ TUBE</td>
<td>RAILS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4 BAR</td>
<td>SUBWAY GRATING</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OLD WESTBURY BUILDINGS

along busy highways, and new-car showrooms, but it works fine here as multi-use space at a new college. And interestingly, these service buildings are now being used as temporary facilities for classrooms and faculty offices. The materials storage area in Building 1 is now the college library; student affairs and admissions are in the office portion of Building 1, and the entire west wing of Building 2 is now faculty offices. The service buildings have adapted to this temporary use easily and inexpensively, and when the unavoidably delayed academic complex is completed at Old Westbury (by fall, 1972) the service buildings will return to their original function as a maintenance center. Meanwhile, it has been nice for the college to have such architecture around.


George Cisner photos
New concepts for public spaces combine art and architecture

SITE (which stands for Sculpture In The Environment) Inc. is a group of young sculptors with some new ideas about urban spaces. "Architects think we're sculptors and sculptors think we're architects, and we're neither; we're somewhere between." Six of their commissions, some being built and some still projects, are shown on these four pages.

Best Products, Inc.
Richmond, Virginia

Sidney Lewis, president of Best Products, was convinced by SITE to try something more adventurous than a sign for his appliance store (right) on a typical commercial strip. From five designs—to a $25,000 budget—he chose the peeling wall (bottom right) which is now under construction. One proposed solution (top right) was to reflect, as an attention getter, all the color and activity in the parking lot on an enormous curved screen of stainless steel panels mounted across the top of the building. Practically, this might enable people to spot empty parking spaces.

The floating roof (second photo down) was the preferred design until SITE realized—with their consulting engineers, Mario Salvadori and William J. Davis—that the structure of the building was inadequate to support it.

The colonnade of color (center) conceived as a contemporary heraldic entry, thrusts the facade into the distance with an exaggerated perspective of stripes.

The final, peeling solution, again using the substance of the building, is a play on concealing and revealing, as well as suggesting the store as package. A high-bond mortar will be used in the left vertical curl and a shaped steel plate bolted into the right corner will be faced with brick. Taylor & Parrish, Inc. are the contractors.

This store and the concepts for enlivening it typify SITE's goal: "to bring the ingredients of fantasy, conceptual transformation and visual excitement to dull and unimaginative urban situations. SITE is united by the conviction that sculpture, conceptually realized to involve a total site, is preferable to the decorative placement of object-art in architectural settings."
Education Place
University of Northern Iowa,
Cedar Falls, Iowa

The art committee of the University of Northern Iowa, retained SITE to make a design for the essentially quadrangular space left between the education building (by Thorson Associates, architects), two dormitory towers and a media center.

SITE decided to base their design on the comprehensive grid pattern which is fundamental to the master plan of the campus (by Caudill, Rowlett & Scott) and on the Iowa landscape, as seen from a plane, which of course is strongly checker-boarded by farm fields.

The 350- by 150-foot space slopes 15 feet alongside and 9 feet away from the education building. Initially the University had thought of a staircase to handle these level changes. SITE suggested instead, since the other open space on campus was ruled by rectilinear and tree-lined paths, to provide an undulating space which could be approached and traversed freely, and accommodate the grades without a highly directional element such as a stairway.

This sense of freedom and flexibility pervades the design of the modules (below and opposite) to be "plugged into" the plaza. A system of electrical, steam and water outlets, pole holes and removable modules throughout the space would enable a great variety of things to happen. SITE, with these module designs, intends only the start of a changing series; to suggest ways that the plaza could be developed and changed by the students.

One of the chief themes for the variable modules is to point up native materials, vegetation and climate. SITE noticed students sitting near steam outlets for warmth; and decided to pipe steam out into the plaza. They thought some squares could melt snow. They also wanted to substitute, for the usual overhead campus lighting, "surprises of light" — dispersed sometimes by plastic shapes or steam from underneath the modules. And to delight the ear they would provide wind chimes, falling water and recorded sounds from a son et lumiere beacon.

Change is built into the plaza. The 10-foot square gray and white modules provide two scale references. Individually they can set the stage for a group as close-knit as one around a table. Collectively they define an expansive area, like a playing field, for crowds. Also, because they undulate like the Iowa fields, their shapes would appear to alter as one crosses the plaza.

Night effects (below, left) include a glowing square of glass blocks; steam jets lit from below; a reflective beacon split at its corners to pour out light. Below, right is a grass square which revolves on a turntable; a space frame or room without walls "glued" to the plaza by poured metal; a native rock pile; and the beacon.
Glass prism over water

Evaporative cooling area; water trickling through reeds

Elevated, rough-cut native stone

Earth square planted with corn

Illuminated native stones

Raised square lighted from beneath

Suspended wind chimes

Stainless steel or mirror reflection square

Steam square

Standing wind chimes

Tented squares

Earth square

Plastic arcs of colored light
At first David Ornstein, planning director of the Peekskill, New York Urban Development Corporation, thought the blank brick walls of this HUD-insured middle-income project (A) needed some color. He sought a painter who, in turn, referred him to SITE. SITE was given the left-over space at one corner of the project—where some thought of putting a fountain—to work with. Their solution, which will be put in place this Spring, aims to restore to this project a sense of the surrounding landscape. The concept of “melting walls” derived from some Italian fountains which emerge directly from the bases of their buildings. SITE would like to have streams of brick flowing into the adjacent street paving and carry the idea into the playgrounds as well. Consulting engineers are Newman and Doll.

Other projects are detailed in the caption, right.

The Peekskill project illustrates particularly well how the members of SITE feel they differ from other artists. First, they have taken on a practical, everyday problem. Secondly, as they put it, “While the studio artist’s attention turns continually inward, tending to produce a series of self-portraits, the site-oriented artist reaches outside of himself to find a solution for the specific environment.”

SITE is both a profit-making and a non-profit organization. Its lectures and some design, contracting and research services are funded by grants from the National Endowment For The Arts, the Rockefeller Brothers Fund, the Samuel H. Kress Foundation and the New York State Council On The Arts. Under the auspices of the latter, SITE is offering free design consultations to community groups in New York who cannot afford design fees. Because their work is difficult to categorize, they find that construction funds for their projects come from various sources including art, landscaping, paving, parks and utilities budgets. —Janet Bloom


B-1
SITE’s design for this lovely plaza passageway on the south side of The Metropolitan Opera House (B, B-1) at Lincoln Center in New York emphasizes human scale by the use of a reflection mural, a 30-foot-wide stainless steel panel mounted on the extension of the backstage area. This will mirror the bottom part of the high mullions along with the floating and buried stainless steel circles which extend 100 feet in front of the reflecting wall. This won a Design in Steel Award from the Iron and Steel Institute. The Eversharp Museum of Art (C) in Syracuse, New York—by I. M. Pei—in SITE’s view “defines the use of a conventional sculpture solution in the plaza area.” Thinking that any competing sculptural shape would be overwhelmed by and detract from the building, SITE chose a plaza-hugging undestatement of molten aluminum for a Midwestern university’s science center SITE has designed a concrete amphitheater (D) which brings human scale to a space dominated by the huge blank window walls of the scientists’ offices. Based on an expanding universe concept, it consists of grey and white concentric ramps whose elevations change, over a 9-foot range, in a totally irregular way. It will seat outdoor classes—a previously envisioned functional requirement of which SITE had not been informed—and be a perpetual stage. On an otherwise lush campus, this spare and highly formal use of concrete will provide a concentrated experience and, as a bonus, it will require no maintenance.
In the recent RECORD survey, "Practice problems in remodeling," (published in the December 1971 issue, pages 106-111), house remodelings not surprisingly revealed themselves to rank as the most common remodeled building type for architects. Modernized houses constituted 106 of the 645 projects reported by representative architectural firms responding to the RECORD questionnaire. Though the dollar value of each house is not impressive relative to large-scale jobs—such as schools or hospitals—the popularity of the work suggests its importance not only to beginning or small firms. For the total dollar value of all house remodelings in the U.S. is an impressive amount. This should continue in view of current high property and new construction costs and the renewed public interest in preserving older structures and neighborhoods. As the houses shown here indicate, renovation work can be as highly creative as totally original design. This is especially true in family homes where new living patterns are adventurously adopted while retaining the value of old associations and traditional forms.

Included here are three projects for detached houses which illustrate a high quality of work being done in successful solutions to both recurrent and unusual problems: how to adapt a visually appealing building—in the case shown, an old New England stone barn—for new use (Partridge house); how to provide for owners who need a bigger house for a bigger family but do not want to give up their old location (Orchard house); how to adapt a conventional house to a busy street and an urban site (Wittenberg house).

—Anne L. Buerger
An old stone barn influences contemporary house for a New England country site

In designing and building for his own family, architect Lawrence Partridge had no original intention of buying an existing building to remodel as a home, but an old New England barn with its beautiful glacial stone foundation and walls had a compelling appeal. Together with program and site, the scale and character of the parts of the 1890 structure which were saved established the scale and character of the design.

The stepped slope of the site suggested the roof relationships of the three new sections which were added to the existing structure (the rest of the barn was demolished). Thus, the fragmented appearance of the house was in part planned to reduce the scale of these walls. In the photo of the rear of the house, right (the front is shown on page 105), the old building can be seen on the right. The various wings contain, from the left of the photo, dining room; kitchen and a bedroom; stairhall; and, in the old building, family room on the lower level, with two bedrooms and bath located on the second floor and a workroom office on the third. An arrangement of fixed insulating glass window, bifolding storage cabinet, wood door ventilator and screen was designed for use throughout the house, further contributing to the strong exterior rhythm and scale. Roughsawn fir shiplap siding painted white and a white cedar shingle roof respect a New England vernacular and offset the original walls. Contrasting interior materials include natural wool carpeting for living areas, natural red oak trim and drywall, painted white, except where glacial stone walls are left exposed.

ARCHITECT’S OWN HOUSE, Weston, Massachusetts. Owner and architect: Lawrence Partridge; engineers: Arthur Choo (structural); Terenzio Genovesi (heating and ventilation); contractor: Costa Limberakis.
The living room (photo above) reaches a dramatic 23-foot height. The photo is taken from an upper-bedroom opening designed to provide added ventilation for the living and dining rooms. At right is the master bedroom whose curved windows are openings of the original wall.
Old house, new wing and site are integrated by strong detailing and design

The owners of this extensive renovation needed what amounted to a new house in addition to their existing one to provide bedrooms for four children, and a variety of living, entertainment and art display areas, as well as the usual mechanical and storage space. As the old house was somewhat nondescript in appearance (the gray stone exterior and asphalt roofing are visible to the far left of the large photo), it was primarily the existing site with its desirable urban location and country atmosphere that made the owners decide to remodel rather than move. Old and new wings are related primarily through zoning, with unusual visual unity nevertheless achieved in a free but sympathetic use of reinforced, board-formed concrete and copper trim as major materials. The interior of the old house was extensively remodeled, a terrace added to extend living outdoors and some rooms reassigned for specialized use. The addition, containing well-zoned children's bedrooms and the new family areas required, is organized as a separate wing to take fullest advantage of the potential of the site and offer unusual contrast in use and character to the existing rooms. Flooring is slate or narrow maple boarding. Wall surfaces are painted white and lit by recessed wall washers and major skylighting to provide display space for the owners' painting and sculpture collections. Painted wood doors and cabinets—supergraphics are used on children's doors and other areas—provide color as unifying element throughout.

ORCHARD HOUSE, St. Louis. Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Orchard; architect: George Anselvicus of Anselvicus/Rupe; associate and landscape architect: George Dickie; engineers: Al Alper, Len Henson (mechanical); interiors: George Anselvicus; contractor: Eugene Alper Construction Co.
The main entry (left) links old (far left) and new wings and underplays the remodeled house's actual size. In the interior photos of the new wing, the sunken activity area opens to a formal living area (above) and family room (below) to separate activities while ensuring space for large-scale parties and expansive views. The plan shows the old wing in tone.
A glass-walled house addition gains indoor-outdoor space and privacy

Using a typical, small cottage-style house on a corner lot as the secondary wing, architect Gordon Wittenberg designed this house for his own family in part to solve typical problems of adult-teenage zoning and added space. To this end, the adjacent lot was bought. By wrapping the addition, containing living areas and master bedroom suite, around the property to the setback line, the architect was, moreover, able to put to use outdoor space and gain privacy, light and variety of spaces the original house lacked. Glass-walled living and dining pavilions open up the house to the nearly-enclosed court, while the street-corner side of the new wing (small photo) is closed off with a high stucco wall.

WITTENBERG HOUSE, Little Rock, Arkansas. Owners: Mr. and Mrs. Gordon C. Wittenberg; architects and engineers: Wittenberg, Delony & Davidson, Inc.
THE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSIBILITY OF THE ARCHITECT

BY MAX O. URBAN, FAIA

In this article by the new president of The American Institute of Architects, architects are called upon to recognize a new professional obligation as architectural counsellors to the public.

But I would rather enlist your support on behalf of the human condition; and so I submit to you that architectural intervention is needed if people are to control the process of designing their future habitat. The alternative, clear and present danger, is that the process will control them.

If you are inclined to consider that I am being presumptuous in proposing architectural intervention, I would just remind you that it has always been the highest function of architecture to interpret human needs and aspirations in the design of buildings for individuals or corporations or government—clients. So I am only proposing that we must now act as architectural interpreters for the public, for non-clients, as we have in the past for our own clients. Perhaps we must even help the public design new kinds of "clients" who will build the kind of environment it wants. At least we can help them develop their environmental programs.

You might also argue that nobody has asked us, as architects, to intervene. And you would be right. The politicians want instant answers, not hard questions. The public wants magic solutions, not higher taxes. And there are so many volunteers—some selfless, some self-seeking—with instant answers and magic solutions. When authorities on the human habitat are sought, the media find homebuilders, or realtors, or more lately—systems analysts, psychologists, sociologists, or (currently) most fashionable of all) ecologists. The testimony of architects is considered prejudiced if not irrelevant.

So, neither public nor politicians are asking for our involvement in the great national debate on the environmental crisis? I submit to you that we must intervene anyway: We must become counsellors to the public in its concern with environmental quality.

We must help the public understand how cities really get built.

We must help the public understand what "the housing problem" really is.

We must help the public understand what kinds of decisions affect the quality of all the built environment.

We must help the public understand how many kinds of separate decisions determine the quality of the built environment.

We must help the public understand how decisions affecting the built environment really get made.

We must help the public understand the full spectrum of environmental costs.

We must help the public understand that higher cost does not necessarily equal extravagance, and that lower cost does not necessarily equal economy.

We must help the public understand the consequences of its own decisions.

We must help the public understand the variety of environmental alternatives available to it, and the costs and consequences of each.

We must help the public to make effective choices about its own environment by equipping it to make the critical decisions, and on the basis of fact, not myth.

Let me emphasize that I am not suggesting that architects alone are equipped to deal with the environmental crisis. But I am suggesting that they are better equipped than any other single profession or discipline to guide the public debate on the critical questions which relate to the future quality of the built environment. And I believe that architects must perform this public service simply because it is needed and because there is nobody else to perform it.

If you doubt this, consider some of the striking limitations of the current public debate on environmental policy.

It is fragmented. It is dominated by a combination of specialists (whether scientists or engineers) and environmental amateurs (whether politicians or systems analysts or lobbyists for well intentioned conservation organizations, each with its special interest). So in public discussion the various issues are effectively isolated from each other. Air pollution, water pollution, waste pollution, visual pollution, noise pollution, "population pollution," the housing problem: All are approached as separate, and often conflicting, prescriptions for one particular aspect of the environmental crisis. We have inherited an earth with polluted atmosphere, waters and land as a result of separate decisions, separately arrived at, and separate goals, separately conceived. Now it seems we are in grave danger of attempting to solve our present environmental problems in the same way.

The environmental debate is confused by the great "priorities" mystique, the widespread illusion that all human needs can be rated on some cost-benefit scale and then acceptably dealt with in some sequen-
tial order. While it may be true that “we can’t have everything,” it is also true that we can’t always choose “priorities”; sometimes we have no option but simultaneous response to many human problems. People will not accept food as a substitute for housing, nor jobs for health care, nor clean air for security from physical attack, foreign or domestic. We delude ourselves when we behave as though they would.

The public debate is afflicted by a new kind of sectionalism, or provincialism, a matter not of geography but of philosophy, which segregates urban problems from rural problems, majority problems from minority problems, white problems from black problems, problems of the poor from problems of the rich and all those in between, and which now even seems to threaten to separate man from his place in the ecology of the environment. Man must, he inessantly told, limit his future development for the benefit of the eco-system. It is almost as though he were not, in fact, part of the eco-system.

And, perhaps most disturbing of all, there is among the amateur environmentalists what might be called the cult of limitation. We are encouraged to believe we can solve our environmental problems only by limiting 1) population; 2) consumption; 3) production; and 4) human choice.

History does not offer much encouragement to this theory, providing countless dismal examples of human misery and degradation under conditions of limited choice.

But, the rejection of history, on the ad hoc theory that past failures created present problems and history therefore has nothing to teach us, is another current fashion: So contemporary theory is too often unrelated to any real knowledge of how the problems of the past compare with the problems of the present. In this time of supreme human crisis, the public debate is dominated by well-meaning amateurs and specialists, when what the situation demands is the approach of the professional and the generalist. Let me offer you some words of a distinguished scientist who is also a philosopher, the biologist René Dubos, professor at the Rockefeller University in New York City, which seem to me to speak to us as architects very clearly and very eloquently. First, two passages from his 1969 Pulitzer Prize-winning book, "So Human an Animal":

“Surprising as it may seem, most cities of the Western world are less densely populated today than they were in the Middle Ages, and during the Renaissance, or even a century ago. The population density in American cities—even in New York—is lower than it is in the cities of continental Europe and Asia. ... The painful experience of crowding so common in the prosperous industrial countries comes from the greater impact made on the environment by the modern city dweller.”

“Now that social and technological changes are too rapid for the spontaneous development of successful adaptive responses, modern societies will have to depend on conscious design for the achievement of fitness. I prefer to speak of ‘design’ rather than ‘planning’ because I want to emphasize the need to create social and ecological patterns in which the potentialities of persons and places can achieve expressions which are humanly desirable.”

All of us architects have been making our own efforts in our own work to help shape public opinion and public policy. As the degree of public concern about environmental quality begins to improve the architectural climate, we will, perhaps, become even more conscious of what we might call our own contribution to environmental changes. Since Man’s nature leads him to search endlessly for new environments, and for new adventures, there is no possibility of maintaining a status quo. Even if we had enough learning and wisdom to achieve at any given time a harmonious state of ecological equilibrium between mankind and the other inhabitants and components of this planet, it would be a dynamic equilibrium, which would be compatible with Man’s continuing development. The question is whether the interplay between Man and his natural and social surroundings will be controlled by blind forces, or whether it will be guided by deliberate, rational judgment ...

The ability to choose among ideas and possible courses of action may be the most important of all human attributes; it has probably been and still is a crucial determinant of human evolution. While every human being is unique, unprecedented and unrepeatable, by virtue of his genetic constitution and past experiences, his environment shapes him at any given moment which of his physical and mental potentialities are realized in his life. Free will can engender acts of freedom only to the extent that past and present conditions make it possible to actualize concepts and anticipations. Since the physical and social environment plays such a large role in the exercise of human freedom, it should be designed to provide conditions for enlarging as much as possible the range of choices. This applies to social planning, urban or rural development, and all the practices that affect the conduct of life.”

Then, two passages from Professor Dubos’ article in the Spring 1970 issue of the Smithsonian Quarterly:

"We must find new ways to communicate as professionals, on matters of public concern, and ways to do it that enlighten public policy. We must find ways to let the public know we are a professional resource on problems relating to the built environment. We must—at least some of us, at least for some part of our careers—be willing to be the public client, at least to the extent of really informing the public client. I think more of us, for at least some period of time, must be willing to be bureaucrats; and all of us, all the time, must find better ways of supporting those architects who effectively fill the basically bureaucratic—but essential—role of architect as public client. We must learn to regard architects in public service as very much first-class, not second-class, citizens of the architectural world. We must learn to regard architectural counselling, as well as architectural performance, as a high level of architectural practice.

Architects must help the public fulfill its need for visualizing its aspirations. Architects and artists, poets and philosophers, have always been the interpreters of the hidden meanings of life and of the common aspirations of humanity. They have expressed the unity of human faith founded on the diversity of human choice.

In the crisis of our time, the environment responsibility of the architect is nothing less.

*Professor Dubos is now Professor Emeritus of the Rockefeller University and University Professor in the Division of Natural Sciences at the State University of New York's College of Purchase, N.Y.
Suburban sites for office buildings—particularly for corporate headquarters offices—have advantages that make them unusually attractive to many, but not all, kinds of companies. Less expensive land (and therefore the capability to buy a larger tract), more space for expansion and for parking, an exceptional degree of amenity for employees are the obvious advantages. All four of the companies whose suburban offices are involved in this study wanted and needed more space for immediate and future needs, and were seeking to provide their employees with better working conditions. Each got what it wanted—and more, economically and psychologically, and the sites they found are not only spacious and beautiful, but they are within an hour's travel, or less, of the downtown business district. Although the communities to which they have come may be concerned about the additional public services to be provided, communities can count as benefit extraordinary the preservation by such companies of open spaces on their outskirts.—E.K.T.
From Park Avenue to an old polo field: a lush new setting for PepsiCo's headquarters

PepsiCo's move from New York City to Harrison, 30 miles north, was conditioned by its need for more space—difficult to find and expensive in the city—and by its decision to house most of its divisions in one location. The company was fortunate in the property it acquired, a 112-acre site ringed with woods and easy to build on, that had been a polo club. The size and character of the site, reinforced by the local zoning code restricting building heights to 40 feet, suggested a low building or buildings rather than one tall building. Edward D. Stone Associates developed a series of seven three-story buildings which were set on a mounded site to give the complex prominence in the otherwise flat landscape. The buildings are arranged in stepped formation along a great formal entrance court off which open smaller courts, sunken between each group of three buildings. This skillful interplay of buildings and open spaces, of created and natural areas, blends formal and informal, urban and rural, in a worthy setting for a company's world headquarters offices. Each building is connected with its neighbor, but barely so: the buildings touch only at corners where towers containing elevators, stairs and corridor, accent the point of contiguity. Patterned precast concrete panels are used to enrich the exterior walls of the towers and fascias of the building overhangs. In addition to meeting current needs of the company, the seven-building complex provides a pleasant means of expanding office spaces. The ultimate development allows for addition of similar structures to all but the central building, creating also additional courts.

The building complex occupies only 10 of the site's 112-acre site. The only other development on the site is a 4.5-acre lake with a Geneva-like jet of water shooting vertically from the still water. The woods surrounding the site screen the parking areas (for 1,000 cars) provided at four points along the perimeter road. Visitor parking is located at the entrance to the great court. The small courts are sculpture gardens with works by Moore, Smith, Lichtenstein, Upton, Pomodoro and Giacometti. A large Calder stable stands in the open field (page 113).
Circulation—from building to building and from floor to floor within each building—is concentrated in towers placed at points where buildings touch each other. At each floor a pleasant lobby is developed with stairs, elevator, and corridor connecting buildings. The area of each succeeding floor is increased, producing a protective overhang (detail, left) above each band of windows. Dining rooms (below) on the basement floor open onto a large terrace from which stairs lead down to the park. All furnishings in public spaces (including dining rooms) were architect-designed.
World headquarters on former estate is close in, expandable and a community asset

This handsome corporate headquarters complex for the world's largest textile manufacturer unites in one location its various divisions, formerly scattered around Greensboro, North Carolina. The site for the new complex, a 34-acre former estate, is within that city's limits and near its downtown, but it has all the advantages of a more suburban location. The principal requirements given the architects were to design a building that would project the company's image and would provide flexibility and expandability for its future needs. The resulting building is actually two structures, separate but joined by bridges at three points. The six-story tower houses executive and personnel offices; a two-story (plus one floor below grade) building which surrounds the tower on three sides, contains divisional offices, meeting rooms and cafeteria. The most dramatic feature of the complex is the exposed steel frame of the tower with its six-story-high trusses. Within this frame, reflective glass walls—170 feet wide on each face—mirror the huge trusses in a pattern that appears to double their number. The frame achieves a four-hour fire rating by virtue of a seven-foot separation from the walls of the building, and the installation of a ring of sprinklers in the soffit offers protection from heat build-up due to possible upward radiation of flames. All exposed steel is shop-painted with a long-life coating except for the roof grid frame which is of weathering steel. The low building also uses reflective glass for its bands of windows, combining this with plate steel spandrels and fascia. The entire design is based on a five-foot module: this is used for the structure, the integrated lighting pattern, air conditioning and heating distribution and controls, power and communications facilities, partitions, and built-in and movable furnishings. The buildings were constructed in 20 months on a CPM schedule, with design, fabrication of steel components and actual construction paralleling each other.

The entrance road circles a large fountain with a 70 foot diameter pool and jets that go up to 35 feet. The tower building is entered through a richly landscaped and terraced court between the tower and the low building. Three bridges connect the buildings.
Burlington made its move to a suburban location in part to provide its 1,000 employees with more pleasant surroundings. The expansive site and the delightful entrance courtyard with its intriguing sculpture, "Moya," by Irish sculptor Robert Costelloe, provide open space on two scales. Ample parking, for visitors at the front, for employees at the rear, is provided. Interiors are pleasant in their own way,

enhanced by works of art in various media: paintings, banners, prints are used in reception areas (top right), cafeteria (center), and in offices. In the tower, all vertical transportation is centralized in a 60-foot core, with open stairs for between-floor communication (shown at right, below).
Insurance company move to suburbs results in better employee conditions and more flexible office space

Prompted by the need for more space and greater flexibility in its use, and by the desire to improve its employees' working conditions, California Casualty moved to a suburban location from its downtown San Francisco offices. Its new facilities not only meet those essential needs but provide rental space into which the company can eventually expand. The site is rectangular in shape, one long side fronting on a major thoroughfare, the other opening onto a golf course of unusual natural beauty. By making the building rectangular also, and by placing it at the rear of the site, parking was provided at the front, convenient to the street entrance. More important to the building's occupants, it preserved unimpeached the views to the golf course. The rear of the building's center portion is quite open, especially at the second floor where the dining area is located. From this level, stairs lead to the landscaped sitting area adjacent to the golf course. Since there is a six per cent slope to the site, the garden area is slightly higher than the entrance lobby, to which it is connected by a corridor. The building was initially envisioned by the owners as almost twice as large as it ended up being. The original design premises, however, were found to be valid when the sizes were proportionally reduced. The rounded towers or "pods" which break the building length into thirds, were retained even though the smaller floor area did not require so many support facilities (contained in these towers), since they repeat on the front an important design element on the rear, and they provide interesting variations in office space. Large open spaces for office use, with central corridors, proved the simplest and most effective way of providing for the company's needs and for rental space. Executive offices on the fourth floor include a balcony in the rear center portion, sheltering the dining terrace.

Broad stairs and a series of terraces lead from the second floor dining room and its terrace to the informally landscaped sitting area, a pleasant place for noon time relaxation. The building exterior is buff colored concrete with deep vertical ribs, and anodized aluminum spandrels. At night strip lights under each spandrel emphasize horizontality.
Labs, workshops and division offices in park-like setting at edge of city

The environmental systems building is the first structure in the implementation of the master plan for development of the extensive Emerson Electric Company "park" on the outskirts of St. Louis. It is a multifunction building, in itself a working demonstration of many of the company's products. Included in its facilities are laboratories for product research, workshops to which architects and engineers can come for tests of mechanical and electrical designs, displays of products, and specially designed places for presentation of programs on lighting and air distribution to professionals.

The building in which all this takes place is a six-story (height limit for the area) rectangular structure of simple form but rich effect. The warm dark color of the weathering steel frame (an unusual application of the material) and spandrels, complemented by the gold reflective glass walls, the precise detailing and the elegant proportions, contribute to this effect. The main entrance is at grade but on the third floor of the building: the first two floors, containing laboratories and workshops (see page 128) are below grade. Besides the lobby on this floor, there are other public facilities, including the unusual Rotunda display, a multi-media means of demonstrating, teaching and analyzing lighting conditions which can be extended to provide actual experience of particular light effects; the cafeteria; and exhibits of the company's products in the field of interior climate design. The fourth and fifth floors each contain general offices for a company division, and are planned to meet two kinds of space needs: conventional, for which floor-to-ceiling movable partitions provide enclosed space; and open with modular furnishings. Work locations were set by computer survey.


Since the company's products are so closely related to the building field, the building naturally uses its products extensively both inside and out. Outside, special installations demonstrate electrical means to comfort and safety: brick terraces, walks and patios are kept snow- and ice-free; incandescent and mercury vapor fixtures, recessed in the ground, installed in overhang and in bollards, or pole-mounted, illuminate the building and nearby trees, as well as driving, parking and pedestrian ways.
The exposed steel frame (left) is of weathering steel, an unusual application of the material, chosen for both its warm color and its industrial look. Separation of the columns from the curtain wall achieves the required fire rating. Weathering steel spandrels and reflective glass—gold, to complement the steel color—make up the curtain wall. All surface temperatures on glass, walls, floors, etc., are kept at a minimum 55 deg level in winter so work stations next to glass are comfortable. The cooling load in summer was found to be reduced by use of the reflective glass. The lobby (top right) is at grade but is actually on the building's third floor, as is the cafeteria (center). Lighting in these spaces uses company products and ceiling systems. General office areas (bottom right) are open-planned for use of a system of movable modular furnishings.
Communication, education and demonstration are essential parts of the building's function: workshops such as that shown above enable architects and engineers to test mock-ups of mechanical and electrical designs. The auditorium (left, below) is for presentations; the multi-media Rotunda (right, below) is a theater-in-the-round of lighting experiences.
When, after years of fund raising, Harvard University received a $12.5 million gift in June 1968 toward their projected Science Center, the administration wanted to move ahead quickly. Construction of the $17.7 million facility began in the summer of 1970, and completion is scheduled for the fall of 1972. Contributing to the speed of construction was the precast concrete framing. Structure for the 400- by 60-foot laboratory wing was erected in seven months. Precast concrete is used everywhere except for the structure—which is steel—that houses four demonstration theaters, and the special basins and supporting structures—which are in-situ concrete—for the three roof-top cooling towers. These cooling towers serve a below-grade chilled-water plant that will provide air conditioning not only for the Science Center, but, eventually, for all of the Harvard campus.

Besides the laboratory wing, the complex includes a theater building, a large stepped-down structure for the mathematics department, a science library, and a low portion for administrative offices.

The University signed a negotiated contract with Turner Construction Company for cost-consulting and construction-management services. Based upon nearly complete working drawings, Turner's estimate was that the building would cost $19 million; the University's budget was $17 million. A number of things were done to cut costs, and among them were: 1) structure and mechanicals are left exposed in the laboratory wing; 2) concrete fill over the precast decking will serve as the finished floor in the laboratory wing; 3) partitions are dry wall rather than block in the laboratory wing; 4) ductwork for fume hood exhaust is galvanized with an interior coating, rather than stainless steel; 5) air-conditioning zoning was cut to a minimum (for example, there is no zoning for exposure; 6) two-pipe fan-coil units are used for classrooms; 7) clear glass is used rather than tinted (operable sash is provided in the laboratory and classroom wings).

The faculty wanted clear space in the laboratory wing, even though there were to be offices along the corridor that is located along the south side of the building. Early on, a poured-in-place framing scheme was considered, utilizing precast decking. Three rows of columns were con-
The fully precast frame of the laboratory wing is comprised of "ladder" columns (in three-story-high units) on one side of the 60-ft deep building and U-shaped post-tensioned mechanical shafts on the opposite side—spanned by perforated concrete girders which support prestressed, hollow-core decking. The columnar elements are on 24-ft centers. The "ladders" are used two-high, and are connected by threaded rods and leveling nuts as shown below. Wind forces are taken by the post-tensioned shafts which have six 1 1/8-in. rods in the outer face. The shaft units were cast in three separate pieces and joined as shown in the detail. Faculty wanted a 9-ft depth from floor to under side of beams; with the girder being 3-ft deep to the offset, the prestressed decking, 8 in., and the topping, 2 in., floor-to-floor height is 12 ft 10 in.
templated. The corridor was cantilevered 10 ft; the next row of columns came 15 ft away, along the office partitions; and they were followed by 35 ft of clear lab space to the third row of columns.

But many of the columns came at awkward locations, and the faculty argued that the presence of the interior columns inhibited flexibility. Turner was concerned about uncertainties with respect to the cost and construction time for poured-in-place concrete. Furthermore, the Boston area is a favorable market for precast concrete as there are several local companies.

Pairs of long perforated girders give a 50-ft clear span for the laboratories
The structural solution to the laboratory wing, developed by engineer Lev Zetlin, was a totally precast system with 3 ft-8 in. deep, 60-ft long reinforced concrete girders—perforated for utilities—spanning between “ladder” columns on one side of the building and post-tensioned, U-shaped concrete shafts on the other. The girders, which cantilever 7 ft over the single corridor, are used in pairs (7 ft apart) on 24-ft centers. The 24-ft module is a convenient one for the laboratory layout (fume hoods are generally on 12-ft centers).

The heavily-reinforced concrete girders have a maximum of penetrations—considering what could be permitted structurally. The penetrations are not always utilized, but for economic reasons, all girders were made the same.

The “ladder” columns were cast in units three stories high, and have haunches to carry the perforated girders. The girders are “simply” supported on the haunches, being dowel connected. The time-saving arrangement used for joining an upper “ladder” column to the lower one involved using steel plates, threaded rods and leveling nuts, as can be seen in the photo and the drawing across page.

Wind loads on the laboratory wing are taken entirely by the post-tensioned concrete shafts, themselves; no rigid-frame action has been employed. Post-tensioning force was designed to prevent any tension
from occuring in the outer faces of the shafts when loaded by the “design” wind.

Arrangement of supply chases means some long duct runs in the laboratory wing
Given the choice, mechanical engineers would prefer that the ceiling space in complicated buildings such as laboratories and hospitals be clear of structural impediments. It is difficult—and sometimes impossible—to organize the myriad utilities in coherent, repeatable, modular arrangements. One approach is to have a large number of vertical shafts and short horizontal runs serving each laboratory module. When the plan precludes this, then the engineer hopes to have as many large openings as possible in beams and girders—and even then, tight conditions may occur.

The Science Center laboratory wing has 15 mechanical shafts, 24 ft apart, with 6- by 8-ft interior dimensions, running from the basement to the fifth (mechanical) floor. Mainly they are used for ducts handling exhaust from fume hoods, 12 ft apart but they also carry some plumbing and electrical risers. On the opposite side of the building, 6- by 12-ft chases for supply air ducts are interspersed between office areas and are spaced 48 ft, 72 ft, 96 ft and 120 ft apart, which obviously results in some long horizontal duct runs, some fairly large duct sizes, and some fairly large reheat coils to be fitted in. There are also small chases at each of the “ladder” columns for piping. In the chemistry laboratory areas supply air is 100 per cent fresh air, and all exhaust is taken through the fume hoods.

Portion of 2nd (chemistry) floor plan shows typical supply-air ducting and fume-hood exhaust ducting. Exhaust ducts go up concrete shafts to 5th floor where in-line fans expel fumes to outdoors. Ten of the 15 shafts are heavily utilized (example, far left), and five, only lightly (example, near left). Photos: girder in basement (right, top); girder in chemistry lab (right, bottom); view toward mechanical shaft (below).
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...a new development which saved $200,000 on two buildings

When William Heinzman Associates, Boulder, Colorado architectural firm, designed the Heatherwood and Eisenhower elementary schools they decided upon a space frame roof structure to provide the wide expanses of flexible open space needed to accommodate today's new teaching methods.

The architects estimated that a steel space frame would go in place for between $5.00 and $6.00 per sq. ft. This was considered too costly so the engineering firm of Ketchum, Konkel, Barrett, Nickel & Austin of Denver was retained to work with Trus Joist engineers in developing a new type of space frame.

The resulting open area measured 300 ft. x 102 ft. with an 18 ft. overhang around most of each building to provide covered space for outdoor classrooms as well as an exterior corridor.

The roof area of the two schools totaled 95,700 sq. ft. The entire roof structure of both schools including the space frame, laminated beams for carrying members and plywood roof deck went in place for under $3.00 per sq. ft. This resulted in a minimum of $200,000 in savings when compared to the cost of a similar steel structure.

This is only one more example of the versatility of the Trus Joist system. Although the parallel chord Trus Joist is the most widely used, TJ engineers have designed many unusual profiles ranging from curves and crescents to pitched, tapered and even "S" shaped joists.
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Modular furniture meets rigorous demands for flexible school spaces

The Spectra Series is a line of modular furniture designed for standard school use, open-plan schools and other applications where lightweight, mobile, multi-functional furniture is required.

The Spectra Series includes a coordinated group of furniture (Spectra II); space dividers (Spectra I); and modular cabinets, or storage shells, which receive a selection of components, accessories and surfaces (Spectra III).

The storage shells, or cabinets, are adaptable in themselves. Individual modules can be used singly, stacked, fixed to walls, or placed on casters or bases. Every shell surface is a potential top. A long, narrow unit can be used horizontally as a low, counter-top cabinet or vertically as a tall storage unit.

Spectra III components, accessories and surfaces include drawers, doors, shelves, tote trays, writing and counter-top surfaces, clips for holding shelves, guides for drawers, dividing channels for vertical panels, and hinges. Precision-drilled holes spaced in 1½-in. increments around the inside edge of every cabinet panel allow flexible positioning of components.

Cabinets are easily modified after installation by adding or removing doors, drawers, or shelves. All modules are designed to receive a variety of interchangeable interior and exterior components. Shells and components are available in a wide range of sizes.

Spectra III features two engineering advancements. Lightweight panelized construction and Spectra-Mold corners, a construction method using no nails, screws, or glues, produce shells weighing approximately 30 per cent less than conventional, particle-board panels and a shell which is three times stronger than cabinetry with conventional joints. A finished shell becomes a molded integral unit which retains its form.

All surfaces of Spectra III cabinets are plastic-laminated for stain and wear-resistance. Five compatible colors are available for backs, doors, and drawer fronts. A neutral color is standard on all interior and exterior shell surfaces. A variety of working surfaces is available for units with special tops. All Spectra III cabinet surfaces are compatible with Spectra I space dividers and Spectra II school furniture.

Spectra II furniture includes basic chairs, chair desks, tablet-arm chairs, and
Accessories supplied with space dividers in this teacher station (above) include a magazine rack, overhead cabinet, writing surface and drawers. Chairs (center) feature design curve for comfort, and easy stackability. An angled counter-top combined with four modules creates a work station (below). Study carrel uses space dividers with accessories. Mobile file box is simply a shell on casters.

Activity tables. Plastic shell seats of every chair feature a distinctive curve at the juncture of chair back and bottom designed for maximum seating comfort over periods of time. Simultaneously, chairs stack easily. Basic chairs are offered in eight heights and three graduated shell sizes. Chairs are available with four conventional legs or a “sled” design base consisting of lightweight, rounded steel structures which move easily from area to area across carpet or floor.

Activity tables are available in round, rectangular or trapezoidal shapes. Both activity tables and desks feature T-shape legs which allow lateral movement without tipping, and both accommodate tote trays or tote desks as drawers.

Tote desks are unusually versatile components. Equipped with plastic handles, they can serve as portable desks placed on the floor, a student’s personal briefcase, or storage cabinets.

Spectra I space dividers provide sight and sound barriers for use singly or grouped as study carrels or teacher stations. Surfaces include tackable vinyl, and a writing and projection surface. Dividers, mounted on casters or glides, are movable. Fixed furniture compatible with the Spectra Series is also available.

Cabinetry is made by Mutschler, furniture and space dividers by Peabody, both divisions of Modernfold Industries, an American Standard company. Peabody/ Mutschler, North Manchester, Ind
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Fluid-filled exterior columns let the beauty of bare steel show through.

When the American Security Insurance Company built their home office on this wooded site in Atlanta, an exposed frame of USS COR-TEN Steel was a natural choice.

This remarkable steel weathers to a rich russet color that blends in handsomely with the rustic surroundings. And it doesn’t need painting.

Twenty columns of bare COR-TEN Steel carry the second, third and fourth floors to second floor girders, which cantilever over concrete piers.

In order to retain the honest look of a bare steel frame, the designers avoided conventional exterior fireproofing methods, and filled the columns with fluid.

The W 10 x 66 exterior columns are filled with 1,800 gallons of water, antifreeze, and rust inhibitor.

In case of fire, the fluid inside the columns absorbs the heat, and convection currents circulate the water solution within the closed-loop system. Any steam generated is vented through a roof tank, which contains enough reserve fluid for 4 hours of fire protection—in excess of the building code requirements.

If you’re planning a new building, you should investigate fluid-filled columns. For a more complete story on USS and COR-TEN are registered trademarks this building, get a copy of our STRUCTURAL REPORT (ADUSS 27-5048). Call a USS Construction Marketing Representative through the nearest USS Sales Office or write U.S. Steel, P.O. Box 86, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230.
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Specify the complete commercial dishwashing system.

Jackson provides the only packaged dishwashing systems which include built-in power rinse and booster heater which eliminate low or fluctuating water pressure and assure you of 180° temperature for final rinse.

Whether the requirements call for a low-cost packaged system with capacity of 950 dishes per hour to conveyor dishwashers with capacity of thousands of dishes per hour — Jackson has the proper system.

Our Engineering Staff is available to supply you with complete information and technical data. For complete details, contact:
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Come in low with a hand washing system that offers important operating savings in the bargain. A system incorporating the Unatap spray mixing faucet.

This clever flow-governing faucet maintains an economical yet hygienic spray of water, while allowing personal control over temperature. Actually saves on hot water to the tune of two-thirds (in an independently-supervised test).

Which means a slimmed-down hot water system. Which means a lower installation cost. And lower running cost too.

Specify Unatap. You'll come in low.

Richard Fife, Inc.
1140 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10001
Phone: (212) 683-0745
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An old communication system can go sour on you.

The communications explosion is right outside your door. If you’re not expecting it, what will you do with all the wires you’ll be getting? For more phones, more exotic equipment? Poke holes are passé. A fire hazard. So take a tip. Put a Walkerduct Underfloor System in your building specs. It will keep things humming.

By running all the communication, power and signal requirements under the floor inside Walkerduct, you’ve got nothing to worry about. The building is safer, more efficient and able to handle any future needs quickly, easily and neatly. Without tearing up the floors. Without spending a small fortune.

Contact your nearby Walkerman for more information. Or write: Walkerduct, Parkersburg, West Virginia 26101. In Canada, Walkerduct of Canada.
This is long-lasting Color!
DURANAR® 200 fluoropolymer coatings by PPG

Here's the tough, new generation of factory-applied finishes from PPG! DURANAR 200 fluoropolymer coatings combine all the primary advantages of today's fluorocarbon coatings—long-life beauty and film integrity—at a surprisingly low cost.

These patented coatings, an exclusive development of PPG research, add lasting value and protection to metal buildings with price/performance characteristics outstanding in the field of factory-applied finishes. Available in a range of striking, meticulously matched architectural colors, DURANAR 200 coatings employ an entirely new pigmentation technique so colors keep their original lustre for many years. Resistance to dirt accumulation, ultraviolet, chemical and abrasive attacks is exceptional.

Protect your investment. It's worth it! Look into "long-lasting color". Get the full details on how DURANAR 200 fluoropolymer coatings can extend the life and beauty of your next metal building. See Sweet's Architectural File, Industrial Construction File or write Product Manager, Coil Coatings, Dept. 16W, PPG Industries, Inc., One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

PPG: a Concern for the Future
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Exit devices. Outwardly, their design reflects an inner strength and reliability. Now look beneath the cover for the real Sargent quality. Built for service through simple design; a smooth, positive interaction of all moving parts. And look at the completeness of the line . . . all functions in all finishes, including a full line of Fire Exit Hardware. Sargent exit devices . . . well worth another look.

The strength
The style
The range

SARGENT®

A complete line of advanced architectural hardware, including the Sargent Maximum Security System
New Haven, Connecticut □ Ontario, Canada
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The end of the dreary door...
Republic stylable steel doors.

You’ve designed a beautiful building. And now there’s no reason for your being forced to line the halls with repetitious, monolithic entrance closures.

Not with the advent of Republic stylable steel doors. Pick from 36 standard sizes, plus light and louver openings fabricated exactly to your wishes by the local Republic distributor. Designs appropriate to the atmosphere and function of every building area.

All this at standard prices and without delivery delay.

Doors, frames, and our FRAME-A-LITE stick systems come to the job accurate in every dimension — ready to install without last-minute fiddling.

Information? Check the Yellow Pages under Doors — Metal, and call our nearest distributor. Or write Republic Steel Corporation, Manufacturing Division, Youngstown OH 44505.

Lockers are interior decor, too. We supply them in 19 decorator colors and the styles you want — single or double tier, two person or box type.
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FIRST FROM LITHONIA!


That's why Lithonia uses all solid state components, sealed, rechargeable maintenance-free Ni-CAD batteries. Our system has U.L. approval and we back it up with a full five (5) year unconditional guarantee plus an owner warranty reminder program.

But wait a minute!

You want clean and uncluttered space. OK. That's why we made an emergency lighting system as an integral part of most any 40-watt rapid start Lithonia fixture. That means you have a wide range of choices. Maybe you want heat removal, air supply, or regressed aluminum door troffers. Or maybe you want wraparounds, industrials, or open tubes. And we have companion battery-powered exits, too. All providing over 90 minutes of usable emergency light. Call us collect—404-489-8731. We'll show you our 10-minute film and give you a copy of the Lithonia Emergency Lighting Applications Manual.


Lithonia®
A DIVISION OF NATIONAL SERVICE INDUSTRIES, INC.
BOX A • CONVERS, GEORGIA 30207 • 404/489-8731
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CLAY TILES / Sculptured surface, irregular edges and subtle shadings create a weathered look. Tiles are available in 12-in. square sheets. • Latco, Los Angeles.
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We’re doing something about high-rise garbage.

Apartment building owners and developers are the people most adversely affected by recent legislation restricting the use of refuse incinerators.

Faced with the alternative of upgrading present equipment or installing a system that complies with the new regulations is a tough choice.

Belgium Standard has made the choice easier by developing a line of refuse compaction equipment custom designed for any size apartment building.

Refuse fed into the compactor by hand or through conveniently located garbage chutes is compressed down to one-quarter of its original volume and packed into easy-to-handle plastic bags or two to six cubic yard metal containers.

Belgium Standard Compaction Systems eliminate air-polluting emissions, operate virtually maintenance-free, and are usually less expensive than upgrading existing incineration equipment.

We’re doing something to alleviate the problems of high-rise garbage.

Now it’s your turn.

Fill out the attached coupon and mail it today.
Clear, heavy-duty glass gives the new

Architects Skidmore-Owings & Merrill took a not-so-new product—clear glass—and gave it a new twist in the Weyerhaeuser Corporate Headquarters building. Result: long, uninterrupted expanses of glass that afford a magnificent view of the surrounding countryside.

Heavy-duty Parallel-O-Plate® is available in sizes
Weyerhaeuser Building a non-stop view.

up to 10' x 25'. So we had no problem supplying the 12' x 7' lights called for here—in ½" thickness.

With glass that thick, the architects were able to butt the vertical edges, seal them with ¼" of silicone and eliminate mullions.

If you're planning a building, we're sure we can solve some problems for you, too. For openers, let us send you glass strength information so that you can design buildings with non-stop views. Simply contact your L-O-F Architectural Representative or Architectural Department, Libbey-Owens-Ford Company, Toledo, Ohio 43695.

Libbey-Owens-Ford
Building: GENEVE TOWER
Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Architects: Smith, Voorhees, Jensen Associates
Des Moines, Iowa
(These gentlemen have found Glaros panels so successful that they have also specified them for a $4,300,000 high school complex in Des Moines.)

General Contractors: Rinderknecht Construction Co.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
We’ll send you a piece of this apartment building. Free.

To introduce you to the Glaros Insulated Metal Panel system.

If the name Glaros sounds Greek to you, it’s okay. Not too many architects have heard of us.

But we’re convinced once you look at our insulated metal panel system, you’ll never use our competition.

And, you’ll be as eager to specify our panels as the architects who designed the apartment house on the left.

Our panels are solid insulated building panels, 16’ cover width, with rigid, foam-in-place urethane insulation bonded to two metal skins.

But there, all similarity with other urethane or fiber glass insulated metal panels ends.

The exclusive, patented* Glaros interlocking joint is a true interlocking joint that has no thermal conductance at the joint. (See the small photo and note what other benefits it offers to architects.) This means absolutely minimum penetration of air or moisture, with uninterrupted insulating effectiveness at the joint.

But there’s more to the Glaros story.

1. Better insulation with a .061 “U” factor. The only 2” panel with this insulating value. It would take three 2” fiber glass panels combined to match it...or six 8” stucco-covered cement block walls with dry wall interior.

2. Longer spans. In fact, up to 16.4’ clear span, longest span of any 2” foam insulated panels. Eliminates unsightly girts.

3. Surface designs and colors. Your choice of four different panel designs in either smooth or stucco embossed surfaces (and matching flashings). Many standard or custom colors in long-life paints, laminates, or vitreous finishes. And either high-strength steel or Cor-Ten in lengths up to 30’ or aluminum in lengths up to 18’.

4. Finally, the Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. Label for 25 Flame Spread or less classification, plus Factory Mutual acceptance.

All of this makes Glaros panels perfect for schools, high rises, and every other kind of residential, commercial, institutional, or industrial building.

The next step is to send for a sample and see for yourself. Write Don Schmuck, V.P. Sales, or call him at 412-351-4117.

If you don’t agree they’re everything we say they are, give us a piece of your mind.

*U.S. Patent No. 3,531,844

GLAROS
Products, Inc.
Clara Street, Rankin (Pittsburgh), Penna.
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Wade makes any carrier you can specify.

That's a fact.
Wade stocks residential and commercial carriers for all cast iron DWV systems. And for plastic, copper, and lead as well.
You can specify from Wade's exclusive new line of No-Hub carrier fittings.
You can specify Wade carriers in singles, doubles, lefts, rights, longs, or shorts.
And Wade maintains complete, computer-controlled inventories. That means your carriers are ready to be delivered in our own controlled truck fleet.
So put 'em in the specs. We'll have them, and we'll get them there.
Next time, get out the Wade manual and specify from the industry's most complete line.
For your Wade Specification Manual on carriers and carrier-fittings, write Box 2027, Tyler, Texas 75701.
Get a community closer to nature fast.

Weyerhaeuser* Lighting Standards are an environmental system with hundreds of combinations for residential areas, schools, shopping centers, parks and urban renewal projects.

The laminated wood standards come in two shapes: straight and curved, from 8 to 30 feet, plus one- and two-way crossarms. The design flexibility is fascinating.

And now, thanks to the special adaptor brackets, almost any luminaire with an integral ballast can be used in the system.

Weyerhaeuser Lighting Standards are treated for long life with penta in light solvent. You can stain the standards or leave them natural.

For more information on this environmental lighting system, refer to your Sweet’s Architectural File or send us the coupon.
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To: Weyerhaeuser Company, Box B-8727
Tacoma, Washington 98401
☐ Please send me data on Weyerhaeuser Lighting Standards.
☐ I’d like to talk to a representative.
Name ____________________________
Firm ____________________________
Address __________________________
City ____________________________
State ____________________________
Zip ____________________________

Weyerhaeuser
LIKE 6 OUT OF 10 SCHOOLS

THIS ONE IS EQUIPPED WITH HALSEY TAYLOR WATER COOLERS

The new senior high school in Medford, Mass., is an award-winning example of modern high school construction. And at convenient locations throughout the 3-story structure you will find cold, refreshing drinking water provided by 54 Halsey Taylor water coolers.

More schools and universities are specified with Halsey Taylor coolers and fountains than any other brand. See what we mean at the AASA show in Atlantic City.

THE HALSEY W. TAYLOR COMPANY • 1560 Thomas Road, Warren, Ohio 44481

HALSEY TAYLOR RWM-8-A Semi-Recessed Wall-Mounted Water Cooler
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OUTDOOR LIGHTING FIXTURE / Luminaire can be wall-mounted, pole-mounted singly or in clusters, or used as a component of street furniture. Mounting hardware and ballast housing are concealed. ▪ Holophane Co., Inc., New York City.

Circle 311 on inquiry card

INSULATION PANELS / Developed to withstand light vehicular loadings above occupied areas, panels are lightweight, easily installed, and accept hot mopping with asphalt pitch. ▪ Apache Foam Products, Linden, N.J.

Circle 312 on inquiry card

LIGHTING FIXTURE / Applications include accent, decorator or display lighting. Matte black, white or polished finishes are available. The 8-in. diameter fixture can be adjusted to horizontal and vertical positions without tools. ▪ Keene Corp., Wilmington, Mass.

Circle 313 on inquiry card

TABLE / Two stainless steel planes intersecting at 90-degree angles form a base for a round, glass top. Designer is Charles Wincoll. ▪ Scope Furniture, Inc., New York City.

Circle 314 on inquiry card

more products on page 168
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Be sure you specify architectural finishes based on Dow Corning® brand silicones. More than nine years of actual in-place field performance demonstrate that finishes made with Dow Corning silicones can be specified for a 20-year life in any climate. You can select from a full spectrum of colors.

Silicone-based coatings give steel and aluminum siding, panels, roofing, fascia, and trim unmatched protection from sun, wind, and weather. They resist blistering, chalking, chipping, and peeling, and have excellent color retention. They are easily touched up in the field if marred.

Yet the cost of silicone-based finishes is almost identical with that of organic coatings, and 50 to 70% less than other kinds of high-performance coatings that have no demonstrably better performance.

A colorful new brochure on coil-coated panels using these finishes, and the names of paint manufacturers who supply them, is in the current Sweet's Architectural and Industrial Construction Files. Or write Dow Corning Corporation, Dept. A-2301, Midland, Michigan 48640.

Silicones for coatings from

Dow Corning
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Are you satisfied with those other flooring materials?

We know you want a flooring that will resist fire, has no toxic fumes, is not a breeding ground for bacteria growth, needs only weekly maintenance and will withstand constant wear in high traffic areas.

Compare modern terrazzo, using Medusa White Cement, with competitive materials, and see for yourself which product best meets the above requirements.

A twenty-year cost study comparing terrazzo with carpeting (and rubber pad) showed that terrazzo cost $15.12 per square yard less than carpeting.*

And, the unique design flexibility of terrazzo combined with a Medusa White Cement matrix gives the architect the beauty and performance he so rigidly requires. Performance for successful construction of airports, hospitals, shopping centers and many other commercial and residential applications.

But why stop at floors? Terrazzo is a versatile building material. Let your imagination be your guide for other terrazzo design uses ... inside or out.

For more details, write for our new terrazzo brochure. Medusa Portland Cement Company, P.O. Box 5668, Cleveland, Ohio 44101.

*Cost Study was conducted by Terrazzo Tile and Marble Association of Canada.
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WHY you should specify a Terrazzo floor.

HURON HIGH SCHOOL, ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN.
It makes no difference whether you have a 4-story, 12-story or 26-story apartment house, it's a walkup every time the elevators are out of order. And the tenants will let you know pretty fast that they want the service they're paying for.

If you're interested in happy tenants and elevators that operate at peak efficiency over the life of the building, specify Otis. And sign up for an Otis Extended Coverage Maintenance contract. It's our preventive maintenance that stops shutdowns before they happen.

Whether you specify any of our pre-engineered, hydraulic models or a geared traction elevator, you get the same, incomparable Otis quality, competitively priced and ready to deliver, off-the-shelf.

Because we want you to have satisfied tenants, not tired, foot-sore, complaining stair-climbers.

**Your apartment is just another walkup if the elevators don’t work.**
SPIRES
In unit - molded fiberglass for extra strength and durability. High glass finish. Graceful designs . . . built to inspire, impress, endure.

BAPTISTRIES
Over 150 shapes and sizes of fiberglass baptistries available. FRPSTARSTRESSING is an exclusive process of interlaminate bridging to give superior strength, lasting beauty. Fully automatic heaters and many optional features available.

Wiedemann Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 672, Muscatine, Iowa 52761 • Phone: 319-263-6642

LIGHTING
Aluminum church lighting in five styles, to complement any style of architecture. Available in natural aluminum or anodized in gold, brass or copper tone.

Write for free information kit See Wiedemann's Architectural File

BERVED OF CALIFORNIA
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Berven of California Contract Carpet begins but doesn't end in a tight loop!

see us in
SWEET'S
ARCHITECTURAL OR INTERIOR DESIGN FILES

discover the beautiful way to be practical
2600 Ventura Ave., Fresno, CA 93717 SHOWROOMS PRINCIPAL CITIES OF U.S.
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Jennite J-16
does MORE than protect your asphalt pavement investment!

It makes blacktop last longer

- Seals out water! Eliminates causes of freeze-thaw damage.
- Cuts maintenance costs! Easy to clean.
- Makes pavement safe! No loose stones.
- Improves appearance! Looks rich, new, slate black.
- Resists oil, gasoline and de-icing salts!
- Seals in vital oils of the asphalt mix!

These are reasons why since 1938 more architects and engineers have specified Jennite J-16 than all other pavement sealers combined.

Authorized bulk distributors in principal cities have trained personnel and specially-designed equipment to meet your individual needs—quickly, economically.

Performance Products MAINTENANCE INC. WOOSTER, OHIO 44691
Division of Premier Industrial Corporation
See catalog in Sweets. Write for Bulletin L-7175, specifications, application data.
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Latest Release


The Collector's Series by Russwin
REVOLVING DOOR UNIT / Preassembled and ready for on-site installation, package consists of four weatherstripped doors constructed of plywood faced with aluminum sheets. The entire unit is furnished with an enamel finish.  ● J-R Greene, Inc., Clifton, N.J.
Circle 315 on inquiry card
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HARDWOOD FLOORING / The manufacturer recommends Asian Ironwood flooring for use in heavy traffic areas. Other applications include on-grade and radiant-heated floors.  ● Bangkok Industries, Philadelphia.
Circle 317 on inquiry card

MODULAR CEILING SYSTEM / Developed to meet the demands for reduced floor to ceiling space in high-rise office buildings, system allows rearrangement of acoustical, lighting and air distribution components without additional hardware or experienced mechanics.  ● Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa.
Circle 318 on inquiry card

Like designing skylights (domes, barrel vaults, pyramids) for malls, recreation areas, foyers.

Like creating horticulturally correct environments for conservatories and teaching and research labs.

Like bringing the benefits of year-round swimming to pool owners through indoor/outdoor pool enclosures.

May we help you with design projects involving the use of natural light?
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ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES, INC.
P. O. Box 147, Deerfield, Ill. 60015
Representatives in all principal cities.

For more information, write or call any of the following members listed below:

MO-SAI INSTITUTE, INC.
Information Office
110 Social Hall Ave.
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Members, Producers' Council

ALLIED BUILDING SYSTEM, INC.
260 Tolland Turnpike
Manchester, Connecticut 06040
A wholly-owned subsidiary of
PLASTICRETE CORPORATION
1883 Dixwell Avenue
Hamden, Connecticut 06514

BADGER CONCRETE CO.
P. O. Box 1068
437 Marion Road
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 54902

BEER PRECAST CONCRETE LIMITED
110 Manville Road
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada

CAMBRIDGE CEMENT STONE CO.
P. O. Box 41
156 Lincoln Street
Arlington, Massachusetts 02174

ECONOMY CAST STONE CO.
P. O. Box 31 P
100 E. Franklin Street
Richmond, Virginia 23207

GOODSTONE MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
470 Hollebeck Street
Rochester, New York 14621

HAMILTON CONCRETE PRODUCTS CO.
1401 East 39th Street
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37407

HARTER CONCRETE PRODUCTS, INC.
1628 West Main Street
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73106

JACKSON STONE CO., INC.
P. O. Box 4356
Fordson Station
Jackson, Mississippi 39216

OLYMPIAN STONE CO., INC.
P. O. Box 685
192nd N.E. and Union Hill Road
Redmond, Washington 98052

THE RACLE PRECAST OPERATIONS
TRINITY DIVISION OF
GENERAL PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
8400 East Freeway
P.O. Box 1508
Houston, Texas 77020

SEIKAGARA STONE CO., LTD.
2-11-1 Takara-cho, Chuo-Ku
Tokyo, Japan

SOUTHERN CAST STONE CO., INC.
P. O. Box 1869
Sutherland Ave. and Concord Street
Knoxville, Tennessee 37901

TEXAS INDUSTRIES, INC.
Structural Products Division
P. O. Box 400
Arlington, Texas 76010

WILSON CONCRETE CO.
P. O. Box 56
Red Oak, Iowa 51566

P. O. Box 7208
South Omaha Station
Highway 75 Avenue Road
Omaha, Nebraska 68107
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All architectural concrete is not created equal!

Color and texture uniformity:
Is aggregate distribution uniform? Is the aggregate graded and blended to achieve desired color and texture effects? How about matrix color? Are there any noticeable voids? (Mo-Sai has special techniques to assure uniformity of texture and color in aggregate and matrix, and uniform depth of aggregate exposure by the unique Mo-Sai process.)

Moisture resistance:
Is the matrix/aggregate surface of high density, resistant to moisture, with an absorption under 5%? (Mo-Sai consistently exceeds these standards.)

Soil resistance:
Does the precast unit have a dense, uniform surface, with minimum voids, to resist staining due to air pollution? (The Mo-Sai finish is one of the "tightest" in the industry.)

Durability:
How will the building look five, ten, or twenty years from now? (Some Mo-Sai projects have been erected for more than thirty years—and show little signs of aging. The quartz and granite, some silicious gravels and vitreous aggregates used in most Mo-Sai projects have a hardness of about 7.0 on Moh's scale, approximately that of carbon steel, giving them exceptional durability.)

Mo-Sai quality control makes the difference:
The Mo-Sai process is licensed to some of the oldest, largest, and best precast producers in the United States, Canada, and Japan...these companies are not only pioneers but are industry leaders and innovators who have proved their competence over many years and on some of the largest building projects in America.

Some precast architectural concrete is "more equal" than others. Specify genuine Mo-Sai.
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“Backing is backing-who sees it?”

When it spots the surface—everybody!

The untreated backings of some wallcoverings contain numerous cotton seeds. Oil, released from the seeds, can work through to spot the surface. Mildew also can start in untreated backings and discolor the surface. Vicrretex pioneered the use of and uses only washed, bleached and preshrunk backings treated with fungicide. Clean backings also provide better adhesion to walls. Insure your clients’ installations by specifying high-quality Vicrretex.

Vicrretex VINYL WALLCOVERINGS

With Vicrretex, you and your clients are assured:
- The Industry’s most complete range of decorative patterns in a broad spectrum of colors.
- Fade-proof colors, unusually durable surfaces.
- High stain-, spot- and alkaline-resistance.
- Easy, fast cleaning for low-cost maintenance.
- 3-way mildew protection.
- Class "A" Fire Hazard Classification.
- 1-year protection against manufacturing defects—Vicrretex Vinyl Wallcoverings are guaranteed!

Write today for your copy of this Practical Guide to Specification, Selection, Use and Care of Vicrretex Vinyl Wallcoverings.

L. E. CARPENTER & COMPANY
A DAYCO COMPANY

964 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022 • (212) 355-3080
Milw: Wharton, N.J. • In Canada: Gulf Oil Canada Ltd.

Distributed in Principal Cities from Hawaii to the Caribbean, by: VICRTEX SALES DIVISION: New York, Chicago, Atlanta, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston / HOW- ELLS, INC.: Salt Lake City / PAUL RASMUSSEN, INC., Honolulu / R. B. ADLER, INC.: Sanurco, Puerto Rico. Also available through DWOSKIN, INC.: Atlanta, Charlotte, Dallas, Houston, Memphis, Miami, Oklahoma City, St. Louis, Washington, D.C.
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IDEAS FOR ARCHITECTS

SEND FOR YOUR FREE COPY TODAY. 16 idea-packed pages of detailed specifications and technical drawings. Applications of Insulated Porcelain - On - Steel Panels with Polyurethane, Polystyrene, Perlite and Fiberglass Cores. Complete installation information in easy-to-read diagram form.

1½ HOUR FIRE RATING. Complete information about the only Underwriters Laboratory, Inc. listed porcelain-on-steel panel with fire rating of 1½ hours . . . the AllianceWall Series 1500.

VENEER PORCELAIN PANELS. Special section describes interesting applications for interior and exterior use in schools, hospitals, food processing plants, store and building fronts, apartments, motels, cleanrooms and industrial structures.

AllianceWall Corporation, P.O. Box 247, Alliance, Ohio 44601
European Plant:
Alliance Europe N.V., P.O. Box 19, 3600 Genk, Belgium
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ESPECIALLY FOR MEN WITH MARKETING RESPONSIBILITIES IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD NEWSLETTER

is designed and written to help you keep pace with building industry developments that affect your company. This marketing information service brings you important news and developments each month on:
- Market trends
- Marketing Methods
- Industry plans
- Legislative developments
- Government programs
- Association activities

NOTE: Frequency has been increased to twice-a-month. Order now while the current price is still in effect.

THE ARCHITECTURAL RECORD NEWSLETTER
330 West 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036

Please enter my subscription for 12 months (24 issues) @ $30.

NAME
MAILING ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP
TITLE OR POSITION
FIRM NAME
FIRM ADDRESS
A/1 PAYMENT ENCLOSED BILL ME BILL MY FIRM

170 ARCHITECTURAL RECORD February 1972
This popular Haws thirst-appeaser adds to your project appeal... gives a refreshing drink of water when it's most appreciated. It adds to the eye-appeal of your project. Rugged Haws pedestal concrete fountains come in beautiful natural stone colors in either light sandblast or exposed aggregate finish. And, they're equipped with all of the latest Haws vandal-resistant features. 

They're built to last... designed to please! Write: HAWS DRINKING FAUCET CO., 1441 Fourth St., Berkeley, Ca 94710.

Thirsty-People Pleasers...

Model 3120 with an exposed aggregate finish. Square or circular models in 30", 36" or 42" heights; freeze-proof models available.
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Microzinc 70 gives the architect a new esthetic dimension in commercial and institutional roofing design. It’s pre-weathered—the natural oxidation has been accelerated. The beautiful non-reflective grey patina complements wood or masonry.

You don’t have to paint Microzinc 70. The natural, non-corrosive film makes it especially resistant to sea air and industrial atmospheres. It heals itself if scratched or marked. The coating is not artificial and therefore will not peel, crack, blister, chalk or fade.

Microzinc 70 cannot stain and therefore will not produce run-off blemishes as do many metal roofing materials.

This new zinc-titanium alloy can be used in direct contact with mortar or concrete without special protection. It is easily formed and soldered using standard sheet metal practices.

And to top it off, Microzinc 70 is less expensive than most of the other long-life quality, roofing metals.

Write for the new Microzinc 70 booklet which includes comparative properties plus design details for batten and standing seam roofs, valley flashing, gutters, fascias and gravel stops. We will also send you a sample of the pre-weathered metal so that you can examine the color and finish of Microzinc 70 for yourself.

---

Free 16 page industrial door catalog!
The most comprehensive industrial door catalog ever issued! Contains descriptions, specifications and diagrams of power-operated and manual, single and double-horizontal sliding, bifold, vertical sliding and double-swinging industrial doors for the control of traffic, handling of material and the elimination of drafts and noise.

Write or call for your FREE copy now!
Dept AR-12, 69 Myrtle St, Cranford, N. J. (211) 272-5100

CLARK IDOOR
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Every architect should read our 12-page sermon on sound columns.

It’s an ear opener.
Free illustrated booklet tells all about sound columns... how they can increase effective power of sound reproduction by 75% or more... even in most difficult structures. Write today!

Argos Products Company
600 So. Sycamore, Genoa, Illinois 60135
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The Indestructibles!

High-pressure plastic laminated cabinetry and furniture... for hospitals, professional offices, clinics, libraries, schools, dormitories, churches...

Central Medical Bldg., St. Paul, Minn.
St. Thomas Academy, St. Paul, Minn.
Dental Health Center Local #452

Esthetic appeal and practicality: These highly desirable but divergent qualities are fused with exquisite care by National Industries and have long been unique to our plastic laminated products.

Unlike any others, our products are surfaced for a lifetime, inside and out, in high-pressure plastic laminates. Choose from handsome Nevamar wood grains and decorator colors which never require painting, waxing, or refinishing.

You may specify according to your requirements... whether for a school, hospital, library, or a church.

Our metal and plastic laminated products represent the optimum for every institution you will ever design and build.

Neptune Jr. High School, Neptune, N.J.
St. Bernards Church, Baltimore, Md.

National Industries Division
AVM OF MARYLAND INC. ODENTON, MD. 21113 301/999-0111
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the new look
in school sound control centers

by Rauland

handsome contemporary design
custom colors to match any setting

NOW—the advanced solid-state quality of Rauland School Sound Centers is matched by handsome contemporary styling featuring: Graceful pedestal leg design • Teakwood plastic desk tops impervious to damage • Chrome legs in bright or matte finish • Choice of custom colors to match any school office decor. Here, truly, is advanced school communication equipment, as beautiful on the outside as it is dependable on the inside.
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RAULAND-BORG CORPORATION
3535 West Addison St., Chicago, Illinois 60618

OFFICE NOTES
NEW FIRMS—FIRM CHANGES

Robert Doak Davis is president and Harrison Lewis Whitney is executive vice president of the newly formed firm Organization for Planning and Architecture. The company has moved to new offices at 1094 South Marengo Ave., Pasadena.

Duchscherer and Oberst, consulting engineers, announced the formation of a new partnership organization that is expanding into the fields of architecture and planning. Edwin R. Schackleton Jr. is joining the Buffalo-based firm as a full partner. The local organization changed its name to Duchscherer and Oberst and Schackleton as of January 1, 1972.

L. E. Tuckett, AIA announces that he has joined in full partnership with his firm’s former associate, Bennie Thompson. The new firm now occupies larger quarters at 441 Lexington Avenue, New York City.

The firm of Banwell, White & Arnold Architects, Inc., formerly The Office Of Roy W. Banwell, Jr., AIA has recently been formed in Hanover, New Hampshire.

Albert Schunkewitz, Architect is now located at a new address: 715 Park Avenue, East Orange, New Jersey 07017. Their New York office is located at 140 Cedar Street, New York, New York 10006.

Morrison Gottlieb, Inc., in order to have larger space and better facilities, has moved from 40 East 49th Street to 555 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10017.

Helm Roberts, AIA, AIP, announces the new location of his office at 153 Walnut Street, Lexington, Kentucky 40507.

The architectural partnership of Meier and Thompson has relocated its offices to 6101 North College Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana 46220.

Warren Platner Associates Architects has moved to larger quarters at 18 Mitchell Drive, New Haven, Connecticut 06511.

The office of Gwathmey Siegel Architects is now located at Carnegie Hall Building, 154 West 57th Street, New York, New York 10019.

Warren Gilbert & Associate, AIA is pleased to announce that Stanley G. Gould, AIA has been made a partner. The firm, under its new name, Gilbert & Gould, A.I.A. is now located at 168 Jackson Street, San Jose, California 94012.

Robert L. Bailey, a designer in the Portland offices of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, architects, has been named a participating associate.

H. Royce Mitchell has been named vice president for new business development for Heery and Heery, Architects and Engineers.

The Office of Mies van der Rohe announce the designation of two new associates: Ian Lea and Rainer Scholiken.

William W. Caudill, FAIA, has been continued on page 188
Different floors in your buildings lead different lives. Some get walked on, spilled on, wheeled on and even dropped on.

Others just have to look beautiful. And still others have to do both. So it seems natural to use special flooring made for special needs.

That's where your GAF Representative comes in. He can help you tailor just the right flooring for your buildings.

For example you might use a Royal Stoneglow tile for an especially heavy traffic area. It features very long wear and no-wax maintenance.

Then for a medium traffic area you might choose highly decorative sheet vinyl which now has interim Federal Specification Number L-F-001641 (GSA FSS). It wears well too, but features warmth and comfort underfoot. And like the tile it's fire-safe.

Your GAF Representative features such a broad line, that no matter what your needs are, he's sure to have the right style and color for you.

For more information contact:
GAF Architectural Dept., AR-22
140 W. 51 Street N.Y., N.Y. 10020.

GAF introduces floors for the way your buildings really work.
IN MAY, ARCHITECTURAL
RECORD'S IDEA ANNUAL

RECORD HOUSES AND
APARTMENTS OF 1972

1972 will be another boom year for the housing market. F. W. Dodge predicts that nearly 2.5 million housing units will be built at a cost of $32 billion.

In mid-May Architectural Record's Record Houses and Apartments of 1972 offers a timely opportunity for manufacturers of quality building products to exert year-long influence on those architects and builders who are at the forefront of the housing boom. It will reach all major groups of specifiers and buyers in this market:

- over 47,000 architects and engineers who are verifiably responsible for 87 per cent of the dollar volume of all architect-planned residential building.
- 20,000 of the nation's foremost builders qualified by Sweet's on the basis of annual building activity to receive the Light Construction File.
- (at your option) 5,000 leading interior design offices qualified by Sweet's to receive the Interior Design File
- in addition, bonus bookstore distribution to an influential segment of the house building and buying public.

Record Houses and Apartments offers two very special advantages:

The issue has the longest working life of any issue of any architectural magazine! Architects refer to it five, ten, even fifteen years after publication.

Advertisers in Record Houses and Apartments earn a lower rate for all their advertising in regular issues of Architectural Record.

Don't miss it! April 15th is the deadline.
Onan. The biggest power source in the world outside a utility.

Onan manufactures a complete line of engine-generator sets from 1 to 450 KW, gas-, gasoline- or diesel-driven. For standby power in homes, industrial plants, commercial buildings and institutions. For auxiliary or portable power in boats, recreational vehicles, service trucks and construction equipment.
SPEED QUEEN
Quality Commercial Laundry Equipment and Professional Speed Queen Route Operators, a team to provide laundry facilities for high and low rise apartments, dormitories and other multifamily housing.
Laundry equipment is Speed Queen’s only business. The Speed Queen reputation for quality and dependability in home laundry equipment led to the manufacture of professional commercial equipment. Speed Queen Commercial equipment is on the job in thousands of coin-operated laundries and in apartments, dormitories and other multi-family housing.

The Route Operator is an essential part of the Speed Queen team. The Route Operator usually owns, insures and maintains the Speed Queen equipment which is located in multi-family residence laundry room or rooms. The Speed Queen Route Operator is a professional. Many maintain radio-dispatched repair trucks for fast maintenance work. The Route Operator can assist in laundry room planning. In addition to owning the equipment, the Route Operator returns an agreed-upon percentage of the income from coin-operated equipment.

**Washer**
- **Features**
  - Cycle Cue Lights—Wash, rinse and spin
  - User can select “Delicate”, “Normal” or “Air Only”.
  - Drying Cycle from 2 to 6 minutes in coin-operated models.
  - Cylinder—A choice of Stainless Steel or zinc coated drum.
  - No-Vent Drive—Direct drive from motor to drum.
  - Door Latch—Bayonet type. Door opens 180°.
  - Axtlerator—Low pressure regulator. Indicator light operates when dryer is running. Push-to-start button must be depressed each time dryer is operated.

**Dryer**
- **Features**
  - Temperature Selector—User can select “Delicate”, “Normal” or “Air Only”.
  - Drying Cycle from 2 to 6 minutes in coin-operated models.
  - Cylinder—A choice of Stainless Steel or zinc coated drum.
  - No-Vent Drive—Direct drive from motor to drum.
  - Door Latch—Bayonet type. Door opens 180°.
  - Axtlerator—Low pressure regulator. Indicator light operates when dryer is running. Push-to-start button must be depressed each time dryer is operated. Available in Harvest Gold, Avocado and White.

**Hy-dry gas tumbler dryer**
- **Features**
  - Available with or without coin meter.
  - Standard Equipment: Adjustable timer, with signal light, shuts off gas prior to final 2-minute cooling-off period.
  - Magnetic door latch.
  - Glass door.
  - Interlock.
  - Variable temperature selector.
  - High-temperature limit control.
  - Air flow switch.
  - Gas pressure regulator (natural gas only).
  - Solid steel cap over top of dryer.
  - Automatic backdraft damper.
  - Adjustable feet for perfect leveling and alignment.
  - Large self-cleaning lint screen.

**Routemaster “maximum security” tumbler dryer**
- **Features**
  - Available with or without coin meter.
  - Standard Equipment: Coin-metered model has durable press coin-down adjustable by owner from 2 to 6 minutes.
  - Single coin meter.
  - Locks on coin vault, top access panel, and lint panel.
  - All models have double-wall construction.
  - Door interlock.
  - Pushbutton temperature selector.
  - Signal light.
  - High temperature limit control.
  - Air flow switch.
  - Gas pressure regulator (natural gas only).
  - Self-cleaning lint screen.
  - Automatic backdraft damper.
  - Adjustable feet.
  - Solid steel cap over top of dryer.
  - Choice of any color at no extra cost.

**Washer**
- Washer has 1/4 inch connection for water mixing valve.
- Two water inlet hoses supplied with washer.
- Drain hose is five feet long. One inch inside diameter.
- Power cord has three-wire, 115-volt.
- Dimensions are without leveling legs.

**Dryer**
- Dryer can be exhausted in any direction, out rear, either side or base.
- Gas dryers available for either natural or LP gas.
- Power cord is furnished (115/60/1).
- Electric dryer requires 240/60/1 or 208/60/1 electrical service.
- Dimensions are without leveling legs.
PLANNING REQUIREMENTS

High Rise Apartment
This plan is for a typical 400 unit high rise apartment building. The plan suggests twenty washers, twenty drying tumblers and one washer extractor. This plan presupposes one central laundry room for the entire building. Some very tall apartment buildings will space smaller laundry rooms throughout the living area of the building.

College Dormitory
Modern coin-operated laundry equipment by Speed Queen has been especially designed to launder durable press garments—so popular with college-age people. This typical laundry facility for a large 500 student residence features twelve washers and twelve dryers.

General Room Information
1. Determine the size of the laundry room by allowing a minimum of 25 square feet per machine.
2. Top loading automatic washers do not require a concrete slab.
3. Show the floor as concrete having a trowelled finish and sloped toward the floor drain. At least one floor drain should be provided in each laundry.
4. Provide a minimum clearance of 8' between floor and overhead pieces.
5. Washtubs are not required. However, if they are installed, provide adequate space for them and for the tenant using them. Such space shall be in addition to that recommended for each machine.
6. Locate dryers on outside walls since long ducts increase the installation cost and are less effective for proper venting.
7. If fewer than five pieces of laundry equipment are installed, show them placed side by side.
8. Provide sufficient lighting, preferably fluorescent.

hy-dry

route-master

½" gas inlet • 55,000 B.T.U. per hour • 6" air outlet • air flow 450 C.F.M. Will fit through standard door opening (28 inches).

½" gas inlet • 80,000 B.T.U. per hour • 6" air outlet • air flow 600 C.F.M.
TWO BUILDING OPERATORS COMMENT ON SPEED QUEEN EQUIPMENT

Lake Point Tower, Chicago, Illinois

"Lake Point Tower represents a new kind of urban life—a completely self-contained city at the edge of Lake Michigan. We appeal to individuals and families of middle and upper income. They expect and get the best at Lake Point Tower. That's why we chose Speed Queen equipment for our laundry facility. Speed Queen represents quality which will be on the job—not out of order. And I understand the Stainless Steel feature is a real plus when laundered durable press fabrics."

Thomas J. McCarthy
Building Manager

The Mansards, Inc., Griffith, Indiana

The whole idea of "The Mansards" is to provide gracious living accommodations in a natural setting of trees and water. The convenience of city living is combined with the graciousness of country living here. We have put top quality into "The Mansards" and that extends to our coin-operated laundry equipment. We chose Speed Queen for one simple, but over-riding reason—it's the best we could get.

Duane J. Hicks, Jr.
General Manager

Look for the Speed Queen catalogs in Sweets' Architectural and Light Construction Files. 11.31 Sp
AMF/PARAGON ELECTRIC COMPANY, INC. has the most complete Time Switch line including: 7-day clocks, Astro Dial starters, reset timers, double-gang interval timers, light controls, and industrial time switches: automatic reset, manual pre-set, and cycle repeating. We also have Spring-wound carryovers to protect against power failures. All AMF/Paragon Time Switches feature easy wire-up, extra safety margins, and positive on-the-job operational check. And they’re backed by our unique quality assurance programs. Send for our Time Switch Literature. You've got a lot going for you when you specify AMF/Paragon Time Switches.
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FOR SUPERIOR INSULATION, PLURAGARD 601—a rigid urethane spray-foam insulating system, offers these advantages: 1) a UL-25 flame-spread rating on insulation up to 3-inches thick; 2) a 0.13 K-factor... beyond that of glass fiber; 3) lightweight... a 1-inch thickness weighs only 0.2 lbs/sq. ft.; 4) a high strength-to-weight ratio; 5) dimensional stability at high humidities, over a wide temperature range; 6) odorless and resistant to fungus and vermin. For more details see Sweet's Architectural or Industrial Construction Files... section 7.14 Bas. Or write BASF Wyandotte Corporation, Urethane Insulation Department-AR, Wyandotte, Michigan 48192.
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KALWALL CORPORATION FULL COLOR WALL POSTER—One in a set of three new pieces of literature that give information on Kalwall's award winning designs; and numerous design ideas. The Kalwall System is a true sandwich panel used to enclose buildings. It combines exterior and interior walls in one unit of translucent fiberglass bonded to a structural aluminum box beam. For a complete set of this new literature, write today! Kalwall Corporation, Manchester, New Hampshire 03103.
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VINYL-RAIL THERMOPLASTIC HAND-RAIL COVERING (formerly RUFO-RAIL) provides an attractive accent, safe firm grip, freedom from railing maintenance, and easy-on-the-job installation. Twelve profiles—to fit rails from 11/8" X 5/8" to 2" X 1", plus 11/8" and 11/2" standard pipe—are available in seven colors with matching or contrasting end caps. New color brochure available in Sweet's Architectural File 9.24/Vi or from Vinyl Plastics, Inc., Sheboygan, Wisconsin 53081.
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Cockle Ventilator

Here's a whole binderful of fresh ideas in kitchen ventilation. Detail drawings of a select group of our most interesting installations for schools, restaurants, institutions. Features Cockle's Vanguard, Wheeling and Pacemaker Ventilators—a treasure for anyone who designs, selects or uses kitchen equipment.

COCKLE VENTILATOR COMPANY, INC. ... creating ideas out of air 1200 S. Willis Ave., Wheeling, Ill. 60090

$100
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First Impressions are Important!


Catalogs to the trade only.

Russell H. Underdahl, President

Pinecrest INC

2710 Nicollet Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minnesota 55408 Phone: 612/827-5481
named president of Caudill Rowlett Scott, Houston-based architectural, planning and engineering firm.

Walter Scholer and Associates, Inc., Architects, Engineers and Planners announce the election of Lee A. Cole, Jr., and Timothy V. Moore, a registered professional engineer as associates in the firm.

Karl Treffinger and Associates, Architects is pleased to announce that Bruce G. Sloan and Allen Cristofani have become associates.

Curtis and Davis, Architects announce the appointment of Frank J. Abbadesa, Frank G. Battipede, and Eduardo Leoncalvo as associates in the firm.

Broome, Selig & Oringduph, AIA, one of Portland's well-known and expanding architectural firms, has elected two new partners and two new associates. B&O's newly-elected partners are architects John L. Henslee and Dennis J. O'Toole. The newly-elected associates are architects Donald T. Ross and Richard K. Spies. The firm will now be known as Broome, Selig, Oringduph and Partners, Architects & Planners.

The Board of Directors of Smith, Hinchman & Grylls Associates, Inc. announce the appointment of Mr. Merrill M. Bush, P.E. as a vice president of the corporation.

---

BOOKS RECEIVED


---

DOORWAY NOTES...

TO PROTECT THE INTEGRITY OF THE DOORWAY DESIGN, OVERHEAD CONCEALED DOOR CLOSERS WERE REQUIRED. LCN 5010 SERIES SELECTED. THE DOUBLE LEVER ARM TRANSMITS CLOSER POWER EFFICIENTLY... PROVIDES FULL CONTROL OF BOTH OPENING AND CLOSING SWINGS. ADJUSTABLE FOUR WAYS: GENERAL SPEED OF CLOSING, LATCH SPEED, BACK CHECK, AND SPRING POWER... ADJUSTMENT PERMANENT... LISTED IN SWEET'S, SEC. 8.

---

LCN CLOSERS, Princeton, Illinois 61356
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Exciting ideas from 60 different dream hideaways

A sparkling collection of architect-designed vacation houses for all climates and terrains—from a mountain-top chalet in British Columbia to a beach house in Florida.

Selected by Architectural Record editors, these houses range in price from less than $5,000 for a very small two-room cottage to more than $100,000 for large structures. Each house is fully described with floor plans, site plans, photographs and construction details.

For easy reference the book is divided into five sections: beach, mountain, lakeside, resort and country, weekend and summer homes.

236 pages 9 x 12 $9.95

SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD
330 West 42nd Street
New York, New York 10036

Please send me copies of Architectural Record Book of Vacation Houses @ $9.95 each.

Name__________________________
Address________________________
City__________________________State______Zip______

Enclosed is my check □ Money order □ for $________

NAME__________________________
FIRM__________________________
ADDRESS________________________
CITY/STATE________________________ZIP______
Who keeps your building high and dry when it's six floors underground?

Philip Carey.

With today's buildings going deeper and deeper underground, it's more important than ever to provide effective waterproofing and dampproofing protection. And more difficult.

That's why Philip Carey has engineered waterproofing and dampproofing systems that assure you maximum protection against moisture penetration. And, only Philip Carey offers a combination of products—primers, adhesives, asbestos felts, glass and fabric membranes, and protection courses—that make the systems work.

Because conditions vary with job sites and structures, the problems are not always the same. So it's important to discuss your requirements with us—during the planning stage.

One of our Architectural Relations Managers is ready to assist you in determining the best system for your building, wherever you plan to put it. See our catalog in Sweet's Architectural File—7.9/Ca. Or return the coupon and it's yours.

Philip Carey Company, Division of Panacon Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio 45215.
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Burke Tile... the look is deceiving

Burke rubber tile looks so great you'd never guess its beauty was more than skin deep. That's right, the color goes all the way through the tile so it can't wear off or wash away.

But color and style are only part of the story. Burke is a tile you can live with. It gives you excellent underfoot comfort and actually mutes noise even in busy offices or stores. The result? Everyone in the building is happier... day-after-day.

That also includes the maintenance staff. Non-shrink, precision-cut Burke tile minimizes seam problems and reduces maintenance. Routine maintenance procedures quickly and easily restore tile color and lustre without heavy waxing.

Burke rubber tile looks great when it's installed and keeps that look for years of trouble-free service. For more information on the hidden beauty of Burke rubber tile and resilient flooring accessories, call or write the Burke Flooring Products Company or contact your local Burke representative, Burke Flooring Products Company, 2250 South Tenth Street, San Jose, California 95112. (408) 297-3500.

Burke Flooring Products

Distributors and representatives in principal U.S. Cities.
In Canada—The Flintoke Company of Canada Limited

---

RETROFLEX 180

As you start to rise, the RETROFLEX 180 Tablet Arm retracts by itself, at a single touch, in one simple automatic cycle. (In fact, you can't get out of the chair without the arm folding, unless you are a contortionist!) Patented return mechanism eliminates tablet arm damage occasioned by half-folded or incompletely returned tablet arm, and clears the aisle for quick exit. Another innovation to keep you sitting pretty from

Massey Seating Co.
Nashville, Tennessee 37208
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---

1,344 STANDARD SIZE WALK-INS

When you need a walk-in cooler, we'll go to great lengths to meet your needs. Anything from 5 by 5 by 6\(\frac{1}{2}\) ft. up to 20 by 18 by 10 ft., with 1,342 sizes in between. Nor-Lake walk-ins are fast to erect and enlarge. Simple to relocate. Underwriters' Laboratories approved.

---

PLEASE SEND ME MORE INFORMATION ON NOR-LAKE WALK-IN COOLERS.
My temperature requirements are:

Name __________________________
Address ________________________
City ___________________________
State __________________________
ZIP ___________________________

MAIL TO:

NOR-LAKE INC. 25th Anniversary
Second and Elm, Hudson, Wisconsin 54016 Dept. 3173

---
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When you specify concrete, specify Hillyard treatments and finishes.

This gleaming concrete floor was cured, sealed and finished according to specifications in the Hillyard Uniform Numbered File - Division 3. To insure that any floor will continue to live up to the standards you specify, call on a trained Hillyard "Maintaineer" to recommend the correct maintenance program.

Write for Uniform Numbered Files for every type of floor.

San Antonio Convention Center
Architects: Noonan, Krocker and Dockery,
San Antonio, Texas

HILLYARD
FLOOR TREATMENTS

ST. JOSEPH, MISSOURI U.S.A.
Totowa, N.J. San Jose, Calif.
Minneapolis, Minn. Dallas, Tex.
Boston, Mass.

IN CANADA: Calgary, Alberta
London, Ontario

The most widely recommended and approved treatments for every surface
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OFFICE LITERATURE
For more information circle selected item numbers on Reader Service Inquiry card, pages 199-200

CHALKBOARD / An unbreakable porcelain-on-steel unit guaranteed for 50 years, or the life of the building in which it was originally installed, is described in a 4-page brochure. ■ Alliance Wall Corp., Wyncote, Pa.*
Circle 400 on inquiry card

HOTEL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM / Features including a continuous cispalay of house count, room type locator to speed up registration and immediate detection of conflicting reports, are discussed in a brochure. ■ Varian/TALIX, Sunnyvale, Calif.
Circle 401 on inquiry card

PNEUMATIC WASTE HANDLING SYSTEM / A high-velocity conveying method which carries materials in any direction is described in a 12-page brochure. Use of the system is not restricted to new buildings. ■ ECI Air-Flyte Corp., Fairfield, N.J.
Circle 402 on inquiry card

HOTEL/MOTEL FURNITURE / A line including beds, night stands, wall units and desks is presented in literature. All units have plastic laminate surfaces. ■ R-Way Furniture Co., Sheboygan, Wis.
Circle 403 on inquiry card

MOBILE STORAGE SYSTEM / A system utilizing one aisle to service a battery of racks is described in literature. Racks glide back and forth on steel tracks. ■ Dexion Inc., Woodside, N.Y.
Circle 404 on inquiry card

CLASSROOM CLIMATE CONTROL/Self-contained air conditioning units for school applications are described in a brochure containing installation photos. ■ American Air Filter Co., Inc., Louisville, Ky.
Circle 405 on inquiry card

SIDING/Redwood applications in commercial and residential structures are featured in a brochure giving complete technical information. ■ Simpson Timber Co., Seattle.*
Circle 406 on inquiry card

WALL SYSTEM/Features include concealed fasteners which preserve the exterior panels, self-flashing windows, and elimination of panel splicing for installing accessories. ■ Marathon Metallic Building Co., Houston.
Circle 407 on inquiry card

SKYLIGHTS/Single- and double-dome models made of one-piece molded fiberglass are shown in a bulletin. Skylight ventilators and translucent wall louvers are also illustrated. ■ Williams Bermuda Corp., Alhambra, Calif.
Circle 408 on inquiry card

INDUSTRIAL DOORS/A 12-page catalog features electrical, air-powered, and manually-operated models. Doors designed for special operations such as clean rooms, radiation rooms, and sound isolation areas are described. ■ Clark Door Co., Inc., Cranford, N.J.*
Circle 409 on inquiry card

*Additional product information in Sweet's Architectural File. More literature on page 198

SOUTHWESTERN BELL BUILDING OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS
Sure Klean 600—low cost cleaner, specially designed for cleaning hard burned light colored masonry surfaces not subject to metallic stains. Quickly, easily removes excess mortar and job dirt. Concentrated for economy. Easy to use. Brush on, let stand, rinse. Write for complete time and money saving story.

Process Solvent Co. Inc.
1040 Chelsea Trafficway
Kansas City, Kansas 66104
913 MA 1-0244
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SNOW at 20°
Loading Dock & Truck Bays Bone Dry!

- No Schedule Delays
- No Extra Maintenance
with SNOW*MATS
from SMITH-GATES

The proven performance of Smith-Gates Snow*Mats sets a standard for functional electric snow melting systems. Smith-Gates Snow*Mats are U.L. listed for both concrete and asphalt. Snow*Mats are designed for easy installation and engineered for flexible toughness so they last the life of the application. Snow*Mats have heat capabilities for snow removal built on watt densities that are efficient and economical for your locale.

More information? Write for complete engineering layout and installation data...form L-600,

SMITH-GATES CORPORATION
FARMINGTON CONN. 06032

Where heat is harnessed to help you.
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G-P has the answer to economical fire and sound control in high-rise construction.

Party Wall. With G-P's party wall system, you get an STC of 50 and a one-hour incombustible fire rating. First erect 2½" steel studs and then install 2½" fiber glass insulation. Then, on both sides of the studs, G-P's ¼" (U.L. labeled) Gypsum Sound-Deadening Board is attached. Applied to the Sound-Deadening Board is G-P's ½" FIRESTOP® gypsumboard. Easy! Fast! Inexpensive!

Corridor Wall System. This economical wall system gives you an STC of 54 and a one-hour fire rating. On the interior side of 2½" steel studs with fiber glass friction-fit insulation, G-P's ¼" (U.L. labeled) Gypsum Sound-Deadening Board is attached. Then, ½" FIRESTOP® gypsumboard is applied to the Sound-Deadening Board. On the corridor side, G-P's ¾" (U.L. labeled) Eternawall™ is attached to the Sound-Deadening Board. And you've got a corridor that's tough. Colorfast. Stain and abrasion resistant. And beautiful.

Shaft Liner. G-P's new Shaft Liner system weighs only 10.5 lbs. p.s.f. compared to 34 lbs. p.s.f. or more for masonry shaft walls. Prelaminated panels are easily installed in top and bottom runners with a T spline placed between panels. This system installs from the shaft exterior so construction is speeded up. In addition, temporary shaft enclosures are eliminated. G-P's shaft wall gives you a 2-hour fire rating. And saves you money and space in building core construction.

Georgia-Pacific
Gypsum Division
Portland, Oregon 97204

For more data, circle 111 on inquiry card
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Your 1972 Sweet's File

features three major innovations to speed and simplify your product search:

1. **Organization within the Uniform System**

2. **Inclusion of a new Product Index carried in each volume of the File**

3. **Newly designed File graphics facilitating quick search of more product areas**

Result: More usefulness, and more ease-of-use . . . of every catalog made available to you year-'round by the manufacturers represented in your new Sweet's File!

**Sweet's Architectural Catalog File**
McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company
330 W. 42nd Street, New York, N.Y. 10036
OFFICE LITERATURE continued from page 194

SILICONE WEATHERPROOFING/A system consisting of the company’s standard silicone rubber weather coating with the addition of an evenly applied layer of a ceramic-colored granule is described in literature. ■ General Electric Co., Waterford, N.Y.*

Circle 410 on inquiry card

GLASS DECORATION/A technique for placing decorative and functional imagery on glass surfaces is described in literature. A variety of special effects can be produced. ■ Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.

Circle 411 on inquiry card

FLOORING/A complete line of vinyl, asbestos tile, asphalt tile, feature strip and cobble base is presented in a 16-page catalog. ■ Azrock Floor Products, San Antonio, Tex.*

Circle 412 on inquiry card

ALUMINUM FACADE SYSTEM/A 6-page brochure describes a concealment system for the manufacturer’s roof-top multi-zone air handling units. Components include facade frames and fascia panels. ■ American Air Filter Co., Inc., Louisville, Ky.

Circle 413 on inquiry card

STEEL SHELVING/A complete line of units that assembles without tools, nuts or bolts is described in a 16-page catalog. A line of accessories permits individual design for special storage applications. ■ Equipto, Aurora, Ill.

Circle 414 on inquiry card

LIGHTING UNITS/Six models of mercury vapor, mobile, and flood-lighting units are illustrated in a 4-page bulletin. Mobile systems are to be used wherever temporary or emergency lighting is needed. ■ Koehring Co., Milwaukee.

Circle 415 on inquiry card

VENTILATING LOUVERS/A complete line of extruded aluminum and formed metal louvers is presented in a 20-page catalog. Models include stationary, adjustable and automatic supply and/or exhaust wall and door louvers for all types of applications. ■ H&C Mfg. Co., Tucson, Ariz.

Circle 416 on inquiry card

OFFICE SEATING/Two lines featuring traditional styling are presented in a 12-page catalog. Executive, secretarial and guest chairs are among the types shown. ■ Emeco Industries, Inc., Hanover, Pa.

Circle 417 on inquiry card

COMMERCIAL COMPACTOR/A unit capable of handling all four classifications of waste materials is described in a 4-page brochure. Heavy duty carts are used as waste receptacles. ■ Trans-World Compactors, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.

Circle 418 on inquiry card

SNOW-MELTING SYSTEM/ The design and installation of a copper tube system in a wide range of applications is covered in a 12-page brochure. ■ Revere Copper and Brass Inc., New York City.

Circle 419 on inquiry card

WATER COOLERS/More than 46 models are described in a recent catalog. Coolers with refrigerated compartments, and units for special industrial applications are included. ■ Ebco Mfg. Co., Columbus, Ohio.*

Circle 420 on inquiry card

WASHROOM EQUIPMENT/An office building planning guide includes a check list of washroom accessories recommended for use in five office building areas. The company’s line is featured. ■ Bobrick Washroom Equipment, Inc., New York City.*

Circle 421 on inquiry card

OFFICE LANDSCAPE SYSTEM/ A group of flexible wall panels and a line of components and accessories is described in a 24-page booklet. ■ Westinghouse Electric Corp., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Circle 422 on inquiry card

CARPET SPECIFICATIONS/ A 12-page booklet gives detailed information on how to specify various grades of anti-static contract carpet. Information on commercial grades of carpet made with various blends of synthetic fibers is included. ■ Dow Badische Co., New York City.

Circle 423 on inquiry card

PLYWOODS FOR CONCRETE FORMING MANUAL/ A case history section illustrates new developments in concrete forming. Current design data and reference material for those engaged in formwork design or construction are included. Cost cutting tips are given. ■ American Plywood Assn., Tacoma, Wash.

Circle 424 on inquiry card

METAL FABRICATION/ A heavy duty commercial, industrial and institutional ornamental and miscellaneous fabricating service complete from design to erection is described in a brochure. Typical fabrications include window frames, doors, walls, railings and stairwells. ■ Handcraft Metals Corp., Cleveland.

Circle 425 on inquiry card

LIGHTING/A line of acrylic spheres for indoor and outdoor lighting is presented in a brochure listing dimensional data and complete mechanical and optical details. ■ Plaskolite, Inc., Columbus, Ohio.

Circle 426 on inquiry card

ALARM EQUIPMENT/Over 350 intrusion and fire alarm products are described in a 64-page catalog. Items range from simple open-loop hardware to ultrasonic, radar, and infrared intrusion detectors. Six pages of application notes for alarm equipment are featured. ■ Mountain West Alarm Supply Co., Phoenix.

Circle 427 on inquiry card

ELEVATOR PLANNING GUIDE/Comprehensive directions for specifying efficient and economical elevator systems for commercial and institutional applications are given in a 16-page booklet. The company’s computer-controlled analysis and adjustment of car distribution is discussed. ■ Armor Elevator Co., Milwaukee.*

Circle 428 on inquiry card

*Additional product information in Sweet’s Architectural File